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Profile
About the Appraisal Institute’s 2018 President

James L. Murrett, MAI, SRA, of Hamburg, New 
York, is the 2018 president of the Appraisal Insti-
tute. He will serve as immediate past president in 
2019. He serves this year as chair of the organiza-
tion’s Executive Committee and chairs its policy- 
setting Board of Directors. 

Murrett has served on the Appraisal Institute’s 
national Board of Directors and Strategic Plan-
ning Committee and as chair of the Finance  
Committee, in addition to many chapter roles, 
including as president of the Upstate New York 
Chapter. He also has been treasurer and a member 
of the Board of Directors of the International 
Center for Valuation Certification, an affiliate of 
the Appraisal Institute. 

He received the 2014 Appraisal Institute Edward 
W. Adams, SRA, Outstanding Board Service 
Award and the 2008 President’s Award, which  
is presented by the Upstate New York Chapter  
of the Appraisal Institute for ongoing commit-
ment, dedication, and service to the chapter and 
the profession.

Murrett received a bachelor’s degree in business 
management from Walsh University, in Canton, 
Ohio.

Since 2009, he has been in management roles 
with Colliers International Valuation & Advisory 
Services, currently as the executive managing 
director, Compliance & Quality Assurance, where 
he is responsible for the general oversight of 
appraisal quality for Colliers.

James L. Murrett, MAI, SRA
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Dear Readers:

Welcome to The Appraisal Journal as we begin 
another year of discussion on the practice  
and theory of valuation of real estate–related 
interests. 

We begin 2018 by taking a look at how environ-
mental contamination may affect real estate 
prices over time. First, our cover article, “A 
Pipeline Spill Revisited: How Long Do Impacts 
on Home Prices Last?” looks at homes impacted 
by an oil spill in April 2000. An Appraisal Jour-
nal article published soon after the spill reported 
residential properties affected by the spill saw a 
10.9%–12.6% reduction in value. The authors 
of the latest study return to the case study area 
and measure if, and how soon, the affected 
homes’ prices rebounded. The authors report 
that the oil spill price effects were temporary, 
and by 2002, after cleanup had been completed, 
there were no spill-related price impacts.

The second feature article, “Environmental Risk 
Premiums and Price Effects in Commercial Real 
Estate Transactions,” examines the effects of 
environmental contamination on sale prices and 
overall capitalization rates of commercial real 
estate at various stages of cleanup. Here, the 
study shows significant price discounts for con-
taminated properties sold before remediation, 
but these discounts disappear after remediation, 
and risk premiums in the form of capitalization 
rates also decline over time.

The third feature article in this issue uses a case 
study to demonstrate how to use multiple regres-
sion analysis in the sales comparison approach  
to value a commercial lot. The author also 
employs the regression model estimates to cal-
culate market-supported adjustments in a tradi-
tional direct sales comparison approach.
 
This issue also brings you an article from the 
American Bar Association on easement law. The 
article describes the various types of easements, 
how they are created, and the rights related to 
the easement. We hope you find this primer 
helpful in assignments where you encounter an 
easement situation.

Finally, we take a moment to mourn the passing 
of two of The Appraisal Journal’s longtime sup-
porters and thought leaders, Marvin L. Wolver-
ton, PhD, MAI, and E. Nelson Bowes, MAI, 
AI-GRS. Both served as peer reviewers and 
members of the Statistics Work Group; Marv also 
had served on the editorial board. The Journal 
was fortunate indeed to have had the benefit of 
their superior intellects, analyses, and insights.

As always, we welcome your comments regarding 
any aspect of The Appraisal Journal.

Stephen T. Crosson, MAI, SRA
Editorial Board Chair and Editor-in-Chief

The Appraisal Journal

From the Editor-in-Chief
Stephen T. Crosson, MAI, SRA

Measuring Contamination Impacts  
Over Time
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Speculative potential integration  
of parcels not proper basis for valuation

Putnam & Sons owned three parcels in Paducah, 
Kentucky, including an 8.2-acre tract improved 
with a 132,000-square-foot factory/warehouse 
building and two separate parking lots. One 
parking lot was a 0.19-acre tract of vacant land 
paved with asphalt, and the other parking lot 
was a 2.79-acre tract of vacant land paved with 
gravel. In March 2011, as part of a plan to replace 
its aging middle school, the Paducah Indepen-
dent School District (School District) con-
demned the 2.79-acre tract with the gravel 
parking lot (Subject Tract).
 During the trial, the parties disagreed as to 
whether the Subject Tract should be valued inde-
pendently of the other two tracts, or whether it 
should be valued as an integral part of a larger 
(more valuable) whole. The School District’s 
appraiser acknowledged that more than thirty 
years earlier an owner integrated use of the fac-
tory tract and the two parking lots. He noted, 
however, that Putnam’s use of the factory tract 
never depended on the Subject Tract across the 
street, and based on his long experience in 
Paducah, he testified as to low probability of 
future integrated use. The School District’s 
appraiser asserted a stand-alone value of $60,000 
for the Subject Tract.
 Putnam’s appraiser stated that just compensa-
tion should be based on the value of Putnam’s 
three tracts as an integral whole. According to 
Putnam’s appraiser, the factory tract in conjunc-
tion with the Subject Tract could be made into a 
regional or national warehousing facility. The 
Subject Tract was essential to that use because 
such warehousing facilities require a relatively 
high ratio of open space to building space in 

order to accommodate large, long-distance semi-
trailers. Putnam’s appraiser testified that without 
the Subject Tract, warehousing was still the best 
use for the factory tract, but it would be limited 
to a more local shipping and storage market. Put-
nam’s appraiser testified that the before-taking 
value of the three tracts together was about  
$1.1 million, and that the after-taking value of 
the factory tract and the smaller parking lot was 
about $350,000, which would lead to an award 
of $750,000 as just compensation for the Subject 
Tract. After a bench trial, the court awarded 
Putnam compensation of $115,000. Putnam 
appealed. The appellate court ruled that a retrial 
was necessary on the issue of compensation. The 
School District appealed the appellate court’s 
ruling to the state supreme court. 
 The Kentucky Supreme Court noted that for 
condemnation purposes “fair market value” 
equals “the amount in cash that a willing buyer 
would pay to a willing seller.” Therefore, Putnam 
had correctly asserted that the fair market value 
determination was not limited to the use cur-
rently being made of the Subject Tract, and it 
was proper for the estimate of fair market value to 
take into consideration all the uses for which the 
taken property was suitable. The court stated 
that the highest and most profitable use for the 
Subject Tract was adaptable and needed to be 
likely in the reasonably near future to be consid-
ered as a prospective use affecting the market 
value. The court noted that the US Supreme 
Court has explained, “the value may be deter-
mined in light of the special or higher use of the 
land when combined with other parcels, it need 
not be measured merely by the use to which the 
land is or can be put as a separate tract.”
 The Kentucky Supreme Court further found, 
however, that this does not mean market value is 

Cases in Brief
by Scott B. Mueller, JD

Recent Court Decisions on Real Estate  
and Valuation
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to be determined according to any theory of 
combination and adaptability the landowner 
suggests. Rather, “in order for that special adapt-
ability to be considered, there must be a reason-
able probability of the lands in question being 
combined with other tracts for that purpose in 
the reasonably near future.” 
 The state supreme court agreed with the 
School District that no competent evidence of 
likely future integration of the Subject Tract and 
the other two tracts existed, and the speculative 
integration for warehousing purposes did not 
warrant a “windfall” valuation. The court 
reversed the opinion of the appellate court and 
reinstated the judgment of the trial court. 

Paducah Independent School District v.  
Putnam & Sons, LLC

Supreme Court of Kentucky 
June 15, 2017

2015-SC-000711-DG

Broker’s opinion of value may be used  
to update appraised values in court- 
approved orderly sale of properties

The Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
brought an action against Western Financial 
Planning (Western) for defrauding investors in 
the sale of unregistered securities. To implement 
its scheme, Western bought undeveloped real 
estate, with cash or financing, and simultane-
ously formed general partnerships (GPs) to own 
the land. Western then sold general partnership 
units to investors and sold the real estate to the 
general partnerships. Western raised approxi-
mately $153 million from investors through this 
scheme. When the scheme collapsed, the court 
appointed a receiver to control and sell the prop-
erties. This case concerns the court-approved 
sale of one of the properties.
 In 2013, the court-appointed receiver engaged 
licensed appraisers to value the 23 properties 

owned by the general partnerships. Those profes-
sionals determined that the land was worth 
$16,328,000, just 8.41% of the total funds the 
general partners had invested in the land.
 Three years later, the receiver moved to con-
duct an orderly sale of the GP properties. The 
receiver asserted that the receivership was in 
steady decline as the cost to hold the GP proper-
ties was disproportionately high in relation to the 
value of the GP real estate assets. To prevent the 
value of the receivership from declining further, 
the receiver sought to sell the properties.
 The court addressed and evaluated the concerns 
expressed by the receiver, the SEC, and myriad 
investors who differed on the actual benefit of the 
orderly sale. The court also took into consider-
ation the recommendations of the investors’ 
report. The court noted that the investors’ report 
substantially agreed with the receiver on maximiz-
ing the value and generally agreed on the appraised 
value of the various GP properties. The receiver 
moved for permission to engage CBRE, a real 
estate brokerage firm, as a consultant to weigh the 
pros and the cons of the investors’ report. 
 Three of the GP properties were situated in 
Bratton Valley in San Diego County. In 2013, the 
receiver valued one of those properties—the 
Bratton View property—at $68,667 and all three 
Bratton Valley properties at a combined total 
value of $206,000. Two years later a broker opin-
ion value (BOV) of the Bratton View property 
was $270,236 and a BOV of the combined Brat-
ton Valley properties was $756,548. Although the 
investors’ report did not value the Bratton View 
property separately, it did value the three Bratton 
Valley properties at a value that corresponded to 
the BOV value of the properties. Moreover, the 
investors’ report concurred in the receiver’s rec-
ommendation that the Bratton Valley properties 
be sold. The court adopted the receiver’s recom-
mendation that the properties be sold.
 Through the orderly sale process the receiver 
received a timely and qualified bid for $265,000. 
The court found that the purchase price of 
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$265,000 was reasonable in light of the receiver’s 
2015 appraisal of the Bratton View property and 
the investors’ report. The BOV value obtained 
by the receiver estimated the property was worth 
$270,236, which placed the purchase price just 
$5,000 below the BOV value. More importantly, 
the court noted that with this sale, the Bratton 
Valley properties had been sold for $745,000, 
which correlated to the BOV of the properties 
($756,548) and fell within the range provided by 
the investors’ report ($629,878–$944, 816).

SEC v. Schooler
United States District Court, S.D. California

August 4, 2017
Case No.: 3:12-CV-02164-GPC-JMA

Option agreement enforceable  
where language is clear and valuation  
is reasonable

In June 2010, a property owner (now bankruptcy 
Debtor) entered into a lease agreement with Les-
see for a gas station and convenience store. The 
lease gave Lessee the exclusive right to purchase 
the property for the appraised value at a future 
date and included an agreement to employ a 
specified appraiser (Appraiser 1).
 In 2012, Lessee notified Debtor that it was 
exercising the option, and Appraiser 1 was 
retained. Appraiser 1 appraised the property at 
$1.62 million, however Debtor was unable to 
close on the sale. 
 In April 2015, Lessee again notified Debtor 
that it intended to exercise the option to pur-
chase the property. Appraiser 1 was again 
requested to perform an appraisal. Due to inter-
ference in the appraisal process by Debtor’s 
then-counsel, Appraiser 1 withdrew from the 
process. The parties amended the option to des-
ignate a replacement appraiser (Appraiser 2).
 On September 10, 2015, the lender that would 
finance the acquisition issued an engagement let-

ter to Appraiser 2 to appraise the property. 
Appraiser 2 reported the property’s value at $1.4 
million. On October 23, 2015, Lessee gave timely 
written notice to Debtor of its election to pur-
chase the property for $1.4 million. Debtor 
refused to execute the purchase agreement, 
asserting that Appraiser 2 was not the designated 
appraiser under the lease.
 Debtor then commenced a lawsuit to challenge 
the valuation of the property, alleging the lan-
guage in the lease was vague. Debtor asserted 
that the option amendment was ambiguous 
because it led to an “absurd” result where the fair 
market value of the property was substantially 
greater that the value reported by Appraiser 2. 
The “absurd” result (the alleged unfair appraisal 
amount) made the option clause ambiguous and 
thus unenforceable. 
 The court found the option language was plain 
and clear. The court noted the option language 
did not provide a mechanism to contest the 
appraised value. Once the Lessee exercised the 
option and the appraiser determined a value, the 
lease did not allow the Debtor to challenge that 
procedure and amount.
 Debtor testified to his opinion that the value of 
the property was approximately $3 million, based 
on planned development and monthly events in 
the area. However, the court found this was a lay 
opinion with no support. The court further found 
that the two professional appraisals admitted into 
evidence at trial ($1.4 million and $1.62 million) 
were not so far apart as to cause the result to be 
absurd. The only appraisal testimony admitted at 
trial was that of Appraiser 2 whose appraisal val-
ued the property at $1.4 million. While the court 
agreed that the appraisal was subject to criticism, 
the court found no evidence had been presented 
that the appraisal did not meet applicable appraisal 
standards. The court agreed that the appraisal’s 
depreciation analysis was questionable in using an 
80% deduction for obsolescence of improvements 
with little explanation as to how that percentage 
was determined. In addition, it said the sales anal-
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ysis arguably could have included more compara-
ble properties. Most importantly, however, the 
court found that the income approach analysis 
was not discredited and there was ample support 
for the integrity of Lessee’s financial information 
on which the income analysis was based. Debtor 
attempted to question Lessee’s management of the 
property, but the issues identified were minor and/
or temporary issues. The court ruled that the Les-
see was entitled to specific performance of the 
amended option.

In re Millennium Super Stop II, LLC
United States Bankruptcy Court, W.D. Missouri 

March 7, 2017
569 B.R. 331

Negligence claim does not flow  
to future parties

This case discusses the ability of a third party to 
pursue negligence claims against an appraiser. 
Llano Financing Group, a third-party claims ser-
vicer, brought claims for negligence in the 
appraisal of the mortgaged property. It alleged 
there had been professional negligence and false 
information negligently supplied for the guid-
ance of others. The appraiser argued the claims 
servicer lacked standing. The circuit court 
granted the appraiser’s motion to dismiss. The 
claims servicer appealed. 
 To obtain the loan, the borrower employed a 
mortgage broker, who hired the appraiser to pre-
pare an appraisal for the property. The appraiser 
valued the property and designated the broker as 
the “Lender/Client.” The appraisal provided for 
the mortgage broker to “distribute” the report to 
the borrower, other lenders, and the mortgagee. 
But, it provided that the intended user was the 
lender/client; it specifically stated, “THE CLIENT 
IS THE INTENDED USER OF THIS REPORT. NO 
OTHER INTENDED USERS HAVE BEEN IDENTI-
FIED BY THE APPRAISER.”

 The original lender subsequently transferred 
the underlying mortgage to Impac, which later 
sold the mortgage with an agreement to continue 
to service it. Impac then entered into a subservic-
ing agreement with Savant. Savant subsequently 
assigned some of its legal rights to Llano, the 
claims servicer. Llano alleged that it stood in the 
shoes of the original lender and, thus, could bring 
claims that originally inured to its benefit.
 The appeals court noted that the assignment 
of the note and mortgage provided the servicer 
the ability to enforce the note and foreclose on 
the property, but the assignment did not include 
the right to bring negligence claims. The court 
stated the claims servicer was not in privity with 
the appraiser, never acquired a right to file neg-
ligence claims, and therefore lacked standing to 
sue for professional negligence.
 Llano argued that the appraiser intended to 
induce it to rely on the negligent misrepresenta-
tion in the appraisal. The appeals court disagreed. 
It noted that in Cooper v. Brakora & Assocs., 
Inc., the court had held a purchaser did not have 
a negligent misrepresentation action against an 
appraiser hired by a bank to evaluate a purchas-
er’s loan. There, the court had stated, 

[S]ection 552 will create great uncertainty unless the 

concept of a business transaction is narrowly defined. 

Accordingly, the “transaction” associated with an 

appraisal that is obtained purely for financing purposes 

after a contract for sale has been executed is the loan 

transaction. To permit section 552 to create a tort claim 

against a residential appraiser … would expand the 

meaning of “transaction” beyond that contemplated in 

the ordinary business relationship within which an 

appraisal for a lender is performed.

The court found there was not an independent 
basis for a third party to sue for negligence. This 
was especially true because the contract language 
limited the appraisal’s application.
 The appraisal had provided for distribution to 
others but explicitly limited reliance on the 
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report to its use for the purpose “of any mortgage 
finance transaction,” and, it indicated that “NO 
OTHER INTENDED USERS HAVE BEEN IDENTI-
FIED BY THE APPRAISER.” The appeals court 
found no justifiable reliance on this report by 
individuals or entities other than those involved 
in the mortgage finance transaction. The appeals 
court affirmed the dismissal of the claims ser-
vicer’s amended complaint.

Llano Financing Group, LLC v.  
Yespy and Gulfstream Appraisal Co.
District Court of Appeal of Florida

Fourth District
August 23, 2017
No. 4D16-2007

Estate cannot undervalue property  
to benefit residual beneficiaries 

This case relates to the date-of-death valuation 
of real property. At the time of his death, Harold 
Hartshorne Jr. (Hartshorne) owned approxi-
mately 87 acres of real property near Lake 
Geneva, Wisconsin. Hartshorne’s will bequeathed 
approximately 36 acres of this property to “non-
family beneficiaries” (10.67 acres to McGeehan, 
5.49 acres to Hurkman, and 20.691 acres to  
Wrzesinski) and portions to “residual beneficia-
ries.” The residue of the estate then flowed to the 
residual beneficiaries. Two of the residual benefi-
ciaries, Tom and Kim Hartshorne, were the per-
sonal representatives for the estate.
 In subsequent litigation, Tom Hartshorne tes-
tified that following Harold Hartshorne’s death 
he engaged an appraiser to complete an appraisal 
of the Hartshorne real property on behalf of the 
estate. Rather than appraising all the parcels 
separately, the estate’s appraiser, with Tom’s par-
ticipation, “lump[ed] together” certain parcels. 
The estate appraiser’s March 2014 appraisal val-
ued the entire property at approximately $3 mil-
lion, with the portion bequeathed to McGeehan 

valued at approximately $13,900 per acre.
 Tom Hartshorne acknowledged that in 2011, 
Harold Hartshorne sold a 35-acre parcel to 
neighbor Patrick Ryan for approximately $73,000 
per acre, and after Hartshorne’s death another 
neighbor submitted a written offer to purchase 
the property of the estate for $6.5 million or 
approximately $75,000 per acre. Tom Hartshorne 
valued the real property for federal estate tax pur-
poses at the appraised amount of $3 million 
instead of the written offer amount of $6.5 mil-
lion. He acknowledged that if the estate was val-
ued at $3 million rather than $6.5 million the 
estate would incur approximately $1.4 million 
less in taxes. If the more robust appraised value 
controlled, the residue of the estate would fund 
the additional $1.4 million tax liability and thus 
reduce the amount of money the residual benefi-
ciaries, including Tom and Kim Hartshorne, 
would receive. He also admitted that the estate 
refused McGeehan’s request for a copy of the 
estate’s appraisal and did not inform McGeehan 
of the $6.5 million purchase offer until after 
McGeehan filed a petition to remove Tom and 
Kim Hartshorne as personal representatives. Tom 
Hartshorne agreed that if the estate appraiser’s 
approximately $140,000 valuation of the prop-
erty bequeathed to McGeehan’s property set the 
basis for tax purposes, McGeehan would pay a 
twenty-percent capital gains tax on “the differ-
ence between the $140,000 set by the estate and 
whatever he sold it for.” After the court removed 
Tom and Kim Hartshorne as personal representa-
tives for the estate, the nonfamily beneficiaries 
sold their parcels to neighbor Ryan for amounts 
greater than the estate appraiser’s values: McGee-
han sold his 10.67 acres for $2 million with a life 
estate for himself, Hurkman sold his 5.49 acres 
for $2.2 million, and Wrzesinski sold his 20.691 
acres for $1.325 million.
 Following these sales, each of the nonfamily 
beneficiaries challenged the date-of-death prop-
erty values. They sought an order directing the 
new personal representative to file an amended 
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inventory, accounting, and federal estate tax 
return utilizing the Ryan sale prices, instead of 
the estate appraiser’s appraisal values. The pro-
bate court concluded that “[b]y undervaluing the 
properties the residual beneficiaries receive a 
benefit,” and “the amounts that the former per-
sonal representatives listed in [the interim 
accounting, inventory, and federal estate tax 
return] have potentially already caused the [non-
family beneficiaries] harm.”
 The court issued an order substituting the Ryan 
sale prices in place of the estate appraiser’s 
appraised date-of-death values. The court par-
tially granted the nonfamily beneficiaries’ request 
for fees and costs related to the litigation, which 
was appealed. The appellate court determined, 
however, that the matter on which the nonfam-
ily beneficiaries prevailed was an “appealable 
contested matter” and that they were entitled to 
additional fees and costs.

In Re the Estate of Harold Hartshorne Jr.
Court of Appeals of Wisconsin

August 9, 2017
378 Wis. 2d 75

Statute of limitations in negligence claim 
begins to run when claimant first has 
notice of irregularities

In Kentucky, a civil action against a real estate 
appraiser must be brought within one year  
from “the date of the occurrence or from the 
date when the cause of action was, or reasonably 
should have been, discovered by the party 
injured.” This case deals with the question  
of the date a bank reasonably should have  
discovered that an appraiser allegedly overval-
ued a property. 
 In 2005, Amelia Real Estate Development, 
LLC (Amelia) sought a loan from Victory Com-
munity Bank (a Kentucky bank), secured by real 
property located in Clermont County, Ohio. Vic-

tory hired an appraiser who practiced in both 
Kentucky and Ohio to appraise the property. In 
June 2005, the appraiser submitted a report opin-
ing a fair market value of $1,215,000. The 
appraisal provided, “[t]he value conclusions 
stated herein are as of the effective date as stated 
in the body of the appraisal.” The stated effective 
date was June 9, 2005. Victory lent $448,000 to 
Amelia without a requirement that Amelia sub-
mit personal guarantees. 
 About five years later, on December 1, 2010, 
Amelia defaulted on the loan with an approxi-
mate $479,000 deficiency. Victory’s president, 
Kenkel, testified that by December 2010, he was 
concerned about the appraisal, in part because 
Amelia had offered to return the property to the 
bank. The following key exchange was reported 
in Kenkel’s deposition:

Question: So, by that time in December of 2010, you 

were concerned about [the] appraisal?

Kenkel: No doubt about it. No one gives you a deed, 

even with the drop in real estate values, nothing goes 

from a million-two to where they’re willing to give you 

a property back for $480,000 owed.

Kenkel also testified that he personally viewed 
the property on or around December 1, 2010, and 
saw a for sale sign. The listing agent told him the 
property was not worth $1.2 million “or any-
where close to it.” The agent gave Kenkel an 
estimate of “$800,000, 900, seven range.” Kenkel 
testified that the agent’s comments and Kenkel’s 
inspection of the property indicated various 
problems. Over the course of the next three 
months Kenkel contacted the appraiser with 
requests for information. 
 According to Victory, the appraiser’s 2005 val-
uation was inflated and had deliberately with-
held or misrepresented key facts about the 
property related to its zoning, drainage, and loca-
tion. Victory ultimately settled with Amelia for 
$60,000 and title to the property, which Victory 
sold at a loss.
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 On November 30, 2011, Victory and the 
appraiser agreed to a tolling agreement, which sus-
pended all applicable statutes of limitation from 
November 30, 2011 through February 28, 2012. 
On March 2, 2012 (after the tolling agreement 
expired), Victory filed a complaint against the 
appraiser for breach of contract, negligence, fraud, 
and civil conspiracy. The appraiser filed a motion 
for summary judgment asserting that Victory’s 
claims were barred by the statute of limitations.
 The court held that, but for the tolling agree-
ment, the statutory limitations period would 
have expired on December 1, 2011, one year 
after the date of the default by Amelia. However, 
with the tolling agreement the statute of limita-
tions expired on February 28, 2012, which was 
prior to the date that Victory filed its complaint. 
The trial court granted the appraiser’s motion for 
summary judgment. Victory appealed. 
 The appellate court noted that the Kentucky 
Supreme Court has observed that Kentucky law 
“actually provides two different limitations peri-
ods: one year from the date of the ‘occurrence,’ 
and one year from the date of the actual or con-
structive discovery of the cause of action.” A 
cause of action accrues in Kentucky where negli-
gence and damages have both occurred. The sec-
ond or “discovery” limitation period begins to 
run when the plaintiff discovered the cause of 
action or should have discovered it.
 Victory argued that Amelia’s breach of its con-
tract with Victory gave no signal that the 
appraiser had also breached his contract with 
Victory and committed allegedly tortious con-
duct. Victory argued that its claims against the 
appraiser revolve on different facts, different ele-
ments, and different measures of damage.
 The appellate court found that Victory pos-
sessed notice that something was amiss when 
Amelia defaulted. Notice specifically included (1) 
Amelia’s offer of a deed in satisfaction of the out-
standing indebtedness; (2) Kenkel’s view of the 
subject property in early December 2010 disclos-
ing discrepancies between its condition and the 

appraisal’s factual representations; (3) Kenkel’s 
initial December 24 inquiry to the appraiser as to 
the appraisal’s reference to developed lots; (4) the 
appraiser’s response referring to “future sale or 
development” with a holding period of five to ten 
years; (5) Kenkel’s follow-up on January 18, 2011 
as to whether the appraiser saw “any issues with 
[the] original appraisal in retrospect”; and (6) 
Kenkel’s February 3, 2011 letter detailing prob-
lems with the appraisal’s factual basis. Therefore, 
the court noted, by February 3, 2011 at the latest, 
Victory knew about the appraiser’s role and the 
statute of limitations began to run at that time.
 The appellate court found there was no genu-
ine factual dispute related to the tolling period 
for the statute of limitations in this matter. The 
appellate court affirmed the decision of the trial 
court to grant the appraiser’s motion for sum-
mary judgment. 

Victory Community Bank v. Socol
Court of Appeals of Kentucky

February 17, 2017
524 S.W.3d 24

Eminent domain taking of parking lot 
constitutes inverse condemnation  
of related suburban office building

In 1981, Barton purchased a four-story walk-up 
commercial building (70 South Main) as a busi-
ness office, and to comply with zoning regula-
tions, he also acquired a vacant lot across the 
street (65 South Main) to accommodate for-
ty-four parking spaces. The City of Norwalk 
(City) issued a certificate of zoning compliance 
for both parcels. 
 In 1985, Barton began leasing space at 70 
South Main to commercial tenants, and for the 
next fifteen years the building remained 95 to 
100 percent occupied. When Barton bought 70 
South Main, abundant on-street parking existed 
nearby. Beginning in 1990, however, enlarged 
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no-parking zones and street configuration 
changes steadily made on-street parking more 
limited. In 1996, Barton learned of the City’s 
interest in building a new police headquarters on 
land that included his parking lot at 65 South 
Main, and he and his tenants grew concerned 
that customers would have nowhere to park. Bar-
ton stressed in talks with the City that if the 
parking lot at 65 South Main was condemned, 
operations at 70 South Main would suffer.
 In February 2002, the City condemned the 
parking lot at 65 South Main and paid Barton 
$127,000 as just compensation. Barton had 
argued to the court that 65 South Main was 
worth $350,000. He was unsuccessful in his 
attempt to amend his pleadings to add a claim for 
losses to 70 South Main. Therefore, the parties’ 
experts testified only as to the fair market value 
of 65 South Main alone. Both parties’ real estate 
appraisers agreed that the highest and best use for 
65 South Main would be a mixed-use develop-
ment. The court rendered judgment in favor of 
Barton in that case for $310,000 as just compen-
sation for the taking of 65 South Main.
 Barton then filed a second case, alleging that 
the City had inversely condemned 70 South 
Main when it took 65 South Main. The court 
rendered judgment in favor of Barton totaling 
$899,480 in damages and $543,384 in prejudg-
ment interest. The City filed an appeal and the 
appellate court affirmed the judgment of the trial 
court. The City then filed an appeal with the 
state supreme court.
 The Connecticut Supreme Court noted that 
the City claimed 70 South Main was not inversely 
condemned because the property retained eco-
nomic value, was approximately half occupied, 
and continued to generate revenue. Barton on 
the other hand claimed his use and enjoyment of 
70 South Main had been substantially destroyed. 
The supreme court agreed with Barton. Citing 
several past decisions, the court said, “An inverse 
condemnation claim accrues when the purpose 
of government regulation and its economic effect 

on the Property owner render the regulation sub-
stantially equivalent to an eminent domain pro-
ceeding” and there is “such a substantial 
interference with the use of the property that it 
amounts to practical confiscation.” 
 The supreme court noted that the trial court 
had agreed with Barton’s appraiser who found the 
income for 70 South Main had declined from 
$94,080 in 2001 to $20,661 in 2006 and that the 
value of 70 South Main had diminished from 
$1.1 million to $200,520—a 81.77 percent 
decrease. Barton’s appraiser attributed the decline 
in value to the absence of available parking. He 
testified that “parking is the lifeline of [a] build-
ing” in a suburban market. He added that when 
“[y]ou take the parking away, you’ve gutted ... the 
value of a building.” The supreme court affirmed 
the judgment of the appellate court.

Barton v. City of Norwalk
Supreme Court of Connecticut

July 4, 2017
326 Conn. 139

Evidence of use of real estate and  
testator’s intent necessary to determine 
elements in real estate bequest

Charles A. Bogar was the sole specific benefi-
ciary in the will of his brother, Thomas E. Bogar. 
The current case was an appeal of the construc-
tion of the will. Specifically, Charles Bogar 
argued that the probate court erroneously con-
cluded that a specific bequest of “the real estate 
(the Property) … together with all contents of 
said real estate” does not include farm equipment 
and vehicles located on the Property. This deci-
sion effectively allowed those items to pass to 
residual beneficiaries.
 After Thomas Bogar’s death, an inventory and 
appraisal provided a valuation of all personal prop-
erty found and located at the Property. The inven-
tory and appraisal also included an itemized 
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appraisal of the personal property. The last will and 
testament contained only two bequests, one spe-
cific and one residual. The specific bequest stated:

I give, devise, and bequeath to my brother, CHARLES A. 

BOGAR, if he shall survive me, the real estate at [the 

Property], Salem, Ohio, together with all contents of 

said real estate, if owned by me at the time of my death.

The parties stipulated that the Property included 
31 acres, a house and out buildings and that 
Thomas Bogar was “the owner of all tools, farm 
equipment and machinery, all farm vehicles, all 
lawn and garden equipment, and all of the con-
tents of all of the outbuildings and garage build-
ing located at the premises.”
 The residual clause stated:

All the rest, residue and remainder of my property 

whether real, personal or mixed and whosesoever situ-

ated which I may own or have the right to dispose of at 

the time of my death, I give, devise and bequeath to 

ABRAHAM ALEXANDER, BENJAMIN ALEXANDER, 

BRANDON BEESON, my niece, SUSAN BOGAR, my 

niece, JENNIFER BOGAR, and MARK BAKER, share and 

share alike or to the survivor or survivors of them. 

During administration of the will, a dispute arose 
as to the correct interpretation of the phrase “all 
contents of said real estate.” Charles Bogar inter-
preted that phrase to include all the personal and 
other property physically located on the real 
estate on the date of death. However, Baker, a 
residual beneficiary, argued that the phrase 
should be interpreted to include only household 
goods and personalty. The probate court agreed 
with Baker. According to the judgment entry, 
the estate’s appraiser valued Thomas Bogar’s tan-
gible personal property at $99,705; intangible 
personal property at $624,811; and real property 
at $173,070, for a gross estate value of $915,586. 
The appraisal divided the tangible personal prop-
erty into three categories: (1) trucks–auto–farm 
equipment; (2) shop tools–miscellaneous; and 

(3) heated shop. The probate court found that all 
the personal property in the category of trucks–
auto–farm equipment (“vehicles and farm equip-
ment”) passed through the residual clause of the 
will. The probate court stated that no evidence 
showed the decedent intended to include the 
vehicles and farm equipment in the specific 
bequest to his brother. The court reasoned that 
“any item such as a motor vehicle or specialized 
farm vehicle or equipment would be excluded 
from being considered personalty items due to 
the fact of their very nature of increased value 
and the ability to title such items.” 
 The probate court’s reliance on the term “per-
sonalty” was based on an earlier case, McAlpin v. 
Obenour. McAlpin held that a specific bequest of 
“all my personal property located in the room 
now occupied by me” did not include certificates 
of deposit or checks, even though the certificates 
and checks were in that room. Because the pro-
bate court found that there was almost no case 
law addressing the evidentiary standard to be 
used in will interpretation cases, the court 
adopted the reasoning in McAlpin, relying upon 
the fact that there was no extrinsic evidence pre-
sented that showed the intention of the dece-
dent. The probate court also relied on a New 
York case, Ball v. Dickson, in which the court 
held a bequest of “all the personal property in the 
house and in the other buildings on said prem-
ises” did not include promissory notes, certifi-
cates of deposits, and bank passbooks which 
were, at the time of the will’s execution, in the 
safe at the dwelling.
 Based on this case law and no other evidence 
regarding decedent’s intent, the probate court 
defined “contents of said real estate” as “all 
household goods, personal property furnishing 
[sic], including all contents of the outbuildings 
which are typically found in a home environ-
ment.” As previously stated, the probate court 
determined that motor vehicles, and specialized 
farm vehicles and equipment were excluded from 
the specific bequest because they were of 
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“increased value” and because of “the ability to 
title” these items. Charles Bogar appealed the 
probate court’s decision. 
 In its review, the appellate court noted that a 
court cannot rewrite a will, stating “A court has 
no power to make a new and different will for a 
testator in contravention of the language 
employed in the will.” The appellate court found 
that while the phrase “the real estate located at 
[the Property], Salem, Ohio together with all 
contents of said real estate” is not ambiguous on 
its face, it does appear that an examination of all 
the property located at the Property on the date 
of death creates ambiguity given the specific 
nature of that personal property.
 The appellate court also found that the probate 
court mistakenly relied upon and extrapolated 
from the McAlpin and Ball cases. It noted that in 
those cases the property in dispute consisted of 
certificates of deposit, checks, promissory notes, 
and bank passbooks, which were merely repre-
sentative of the goods sought by the parties, i.e., 
money. Because the funds represented by the 
checks, promissory notes and passbooks were not 
physically located at or on the bequeathed prem-
ises, the funds did not fall under the definition of 
“contents.” The appellate court concluded that 
McAlpin and Ball did not apply to the determina-
tion of the word “contents” in the present case, 
because the property in dispute—farm equip-
ment, trucks and other vehicles (tangible per-
sonal property)—differs from money (intangible 
personal property) at issue in those cases.
 The court went on to state that automobiles, 
while they may be garaged at or parked on the real 
estate, by their very nature may not necessarily be 
“contents” of the real estate. The question here is 
whether the testator intended these to be “con-
tents of said real estate.” Trucks and farm equip-
ment, however, present a more difficult question. 
Bogar contended that trucks and farm equipment 
fall within the practical definition of “contents of 
said real estate,” because the real estate at issue is 
a farm. However, neither party offered any evi-

dence to establish whether the real estate is an 
operating farm, or whether the trucks and farm 
equipment are necessary to the function or main-
tenance of the real property. Evidence of this 
nature is necessary to determine the intent of the 
testator. The court found that although trucks 
and farm equipment may be included in “all con-
tents of said real estate” (especially if on a func-
tioning farm), there was insufficient evidence in 
the record to conclude the probate court erred in 
excluding them from the specific bequest. 
 The appellate court reversed the judgment of the 
probate court and remanded the case with instruc-
tions that the probate court consider extrinsic evi-
dence regarding the practical use of the trucks and 
farm equipment identified in the appraisal, whether 
the testator intended the automobiles to be “con-
tents of said real estate,” and any additional evi-
dence as to the intent of the testator.

Bogar v. Baker
Court of Appeals of Ohio

Seventh District, Mahoning County
September 21, 2017

2017 WL 4220083

Trial court has discretion to allow  
expert appraisal testimony based  
on independent opinion developed  
using investor formula 

This dispute arises out of water damage to condo-
minium owner Westmark’s unit. Westmark 
alleged the Gardens at Swan Creek Condo-
minium Owners Association, Inc. (Association) 
failed to adequately investigate and repair the 
source of the damage. 
 Westmark retained a real estate appraiser who 
formed opinions as to the value of Westmark’s unit 
with repairs at $178,500 and at $77,000 without 
needed repairs totaling $42,152—a difference of 
$101,500. The Association argued that the circuit 
court erroneously admitted expert testimony from 
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Westmark’s real estate appraiser contrary to the 
Daubert federal court expert witness reliability 
standard that has been codified in state statutes.
 To arrive at the $77,000-without-repairs valua-
tion, the appraiser relied on a formula provided by 
a local real estate investor who was in the business 
of purchasing distressed properties. The formula 
involved starting with the value of the property in 
a fully repaired condition, applying discount fac-
tors, and, finally, subtracting repair costs.
 The Association argued that the appraiser’s 
$77,000-without-repairs valuation should be 
excluded because it failed to meet the Daubert 
reliability standard. The circuit court disagreed 
and permitted the appraiser to provide this opin-
ion. The jury awarded Westmark $100,000 in 
damages. The Association appealed.
 In its decision the appellate court cited find-
ings from previous cases finding that “Under the 
Daubert standard, the circuit court serves as a 
‘gate-keeper’ to ‘ensure that the expert’s opinion 
is based on a reliable foundation and is relevant 
to the material issues.”’ The goal is “to prevent 
the jury from hearing conjecture dressed up in 
the guise of expert opinion.” The appellate court 
noted the appraiser had explained that, given the 
degree of damage to Westmark’s unit and the 
extent of needed repairs, the only type of buyer 
likely to purchase the unit was an “investor-pur-
chaser” who “flips” property, pays in cash, and 
does not need conventional financing. Thus, he 
could not value Westmark’s property in its unre-
paired state using comparable sales or other, 
alternative methods. The appraiser believed the 

most reliable method to determine value under 
the circumstances was to rely on the formula 
used by the investor, who knew the local market 
and purchased local distressed properties. The 
appraiser opined that relying on the formula was 
reasonable, and he could think of no more reli-
able method. The appraiser further stated that, 
despite his prior unfamiliarity with the formula 
and ignorance as to whether the investor had 
applied it to condominiums before, the appraiser 
would consider using the formula again now that 
he was aware of it.
 The appraiser also indicated that appraisers 
routinely rely on other types of experts, includ-
ing experts who estimate the amount of damage 
to property. In applying the formula, the 
appraiser relied, in part, on his own independent 
opinion as to the value of Westmark’s unit with 
all repairs completed.
 The appellate court concluded that these facts 
justified the circuit court’s exercise of discretion 
to allow the appraiser’s testimony, especially given 
US Supreme Court’s statement in Kumho Tire Co. 
v. Carmichael that trial-level courts may find reli-
ability based on an expert’s personal knowledge or 
experience. The appellate court affirmed the cir-
cuit court’s judgment in favor of Westmark.

Westmark v. Gardens at Swan Creek  
Condominium Owners Association, Inc.

2017 WL 2984288
Court of Appeals of Wisconsin

July 13, 2017
Appeal No. 2016AP1140
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This article analyzes the laws of easements 
in the 26 states that lie east of the Missis-
sippi River, including the various methods 

for their creation, their nature, and their scope. 
In researching and writing this article, the 
authors limited their research to appellate cases 
in each of these 26 states using a Westlaw search 
dating back to 1874. 

An easement is an interest in land in the possession of 

another which (a) entitles the owner of such interest to 

a limited use or enjoyment of the land in which the 

interest exists; (b) entitles … protection … against third 

persons from interference in such use or enjoyment;  

(c) is not subject to the will of the possessor of the land; 

… and (e) is capable of creation by conveyance.

Restatement (First) of Property § 450. 

 These 26 states have uniform rules regarding 
many of the methods for the creation of ease-
ments. All states recognize the creation of ease-
ments by express grant, by prescription, by 
implication from prior use, and from necessity. 
These states diverge from one another in their 
treatment of some of the requirements for each 
of these methods of creation. In addition, some 
states recognize more methods for creating ease-
ments. The following discussion reviews and 

highlights the areas of similarity and dissimilar-
ity among these 26 states in their treatment of 
the laws of easements. [For expanded discussion 
of easements and additional case references, 
which space here does not allow, please see the 
authors’ website https://www.albarticles.com/
real-estate-litigation/.] 

Easements Appurtenant and In Gross

Easement Appurtenant
In all states east of the Mississippi River, ease-
ments are ordinarily divided into two broad cat-
egories: easements appurtenant and easements 
in gross. An easement appurtenant is created for 
the beneficial use of a particular parcel of real 
property, which is referred to as the “dominant 
estate” or the “dominant tenement.” Corre-
spondingly, the real property that is burdened  
by the easement is commonly referred to as  
the “servient estate” or “servient tenement.” 
See, e.g., Newman v. Michel, 688 S.E.2d 610, 617 
(W. Va. 2009). 
 The dominant and servient estates usually  
are adjacent to and physically abut one another, 
but in a majority of jurisdictions this is not a 
requirement. See, e.g., Gojmerac v. Mahn, 640 
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N.W.2d 178, 184 (Wis. Ct. App. 2011) (noting 
that “[a]lthough dominant and servient estates 
are often adjacent to one another, the majority 
rule is that an easement may be appurtenant to 
noncontiguous property if both estates are 
clearly defined and if it was the parties’ intent 
that the easement be appurtenant”). In some 
jurisdictions, however, an easement cannot be 
appurtenant unless the dominant and servient 
estates were “contiguous at some point.” James 
W. Ely Jr. & Jon W. Bruce, The Law of Easements 
and Licenses in Land § 2:6. In South Carolina, an 
easement appurtenant must have “one terminus 
on the land or the party claiming [the ease-
ment].” See Windham v. Riddle, 672 S.E.2d 578, 
583 (S.C. 2009); Sandy Island Corp. v. Ragsdale, 
143 S.E.2d 803, 806 (S.C. 1965). 
 An easement appurtenant does not exist inde-
pendently from the dominant estate to which it 
belongs or the servient estate it burdens. Thus, 
an easement appurtenant passes with the land 
and is transferred, through general appurtenance 
clauses in a deed, Koepp v. Holland, 688 F. Supp. 
2d 65, 88 (N.D.N.Y. 2010), or automatically to 
future owners of the dominant and servient 
estates even if it is not specifically mentioned in 
the instrument of transfer. Restatement (Third) 
of Property: Servitudes § 1.5. A typical appurte-
nance clause in a deed reads as follows: 

Together with all right, title, and interest, if any, of the 

party of the first part in and to any streets and roads 

abutting the above described premises to the center 

lines thereof; together with the appurtenances and all 

the state and rights of the party of the first part in and 

to said premises; to have and to hold the premises 

herein granted unto the party of the second part, the 

heirs or successors and assigns of the second party of 

the second part forever. 

 As a result, all who succeed in title to the ben-
efited property become entitled to the benefit of 
the easement. Likewise, any owner who succeeds 
to title to the burdened property is subject to the 
terms of the easement. 

Easement in Gross
The easement in gross is “personal to the holder” 
and is not connected to, or for the benefit of, a 
dominant estate. See, e.g., Consolidation Coal 
Co. v. Mutchman, 565 N.E.2d 1074, 1084 (Ind. 
Ct. App. 1990). An easement in gross benefits 
its holder whether or not the holder owns or pos-

sesses the land. Typical examples of this type of 
easement include rights to fish or hunt on some-
body else’s land. Thus, where an easement in 
gross exists, there is a servient estate, but not a 
dominant estate. Courts in some jurisdictions 
east of the Mississippi River tend to disfavor 
easements in gross, and often articulate that, if 
not contrary to the clear intent of the parties, an 
easement should be presumed appurtenant 
rather than in gross. E.g., Koepp, 688 F. Supp. 2d 
at 65, 88. 
 The traditional view is that all easements in 
gross are unassignable and non-inheritable. Ely 
& Bruce, supra, § 9:4. Ever since the leading 
case of Miller v. Lutheran Conference & Camp 
Ass’n, 200 A. 646 (Pa. 1938), however, the mod-
ern American view is that commercial ease-
ments in gross are freely alienable as a matter of 
law yet noncommercial easements in gross are 
not. E.g., Champaign Nat’l Bank v. Illinois Power 
Co., 465 N.E.2d 1016, 1021 (Ill. App. Ct. 1984) 
(“The weight of modern authority supports the 
position that commercial easements in gross are 
alienable, especially when the easements are for 
utility purposes”). Commercial easements 
include those that facilitate commercial activi-
ties such as pipelines and utilities. See Banach v. 
Home Gas Co., 211 N.Y.S.2d 443, 445 (N.Y. 
App. Div. 1961) (stating “[w]e know of no case 
in this jurisdiction which has held that ease-
ments authorizing the construction of telephone 
lines, electric lines or gas lines are inalienable”). 
They may also include easements for boating, 
fishing, and swimming when used for a business 
purpose. Miller, 200 A. at 650. 
 Indiana and Virginia have gone even further, 
enacting legislation allowing for the transferabil-
ity of easements in gross, regardless of whether 
the easement is commercial in nature. An Indi-
ana statute provides that a commercial easement 
in gross may be “alienated, inherited, or assigned 
in whole or in part,” unless the instrument that 
created the easement provides otherwise, and 
that a noncommercial easement in gross may be 
“alienated, inherited, or assigned in whole or in 
part” if the instrument that created the easement 
so states. Ind. Code Ann. §§ 32-23-2-2, 32-23-2-
4(b). Similarly, a Virginia statute declares: “Any 
interest in or claim to real estate, including ease-
ments in gross, may be disposed of by deed or 
will.” Va. Code Ann. § 55-6. This broad language 
encompasses both commercial and noncommer-
cial easements. 
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Methods of Creation

Express Grant
The most common and perhaps best method of 
creating an easement is by express grant or reser-
vation. In all states east of the Mississippi River, 
one can make and expressly convey an easement 
by deed or separate contract. E.g., Helms v. Tully, 
398 So. 2d 253, 255 (Ala. 1981). Because ease-
ments are interests in real property, they come 
within the purview of the statute of frauds. E.g., 
Carter v. Stringfellow, 306 So. 2d 273, 275 (Ala. 
1975). Thus, at a minimum, to successfully create 
an easement by express grant or reservation, the 
instrument creating the easement must be in 
writing and signed by the creator of the ease-
ment. E.g., Loid v. Kell, 844 S.W.2d 428, 429–30 
(Ky. Ct. App. 1992). In addition, the instrument 
must identify the servient estate and reflect the 
grantor’s intent to create an easement. Allen v. 
Duvall, 316 S.E.2d 267, 270 (N.C. 1984) (“[t]
here must be language in the deed sufficient to 
serve as a pointer or a guide to the ascertainment 
of the location of the land”); Am. Quick Sign, 
Inc. v. Reinhardt, 899 So. 2d 461, 465 (Fla. Dist. 
Ct. App. 2005) (noting “[t]here are no magical 
words that one must divine in order to create an 
express easement. All that is necessary are words 
showing the intention of the parties to create an 
easement on a sufficiently identifiable estate”). 

Reservation to Third Parties
Although all states east of the Mississippi permit 
a grantor to reserve an easement for the grantor 
in the parcel conveyed, only a handful of juris-
dictions allow for a reservation of an easement to 
a person who is not a party to the transaction. 
These states are: Connecticut, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, New Jersey, Ohio, and Wisconsin. See, 
e.g., Bolan v. Avalon Farms Prop. Owners Ass’n, 
Inc., 735 A.2d 798, 803–04 (Conn. 1999); Nel-
son v. Parker, 687 N.E.2d 187, 189 (Ind. 1997); 
Townsend v. Cable, 378 S.W.2d 806, 808 (Ky. Ct. 
App. 1964); Hollosy v. Gershkowitz, 98 N.E.2d 
314, 315 (Ohio Ct. App. 1950); Borough of Wild-
wood Crest v. Smith, 509 A.2d 252, 260–61 (N.J. 
Super. Ct.), cert. denied, 526 A.2d 139 
(N.J.1986); In re Parcel of Land v. Darnell, 477 
N.W.2d 333 (Wis. Ct. App. 1991). Alabama, 
Michigan, and Mississippi treat a reservation in 
favor of a third party as an exception retained by 
the grantor, rather than allowing the grantee to 
take the parcel free and clear of the easement. 

Jackson v. Snodgrass, 37 So. 246 (Ala. 1904); 
Mott v. Stanlake, 234 N.W.2d 667, 668–69 (Mich. 
Ct. App. 1975); Cook v. Farley, 15 So. 2d 352, 
355–56 (Miss. 1943). In other words, the con-
veyed property remains burdened by the ease-
ment for the benefit of the grantor’s land. 
 The remaining jurisdictions, however, still 
abide by the common law rule, which states that 
the intended easement is invalid if a single 
instrument is used to reserve the easement to one 
person and, simultaneously, to convey the bur-
dened estate to another. 2 American Law of Prop-
erty § 8.29; 4 Powell on Real Property § 34.04(5). 
Instead, the grantee takes the estate free of the 
easement, despite the clear contrary intent of the 
parties. In these states, to effectuate the transfer 
of an easement to a third party and avoid the 
common-law prohibition, two conveyances must 
be used: the first conveys the easement to the 
intended beneficiary and the second subse-
quently transfers the servient estate to the 
intended transferee. 
 Continued adherence to the common law rule 
has been criticized because it frustrates the intent 
of the parties, traps the poorly represented, and 
has little modern utility. Nelson, 687 N.E.2d at 
189; see also Restatement (Third) of Property: 
Servitudes § 2.6, Reporter’s Note. Indeed, in jet-
tisoning the common law rule, the Kentucky 
Court of Appeals declared: “We have no hesi-
tancy in abandoning this archaic and technical 
rule. It is entirely inconsistent with the basic 
principle followed in the construction of deeds, 
which is to determine the intention of the 
grantor as gathered from the four corners of the 
instrument.” Townsend, 378 S.W.2d at 808. Nev-
ertheless, the common law rule remains the law 
in a majority of jurisdictions east of the Missis-
sippi River. Some jurisdictions have explicitly 
retained the rule to provide stability in the law 
affecting land titles, e.g., Estate of Thompson v. 
Wade, 69 N.Y.2d 570, 574 (N.Y. 1987) (stability 
and adherence to precedent are more important 
than a correct rule of law in this field), yet in 
others the law still exists because courts have 
simply not yet addressed its merits. See, e.g., Car-
bone v. Vigliotti, 610 A.2d 565 (Conn. 1992). 

Easements Arising by Operation of Law
There are several situations in which courts will 
find an easement to exist even if the grantor has 
not expressly created it. These easements arise 
from a judicial inference of presumed intent 
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based on the nature of the transaction. In other 
words, courts will look at the circumstances sur-
rounding the conveyance to determine that the 
parties had intended to create an easement but 
simply forgot to do so. 

Easement Implied from Prior Use. All of the 
jurisdictions east of the Mississippi River recog-
nize easements created by implication from prior 
use. E.g., Tortoise Island Communities, Inc. v. 
Moorings Ass’n, Inc., 489 So. 2d 22 (Fla. 1986). 
This type of easement arises when an owner has 
been using part of his land to benefit another part 
of his land in some way that was apparent and 
continuous, and then transfers one of those parts 
of land to somebody else. See, e.g., Bluffs Owners 
Ass’n, Inc. v. Adams, 897 So. 2d 375, 379 (Ala. 
Civ. App. 2004). 
 In most states east of the Mississippi River 
(although the specifics vary by jurisdiction), cre-
ation of this type of easement requires evidence 
that (1) both the dominant and burdened parcels 
were once commonly owned and part of an undi-
vided tract and then the parcels were subse-
quently severed; (2) the claimed easement had 
apparent and continuous prior use so as to show 
it was intended to be permanent; and (3) at the 
time of severance, the easement was reasonably 
necessary for the use and normal enjoyment  
of the dominant estate. Restatement (Third)  
of Property: Servitudes § 2.12 (stating that  
easements implied from prior use arise when,  
“[u]nless a contrary intent is expressed or implied, 
the circumstance that prior to a conveyance sev-
ering the ownership of land into two or more 
parts, a use was made of one part for the benefit 
of another, implies that a servitude was created to 
continue the prior use if, at the time of the sever-
ance, the parties had reasonable grounds to 
expect that the conveyance would not terminate 
the right to continue the prior use”). 
 Restatement (Third) of Property § 2.12, cmt. 
a, describes the rationale behind the doctrine of 
easements implied from prior use as follows: 

Ownership of land is often split into smaller parcels 

after roads, utility lines, wells, and other facilities have 

been installed that benefit all or several parts of the 

original parcel. If the transaction splitting the owner-

ship is properly handled, the conveyances will spell out 

the rights of each of the new parcels to use these facil-

ities. However, transactions are not always properly 

handled, and all too often, a conveyance severing the 

ownership is silent on the question whether the new 

parcel is entitled to continued use of the other parcel 

for access, utilities, and the like. 

 In Boyd v. Bellsouth Telephone Telegraph Co., 
633 S.E.2d 136, 139 (S.C. 2006), the South Car-
olina Supreme Court considered whether an 
easement implied from prior use was created for 
the right to access a driveway that was once part 
of an undivided parcel. There, the property in 
question was once held by a common owner, 
Bellsouth, and during the time of common own-
ership, Bellsouth used a driveway and rear 
entrance on the property for deliveries. Bell-
south subsequently sold half of the tract to the 
city of Denmark, which later sold it to Boyd. 
When Bellsouth attempted to stop Boyd from 
using the driveway, the court concluded that 
there was a genuine issue of material fact as to 
whether Boyd had acquired an easement in the 
driveway. The court reasoned that an easement 
from prior use could be implied because a com-
mon owner once held the property, and that 
common owner continually used the common 
driveway during the time of common ownership. 
Further, the driveway was reasonably necessary 
for the enjoyment of the Boyd property because 
the evidence showed that the driveway had been 
used to deliver large items to the basement of 
the building and the front entrance was too nar-
row for those deliveries. In addition, building an 
alternate entrance would be too costly and 
impractical. Thus, when the evidence was 
viewed in the light most favorable to Boyd, the 
court concluded that summary judgment in favor 
of Bellsouth was inappropriate. 
 Unique Formulations. In Connecticut, it does 
not appear that unity of ownership is a prerequi-
site to easement by implication from prior use. 
Instead, the court considers “(1) the intention of 
the parties; and (2) whether the easement is ‘rea-
sonably necessary for the use and normal enjoy-
ment of the dominant estate.’” Wheeler v. 
Beachcroft, LLC, 129 A.3d 677, 688 (Conn. 2016). 
In South Carolina, besides requiring a claimant to 
prove the elements listed above, a claimant must 
demonstrate that the grantor indicated intent to 
continue the prior use after the severance of the 
parcels; thus, the claimant must prove:

(1) unity of title; (2) severance of title; (3) the prior use 

was in existence at the time of unity of title; (4) the prior 

use was not merely temporary or casual; (5) the prior 
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use was apparent or known to the parties; (6) the prior 

use was necessary in that there could be no other rea-

sonable mode of enjoying the dominant tenement 

without the prior use; and (7) the common grantor indi-

cated an intent to continue the prior use after severance 

of title. Boyd, 633 S.E.2d at 139. 

With the exception of the seventh element, 
these elements are essentially the same as in 
other states albeit teased out a bit more. 
 Degree of Necessity Required. States also differ 
in the degree of necessity required for easements 
implied from prior use. In most states, the use 
must be “reasonably necessary,” which as one 
Kentucky court explained, means that the use 
must be “more than merely convenient to the 
dominant owner, but less than the total inability 
to enjoy the property absent its use.” Cole v. Gil-
vin, 59 S.W.3d 468, 476–77 (Ky. Ct. App. 2001). 
Accordingly, even in situations when it would 
technically be possible to construct an alternate 
right of way, but would be unreasonably expen-
sive, courts have granted easements by implica-
tion from prior use. See, e.g., Sanders v. Dias, 947 
A.2d 1026, 1032–33 (2008) (finding “reasonable 
necessity” test met when “it would cost more 
than $22,000 to construct a driveway” plus 
“blasting would have to be done”). A similar 
approach is taken by many other states east of the 
Mississippi River. See, e.g., Cobb v. Daugherty, 
693 S.E.2d 800, 813–14 (2010). 
 Conversely, Wisconsin and Florida require 
strict necessity (or its equivalent, absolute neces-
sity). Because these easements are based on the 
parties’ presumed intent, these states believe that 
such intent should only be inferred in compelling 
circumstances, such as a completely landlocked 
property. The Wisconsin Supreme Court 
explained the necessity requirement in Bullis v. 
Schmidt, 93 N.W.2d 476, 480 (Wis. 1958), that 
the easement’s necessity is “so clear and absolute 
that without the easement the grantee cannot 
enjoy the use of the property granted to him for 
the purposes to which similar property is custom-
arily devoted.” Likewise, in Florida, an abso-
lute-necessity test is applied to easements arising 
by implication from prior use. Tortoise Island 
Communities, Inc. v. Moorings Ass’n, Inc., 489 
So. 2d 22 (Fla. 1986). 
 Regardless of the degree of necessity required, 
the focus of the necessity is generally at the time 
the two parcels are severed, not when the ease-
ment is claimed. As a consequence, to success-

fully claim an easement by implication from prior 
use, a claimant must bring proof of necessity with 
respect to the past use of the property. In instances 
when severance occurred many years prior, this 
can result in difficult issues of proof. See Kim-
berly H. Bryant & R. Clay Larkin, Understanding 
Unconventional Easements and Rights of Entry, 33 
Energy & Min. L. Inst. 15, § 15.03 (2012), avail-
able at www.emlf.org/clientuploads/directory/
whitepaper/bryant_larkin_12_excerpt.pdf. 
Unlike an easement by necessity (discussed 
infra), however, there is no requirement that 
continuing necessity be demonstrated. 
 Conveying vs. Reserving an Easement. Maryland, 
New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Vermont 
adopt a hybrid approach in the degree of neces-
sity required. For implied grants, a reasonable-ne-
cessity standard is used, but a strict necessity 
standard is employed for implied easements cre-
ated in favor of the grantor. See, e.g., Slear v. 
Jankiewicz, 54 A.2d 137, 139 (Md. 1947); Abbott 
v. Herring, 469 N.Y.S.2d 268, 270 (N.Y. App. 
Div. 1983), aff ’d, 468 N.E.2d 680 (1984); Trattar 
v. Rausch, 95 N.E.2d 685, 690 (Ohio 1950); Wel-
lington Condo. Ass’n v. Wellington Cove Condo. 
Ass’n, 68 A.3d 594, 601 (R.I. 2013); Wheeler v. 
Taylor, 39 A.2d 190, 192 (Vt. 1944). The theory 
underlying this approach is that the grantor 
should not benefit from the doctrine of implied 
easements because the grantor was in the best 
position to expressly reserve the easement in the 
deed used to transfer the property. Ely & Bruce, 
supra, § 4:22. A fourth approach, adopted by the 
state of Georgia, does not recognize implied ease-
ments in favor of the grantor at all, under any 
circumstances. See, e.g., Dobbs v. Dobbs, 515 
S.E.2d 384, 386 (Ga. 1999). 

Easements of Necessity. Another method of cre-
ation all states have in common is the easement 
by necessity. The authors could not locate a case 
in Georgia that recognizes a common law ease-
ment of necessity. Georgia, however, has codified 
the creation of an easement for landowners in 
landlocked settings in Ga. Code Ann. § 44-9-40.
 An easement by necessity can be created if it 
is absolutely necessary to cross somebody’s land 
for a legitimate purpose. A party seeking to 
establish easements of necessity must demon-
strate: (1) a prior common ownership of the 
dominant and servient tenements; (2) transfer 
of one of the parcels; and (3) strict necessity for 
an easement at the time of severance. The most 

http://www.emlf.org/clientuploads/directory/whitepaper/bryant_larkin_12_excerpt.pdf
http://www.emlf.org/clientuploads/directory/whitepaper/bryant_larkin_12_excerpt.pdf
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typical scenario giving rise to easements of 
necessity is when the severance of two parcels 
renders one of the parcels landlocked. To illus-
trate, imagine Owner A, who has a large tract of 
land completely surrounded by forest and moun-
tains except for one road on the southern side 
that leads to a public road. Owner A then splits 
the large parcel in two and conveys the north-
erly portion to Grantee. Most likely, a court will 
determine that Grantee is entitled to an ease-
ment by necessity through Owner A’s property 
because Grantee has no other available means of 
accessing the public road. 
 Most states east of the Mississippi River require 
a party to demonstrate strict necessity to success-
fully claim an easement of necessity. E.g., Pen-
cader Assocs., Inc. v. Glasgow Trust, 446 A.2d 
1097, 1100 (Del. 1982) (absolute necessity); 
Carroll v. Meredith, 59 S.W.3d 484, 492 (Ky. Ct. 
App. 2001) (“Kentucky case law has consistently 
applied the ‘strict’ necessity standard for an ease-
ment or way of necessity.”); Morrell v. Rice, 622 
A.2d 1156, 1158–59 (Me. 1993) (strict neces-
sity); Leach v. Anderl, 526 A.2d 1096, 1100–11 
(N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1987) (absolute neces-
sity); Simone v. Heidelberg, 877 N.E.2d 1288, 
1291 (N.Y. 2007) (“absolutely necessary”); Tiller 
v. Hinton, 482 N.E.2d 946, 950 (Ohio 1985) 
(strict necessity). This means there must not be 
“any alternative means of access to [the] prop-
erty,” Gacki v. Bartels, 859 N.E.2d 1178, 1186 
(Ill. App. Ct. 2006), from a public road to the 
property, “however inconvenient” or expensive 
it may be. Carroll v. Meredith, 59 S.W.3d 484, 491 
(Ky. Ct. App. 2001). A party claiming an ease-
ment of necessity must prove that necessity exists 
at the time the claim is made. See, e.g., Minogue 
v. Monette, 551 N.Y.S.2d 427, 428 (N.Y. App. 
Div. 1990) (“An easement by necessity, however, 
rests not on a preexisting use, but on the need for 
the way for the beneficial use of the property 
after conveyance”). 
 In Connecticut, New Hampshire, North Caro-
lina, and Rhode Island, however, courts require 
only reasonable necessity even for easements of 
necessity. See, e.g., Hollywyle Ass’n, Inc. v. Hollis-
ter, 324 A.2d 247, 252 (Conn. 1973); Burke v. 
Pierro, 986 A.2d 538, 544 (N.H. 2009); Wiggins v. 
Short, 469 S.E.2d 571, 578 (N.C. Ct. App. 1996); 
Hilley v. Lawrence, 972 A.2d 643, 653 (R.I. 2009). 
 In Kentucky, Vermont, Maine, and Pennsylva-
nia, courts have held that the easement of neces-
sity will be recognized to prevent land from being 

rendered unusable. This theory helps explain 
why an easement by necessity requires a showing 
of continuing necessity. If the law creates an 
easement to prevent the land from being ren-
dered unusable, it follows that the land must be 
presently unusable. 
 States with Unique Features. Several states east 
of the Mississippi River have taken unique 
approaches to easements of necessity that 
deserve mention. In Mississippi, besides showing 
severance of title and necessity, a party must also 
demonstrate that it has unsuccessfully attempted 
to secure a private easement across all other sur-
rounding property by contract or deed. Ward v. 
Trimac Investments, LLC, 78 So. 3d 341, 344 
(Miss. Ct. App. 2011). Florida has codified the 
common-law easement of necessity concept and 
limits the easement of necessity to rights of 
ingress and egress, as opposed to an easement for 
utility services or parking rights. Fla. Stat. Ann. 
§§ 704.01(1), 704.03. Maine does not recognize 
easements of necessity in favor of grantors, that 
is, when the grantor forgets to reserve in a con-
veyance an easement in a landlocked parcel. 
Northland Realty, LLC v. Crawford, 953 A.2d 
359, 363–64 (Me. 2008) (declining to imply 
easement by necessity based “solely on the fact 
that the grantor created and retained a land-
locked parcel”). 

Statutory Rights of Way. As an alternative to the 
easement by necessity, nine states east of the 
Mississippi River—Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Pennsyl-
vania, Tennessee, and Indiana—have enacted 
legislation with the goal of providing relief for 
owners of landlocked parcels of property. Ala. 
Code 1975 § 18-3-13; Fla. Stat. Ann. § 704.01(2); 
Ga. Code Ann. §§ 44-9-40; Miss. Code Ann. § 
65-7-201; N.Y. High. Law §§ 300–314; N.C. 
Gen. Stat. § 136-69; Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 36, § 
2731; Tenn. Code Ann. § 54-14-101; Ind. Code 
Ann. § 32-23-3-1. 
 These statutes allow the condemnation of a 
private right of way over neighboring lands and 
can be useful to those property owners who are 
landlocked but fail to establish the requisite ele-
ments of a common-law easement of necessity. 
Suppose, for example, a property owner cannot 
prove that the landlocked condition resulted 
from a severance of a tract that had been in prior 
common ownership, as required for an easement 
by necessity. The owner of the landlocked parcel 
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can use the statute to obtain the easement but 
must compensate the owner of the servient 
estate. Also notable is that states east of the Mis-
sissippi River agree that a property owner cannot 
obtain a statutory way of necessity when a com-
mon-law easement of necessity is available. 
 Degree of Necessity Required. There is a differ-
ence of opinion among the states east of the  
Mississippi River that have enacted right of  
way legislation regarding the degree of necessity 
required under their respective statutory schemes. 
Only reasonable necessity is required in a major-
ity of the jurisdictions (as opposed to the strict 
necessity standard required under the com-
mon-law easement of necessity). See, e.g., Love-
less v. Joelex Corp., Inc., 590 So. 2d 228, 229 (Ala. 
1991) (holding that the statutory standard that 
“there is no reasonably adequate means of access” 
is satisfied because highway department regula-
tions prohibited access to adjacent interstate 
highway); Hensley v. Henry, 541 S.E.2d 398, 401 
(Ga. Ct. App. 2000) (“OCGA § 44-9-40(b) 
requires the condemnor to show that he has no 
reasonable means of access to his property”); 
Quinn v. Holly, 146 So. 2d 357, 359 (Miss. 1962) 
(“reasonably necessary and practical”). The Flor-
ida statutory way-of-necessity scheme employs a 
“no practicable route of ingress or egress” stan-
dard, Fla. Stat. Ann. § 704.01(2), and defines 
“practicable” as “without the use of bridge, ferry, 
turnpike road, embankment, or substantial fill.” 
Id. § 704.03. In Pennsylvania, however, a claim-
ant must establish strict necessity to obtain a stat-
utory right of way. Graff v. Scanlan, 673 A.2d 
1028, 1031 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1996) (“[O]ur courts 
from early in the history of the Act have con-
strued it as requiring the ‘strictest necessity’”). 
 Some states explicitly limit their necessity stat-
utes to certain types of landlocked properties. 
Indiana’s statute, for instance, applies only to 
property landlocked as a result of “straightening 
of a stream, construction of a ditch, or erection of 
a dam by the state or the United States.” Ind. 
Code Ann. § 32-5-3-1. Florida’s statute is limited 
to land “which is being used or desired to be used 
for a dwelling or dwellings or for agricultural or 
for timber raising or cutting or stockraising pur-
poses.” Fla. Stat. Ann. § 704.01(2). 
 An additional idiosyncrasy found among the 
various statutes is a limit of the width of the ease-
ment over the servient estate. Alabama’s statute 
limits the width to 30 feet, Ala. Code 1975 § 
18-3-1; Georgia’s statute limits easements to 20 

feet, Ga. Code Ann. § 44-9-40(a); and in Ten-
nessee the width is generally limited to 25 feet, 
but is limited to 15 feet for counties with metro-
politan governments. Tenn. Code Ann. § 54-14-
101(a)(1). Florida’s statute articulates general 
guidelines for determining the proper portion of 
the servient estate over which the easement 
should run. Fla. Stat. Ann. § 704.01(2) (“nearest 
practical route” to “public or private road”). 

Prescriptive Easements. Another form of ease-
ment recognized uniformly across all 26 states east 
of the Mississippi River is the prescriptive ease-
ment. E.g., Androkites v. White, 10 A.3d 677, 681 
(Me. 2010). Obtaining an easement by prescrip-
tion is closely analogous to acquiring title to land 
by adverse possession. The fundamental difference 
between the two is that a prescriptive easement is 
for the use of, not the ownership of, the land. Gen-
erally, to establish an easement by prescription, a 
claimant must demonstrate the use in question 
was (1) adverse, (2) exclusive, (3) open and noto-
rious, and (4) continuous and uninterrupted for 
the requisite time period of prescription. This time 
period varies by jurisdiction, and for the jurisdic-
tions east of the Mississippi River, the range is 
anywhere from 7 to 21 years. (See Table 1 for req-
uisite time period in all 26 states.) 
 Statutory Enactments. A number of jurisdictions 
have enacted legislation limiting the acquisition 
of prescriptive easements in certain instances. A 
Kentucky statute, for example, bars prescriptive 
easements “based on use solely for recreational 
purposes.” Ky. Rev. Stat. § 411.190(8). A Penn-
sylvania statute prohibits prescriptive easements 
over unenclosed woodlands. Pa. Stat. Ann. tit. 
68, § 411. Rhode Island has enacted a statute 
that provides: “No right of footway, except 
claimed in connection with a right to pass with 
carriages, shall be acquired by prescription or 
adverse use for any length of time.” R.I. Gen. 
Laws § 34-7-4. In interpreting this statute, the 
Rhode Island Supreme Court explained that 
even “long continued use by footpassers” over a 
right of way cannot establish an easement by pre-
scription. Rhode Island Mobile Sportfishermen, Inc. 
v. Nope’s Island Conservation Ass’n, Inc., 59 A.3d 
112, 121 (R.I. 2013). Instead, “actual, open, 
notorious, hostile and continuous” vehicular use 
is required. Id. Another Rhode Island statute bars 
claims of prescription (and adverse possession) 
over land held by nonprofits for the purpose of 
conservation. R.I. Gen. Laws § 34-7-9. 
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Easements by Estoppel. Estoppel arises “when a 
party, by conduct, intentionally or unintention-
ally, leads another to change his position to his 
detriment in reliance on that conduct.” Sussex 
Food Servs., Inc. v. Mears, No. 1403, 1992 WL 
187627, at *3 (Del. Ch. July 23, 1992). The most 
basic and straightforward method for the cre-
ation of easements based on an estoppel theory 
typically arises in one of the following two situa-
tions: (1) when a landowner represents that an 
easement exists when it does not and (2) when a 
landowner allows another party to make improve-
ments on the landowner’s property in the mis-
taken belief that the party holds an easement. Ely 
& Bruce, supra, § 6:1; see, e.g., Klobucar v. 
Stancik, 485 N.E.2d 1334, 1336 (Ill. App. Ct. 
1985) (stating that a court of equity may impose 
an easement by estoppel “as a remedy on behalf 
of one who, in reliance upon the representations 
of an adjoining landowner concerning a pur-
ported easement, has taken an action concerning 
his land which would not have been taken absent 
those representations”). 
 The authors found an example of the first sit-
uation in the case of I.R.T. Property Co. v. Shee-
han, 581 So. 2d 591 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1991), 
which involved parking rights to certain com-
mercial property. When Sheehan acquired a por-
tion of a shopping center from his former 
partners in the shopping center, the deed con-
tained no express provisions granting access or 
parking rights in the remainder of the shopping 
center retained by the former partners. There 
was testimony at trial, however, that the parties 
to the transaction understood that parking rights 
would be included in the deal. In fact, for close 
to 15 years, Sheehan’s customers had used the 
parking spaces, until a new purchaser of the 
shopping center, I.R.T. Property Co., erected 
barriers preventing access to the parking spots. 
Although the court recognized the doctrine of 
estoppel in the context of easements, the court 
held that estoppel was inapplicable in this case. 
The court reasoned that because there was no 
concrete evidence I.R.T. or any of its agents 
made any representations to Sheehan concern-
ing access and parking rights, Sheehan failed to 
prove he relied on any of the defendant’s state-
ments to his detriment. 
 An example of the second situation is demon-
strated in Pinkston v. Hartley, 511 So. 2d 168 
(Ala. 1987). There, the owner of the servient 
estate had given the dominant estate owner per-

mission to replace sewer lines that ran across the 
servient estate. The parties disputed whether the 
new lines were to be “exactly where the old lines 
were” or merely “in the proximity of the old 
lines.” Nonetheless, the court held that the servi-
ent landowner was estopped from having the 
new sewer lines removed because he had agreed 
to have the sewer lines on his property and, 
despite ample opportunity to observe how the 

Table 1   Requisite Time Period of Possession for Acquiring 
an Easement by Prescription

State 7 Years 10 Years 15 Years 20 Years 21 Years

Alabama 1 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 2 3

Illinois 

Indiana 

Kentucky 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Mississippi 

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New York 

North Carolina 

Ohio 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

Tennessee 

Vermont 

Virginia 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 4 

1. Possession under color of title, payment of taxes, or acquiring title by intestate  

succession required.

2. For improved lands.

3. For wildlands. 

4. Domestic corporation organized to furnish telegraph or telecommunication services or 

transmit heat, power, or electric current to the public or for public purposes.
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pipes had been laid, did not complain about their 
location. Accordingly, the court held that an 
easement by estoppel was appropriate. 
 Maine and Rhode Island are two exceptions to 
the rule. Courts in Maine have recognized only a 
limited version of easement by estoppel that arises 
by implication from plats or maps (discussed 
infra). Sprague Corp. v. Sprague, 855 F. Supp. 423, 
433 (D. Me. 1994) (noting that “Maine courts 
have recognized only a limited theory of ease-
ments by estoppel which arise by implication 
when a grantor conveys land that is described as 
being bounded by a street or road. Under this the-
ory, grantees that purchased land, in reliance 
upon a reasonable belief that they were entitled 
to use the easements shown on the grantor’s plan, 
will be found to possess an easement by estop-
pel”). Rhode Island does not recognize easements 
by estoppel at all. See Sachem Passage Ass’n, Inc. 
v. Keough, No. W.C. 03-312, 2005 WL 2436224, 
at *9 (R.I. Super. Ct. Sept. 29, 2005) (stating that 
the “Rhode Island Supreme Court has had oppor-
tunities to adopt the easement by estoppel theory, 
and has failed to do so”). 
 In Kentucky an easement by estoppel is limited 
in use because it does not run with the land to 
bind subsequent purchasers of the property. This 
means that as opposed to typical easements, sub-
sequent owners of the land are not obligated to 
allow whoever owns the easement obtained by 
estoppel to continue to use the property. Ken-
tucky courts have held that an easement by 
estoppel is personal and invoked against a partic-
ular person who caused the detrimental reliance. 
Unless similar circumstances exist against the 
subsequent purchaser, the easement is extin-
guished. Loid v. Kell, 844 S.W.2d 428, 430 (Ky. 
Ct. App. 1992). 

Easements by Reference to Plats and Maps. With 
the possible exception of Indiana, all states east of 
the Mississippi River recognize an easement cre-
ated by reference to a plat or map. E.g., Lindsay v. 
Annapolis Roads Prop. Owners Ass’n, 64 A.3d 916, 
926 (Md. 2013). Indiana has not explicitly 
rejected this method of creation outright; rather, 
the authors have not been able to locate any case 
law in Indiana adopting this doctrine. 
 This easement arises when a developer conveys 
lots in a subdivision and the deed references a 
plat or map indicating common open areas 
within the subdivision. Each purchaser obtains 
an easement in these open and public areas 

delineated in the plat or map, such as streets and 
alleys. These easements are based on the princi-
ple of estoppel because prospective purchasers 
are induced to purchase lots in reliance on the 
grantor’s representations regarding the open pub-
lic areas referenced in the plat. See, e.g., Easton 
v. Appler, 548 So. 2d 691, 694 (Fla. Dist. Ct. 
App. 1989). Based on this reasoning, courts 
sometimes find an appropriate plat reference 
even when the deed makes no reference to the 
plat. These cases usually arise when the devel-
oper exposes the prospective purchasers to the 
plat by simply showing them a copy. In Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island, however, courts have 
refused to recognize a plat reference made outside 
the deed. See, e.g., Leuci v. Sterman, 138 N.E. 
399, 400 (Mass. 1923); Pyper v. Whitman, 80 A. 
6, 7 (R.I. 1911). 
 There are three divergent views regarding the 
extent of the scope of an easement created by ref-
erence to a plat or map. The first approach, 
which is referred to as the “broad view,” is that 
the private right of way extends to all streets, 
alleys, parks, or other open areas delineated in 
the plat. A second view holds that the extent of 
the private right of way is limited to those streets 
and alleys that the lot owner could reasonably 
believe would materially benefit the lot owner. 
In other words, the deprivation of the use of the 
road, alley, or common area would decrease the 
value of the lot. This view is commonly referred 
to as the “intermediate view” or the “beneficial 
rule.” A third even more restrictive approach 
holds that such private right of way is limited to 
the abutting streets and those areas necessary to 
give the grantee access to a public highway. This 
view is commonly referred to as the “necessary 
view.” Conveyance of Lot with Reference to Map or 
Plat as Giving Purchaser Rights in Indicated Streets, 
Alleys, or Areas Not Abutting His Lot, 7 A.L.R.2d 
607, 613–16, 650–65. 
 A majority of jurisdictions east of the Missis-
sippi River adhere to the broad view. These states 
include Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, New Jersey, 
New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Vermont, and 
South Carolina. See, e.g., Davis v. Foreman, 717 
S.E.2d 295 (Ga. Ct. App. 2011); Gravison v. 
Fisher, 134 A.3d 857 (Me. 2016). 
 Commentators have noted that it is difficult to 
divide the remaining states into distinct groups, 
as courts often blur the lines between the inter-
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Table 2   Methods of Creating an Easement

State

Express 

Grant or 

Reservation

Reservation 

to Third 

Parties

Implication 

from  

Prior Use

Implication 

from  

Necessity

Statutory 

Right  

of Ways Prescription

Estoppel— 

Irrevocable 

License

Estoppel— 

Reference 

to Plats  

and Maps

Estoppel— 

Detrimental 

Reliance

Alabama    1    

Connecticut    2   

Delaware      

Florida  3      

Georgia  4 5    

Illinois      

Indiana     6   

Kentucky        

Maine     7

Maryland      

Massachusetts      

Michigan       

Mississippi       

New Hampshire      

New Jersey       

New York        

North Carolina       

Ohio        

Pennsylvania        

Rhode Island     

South Carolina      

Tennessee       

Vermont      

Virginia      

West Virginia      

Wisconsin       

1. Easement cannot exceed 30 feet in width.

2. Requires only reasonable necessity.

3. Requires absolute necessity (Tortoise Island Communities, Inc. v. Moorings Ass’n, Inc., 489 So. 2d 22 (Fla. 1986).

4. Only in grantee not grantor (does not recognize implied reservation of easement).

5. Easement cannot exceed 20 feet in width.

6. Applies only to landlocked property as a result of strengthening a stream, construction of a ditch, or erection of a dam.

7. By statute: 23 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 3031(2).
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mediate view and the necessary view, and in other 
instances there is internal dichotomy within 
jurisdictions. Ely & Bruce, supra, § 4:34;  
7 A.L.R.2d 607, 613–16, 650–51. As an example 
of this dichotomy, compare the Virginia cases  
of Dotson v. Harman, 350 S.E.2d 642, 644–45 
(Va. 1986) (“[P]urchasers … acquire vested ease-
ments, appurtenant to their lots, in all streets and 
alleys designated on the plat, whether or not their 
lots abut such streets.”), with Lindsay v. James, 51 
S.E.2d 326, 331(Va. 1949) (“[P]urchasers … are 
presumed to be interested in all streets and alleys 
shown on the plat on which their lots are located; 
… but this is a presumption of fact and may be 
rebutted by showing that the easement in the way 
in question is not necessary to the enjoyment and 
value of said lots”). That said, Maryland is one 
state that consistently and clearly articulates the 
necessary view and that limits the scope of an 
easement reference by plat or map to the areas 
that are either abutting streets or are necessary for 
access to a public highway. See, e.g., Boucher v. 
Boyer, 484 A.2d 630, 638 (Md. 1984). 

Irrevocable Licenses. Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, New York, Ohio, and 
Pennsylvania have recognized easements in the 
form of irrevocable licenses. As a general rule, a 
license to make use of a landowner’s property 
may be revocable at the will of the grantor. 
Courts have held, however, that “a license may 
become irrevocable when the licensee has 
expended money or labor in reasonable reliance 
on the continued existence of the privilege.” Ely 
& Bruce, supra, § 11:9. As with other situations 
in which reasonable detrimental reliance is pres-
ent, this doctrine is based on estoppel, because it 
would be inequitable to revoke the license when 
the licensee has relied on the permitted use. 
 Many courts have held that an irrevocable 
license for all intents and purposes is an easement 
and has the same legal effect as an easement, 
because the licensee now has an unwaivable 
interest in the use of the grantors’ property. See, 
e.g., Closson Lumber Co., v. Wiseman, 507 N.E.2d 

974, 976 (Ind. 1987) (stating that “[e]vents 
occurring subsequent to the granting of a license 
may, in effect, change a license otherwise revoca-
ble at law into an easement enforced in equity”); 
see also 4 Powell on Real Property § 34.24 (declar-
ing that “irrevocable relationship should no lon-
ger be called a license, but rather an easement”). 
Georgia has codified this rule in Ga. Code Ann. 
§ 44-9-4 and provides that “[a] parol license is 
not revocable when the licensee has acted pursu-
ant thereto and in so doing has incurred expense; 
in such a case, it becomes an easement running 
with the land.” Ga. Code Ann. § 44-9-4. 
 In Dailey’s Chevrolet, Inc. v. Worster Realties, 
Inc., 458 A.2d 956, 960 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1983), 
the Pennsylvania Superior Court found an irre-
vocable license for rights of egress and ingress 
when a licensee improved the roadway and con-
structed buildings on adjacent lands in reliance 
on the landowner’s consent to use the road. Sim-
ilarly, an Illinois appellate court ruled that an 
oral license to use a roadway became irrevocable 
because the licensee spent money to improve the 
roadway, expended substantial sums developing 
the dominant estate, and had no other access to 
the property. Wilder v. Finnegan, 642 N.E.2d 496, 
500–01 (Ill. App. Ct. 1994). 

Conclusion 

The authors found it intriguing that, even know-
ing that many American property laws were 
inherited from the English common law, the law 
of easements, in most respects, has been adopted 
uniformly across these 26 states. [See Table 2.] 
This similarity occurred despite these laws’ 
resulting from these states’ right of self-govern-
ment and legislatures of all political parties, and 
having been developed before these states 
entered the Union. Of course, each state’s rules 
must be studied and applied carefully on a case-
by-case basis, because, as every dirt lawyer knows, 
there are few greater battles in life than the fight 
over land rights.
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Introduction

In 2017, the Trump Administration promised to 
“unleash America’s $50 trillion untapped shale, 
oil, and natural gas reserves”1 through a series of 
moves, including opening of more offshore and 
Bureau of Land Management areas to production 
through leasing, repeal or easing of environmen-
tal regulations, and promotion of construction of 
pipelines and support infrastructure. Some of the 
administration’s first oil and gas initiatives 
involved pipelines. For example, President 
Trump signed an executive order to advance 
approval of the Keystone XL and Dakota Access 
oil pipelines, which would bring Canadian and 

North Dakota oil and gas to refineries in the 
Midwest and Texas. In the case of the Keystone 
XL pipeline, this action reversed the Obama 
administration’s November 2015 decision to 
deny construction approval.2

 The US network of oil and gas pipelines is one 
of the most extensive in the world, consisting of 
more than 305,000 miles of interstate and intra-
state natural gas transmission pipelines3 and an 
additional 190,000 miles of crude oil and refined 
petroleum product pipelines.4

 Spills and leaks from this pipeline network 
have been a concern for decades. One study 
found that more than 7.0 million gallons 
(168,000 barrels) of oil were spilled in more than 

A Pipeline Spill Revisited: 
How Long Do Impacts  
on Home Prices Last?
by Richard J. Roddewig, MAI, Charles T. Brigden, and Anne S. Baxendale

Abstract
The Trump administration has approved pipeline proposals and plans to open more offshore and Bureau of Land  

Management areas to oil and gas leasing. Consequently, appraisers may be asked more frequently to determine the 

effect of future pipeline ruptures on home prices. A 2001 article published in The Appraisal Journal investigated the 

effect of an April 2000 pipeline rupture, and resulting spill, on home sale prices along the Patuxent River in Maryland. 

That study looked at sales in one community impacted by the spill, Golden Beach, and studied sale prices during the 

first six months following the incident. The study concluded there was a 10.9% to 12.6% diminution in property 

values. However, since the sales data involved covered only the first six months following the spill, the authors recom-

mended that further research be done to determine if the impact on prices extended beyond six months. The current 

study completes the additional research recommended by the authors of the 2001 Appraisal Journal article. The study 

analyses sales data between 1997 and 2008 using matched pairs and trendline analysis. The results confirm there was 

an impact on prices in the first eighteen months or so after the spill, but find that by 2002, following completion of 

shoreline cleanup, prices had rebounded, and there was no permanent impact on prices in subsequent years.

1. Shelley Goldberg, “Trump’s Energy Policies Will Weaken Natural Gas Prices,” BloombergView, March 3, 2017, http://bit.ly/gasreserves.

2. Athena Jones, Jeremy Diamond, and Gregory Krieg, “Trump Advances Controversial Oil Pipelines with Executive Action,” CNN, January 24, 

2017, http://bit.ly/pipeline_order.

3. US Energy Information Administration, “Estimated Natural Gas Pipeline Mileage in Lower 48 States,” http://bit.ly/pipeline_mileage.

4. This does not include the additional millions of miles of natural gas distribution lines. Pipelines are widespread throughout the United 

States. For maps of interstate and regional transmission pipelines in the United States, see American Petroleum Institute, “Where Are the 

Pipelines?” http://bit.ly/maps_pipelines.
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1,000 pipeline incidents between January 2010 
and mid-May 2015.5 While many of the spills 
were small, contained quickly, and cleaned up 
before any extensive impact on land or water 
resources,6 others were quite significant in terms 
of barrels of oil spilled and environmental 
impacts. One of the largest pipeline ruptures in 
recent years occurred in Marshall, Michigan, in 
July 2010. There, an estimated 20,000 barrels of 
heavy crude oil worked its way into Talmadge 
Creek and then into the Kalamazoo River, requir-
ing cleanup in 35 miles of the river system.
 While much of the public concern about oil 
and gas production and pipeline construction 
relates to environmental and climate change 
issues, some also involves concerns about the 
impact of spills on property values in communi-
ties where leaks and spills may occur.7 For exam-
ple, in the wake of the Marshall, Michigan, 
Enbridge pipeline spill, a lawsuit alleging impact 
on property prices and values was filed by attor-
neys for a proposed class of more than 17,000 
property owners affected by the spill and subse-
quent remediation along the Kalamazoo River.8

Pipeline Spills in the Real Estate 
Appraisal Literature

Despite the concerns among property owners 
about the possible impact of pipeline spills on 
property prices and values, only two articles have 
appeared in The Appraisal Journal on the topic—
the first in 1999 and the second in 2001.
 The 1999 Appraisal Journal article by Simons9 

studied sale prices paid for 218 homes either on 
or adjacent to a 30-mile pipeline easement in 
Fairfax County, Virginia, during 1985–1997. A 
March 1993 leak in the pipeline released 9,700 
barrels of petroleum product in a surface spill. 
Some of the petroleum flowed into a creek and 
then into the Potomac River. Although “[v]ery 
few properties along the pipeline right-of-way 
were directly contaminated by the rupture, … a 
number of mostly residential downstream proper-
ties along the creek were impacted as the petro-
leum passed by their homes, some of which had 
to be evacuated.”10 In the aftermath of the leak, 
the pipeline company undertook extensive exca-
vation testing of the integrity of the pipeline in 
the county over the next several years. The arti-
cle reports the results of a regression analysis of 
sales data before and after the event. The study 
arrived at the following conclusions:

[S]ingle-family homes with easements along the Colo-

nial Pipeline right of way located within two miles of a 

well-publicized, substantial pipeline rupture experience 

a loss in value of 4%–5% after the rupture, relative to 

comparable noncontaminated properties not on the 

pipeline.

 For the entire Fairfax pipeline corridor, based on the 

two studies along the Colonial Pipeline corridor, the 

conclusion is that same county single-family homes 

(with losses of 0.3%–1.4%) and townhouses (loss of 

2.6%) with pipeline easements within 10 miles of a 

well-publicized, substantial pipeline rupture experience 

a loss in value of 1%–2% after the rupture, relative to 

comparable noncontaminated properties away from 

the pipeline right of way.11

 5. Jonathan Thompson, “Mapping 7 Million Gallons of Crude Oil Spills, High Country News, June 15, 2015, http://bit.ly/crudespill.

 6. The US Chamber of Commerce has emphasized the overall safety of the pipeline system, stating, “[T]he fact is pipelines safely move oil  

all the time. A report from the American Petroleum Institute and the Association of Oil Pipe Lines finds that 99.999% of crude oil and 

petroleum products are safely delivered. In 2014, 9.3 billion barrels of crude oil were delivered—a 31% increase since 2010. While more  

oil has been transported, there have been fewer spills. ‘The number of pipeline incidents per year in public spaces (i.e., outside of operator 

facilities) have declined by more than half since 1999,’ the report notes.” Sean Hackbarth, “Arrests, Arson, and Anger: Anti-Energy 

Protesters Target North Dakota Pipeline,” US Chamber of Commerce, August 25, 2016, http://bit.ly/NDpipelines.

 7. See, for example, Stateside Staff, “Homeowners Resist Pipeline, Fear Property Value Decline and Gas Explosions,” MichiganRadio,  

March 3, 2017, http://bit.ly/Michiganfears; Sierra Club, “The True Cost of the Atlantic Sunrise Pipeline,” EcoWatch (blog),  

http://bit.ly/EcoWatch_pipeline; and Reuters, “Pipeline Fight Moves from Dakota Prairie to Louisiana,” updated February 22, 2017,  

available at http://bit.ly/pipeline_concerns, referencing concerns of property owners in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana.

 8. See Precious Holder v. Enbridge Energy, LP, US District Court for the Western District of Michigan, Southern Division, Case No. 1:10-cv-752.

 9. Robert A. Simons, “The Effect of Pipeline Ruptures on Noncontaminated Residential Easement-Holding Property in Fairfax County, Virginia,” 

The Appraisal Journal (July 1999): 255–263.

10. Simons, “Effect on Noncontaminated Residential Easement-Holding Property,” 256.

11. Simons, “Effect on Noncontaminated Residential Easement-Holding Property,” 263.
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 The 2001 Appraisal Journal article by Simons, 
Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank12 analyzes 
the impact of a pipeline spill and subsequent 
cleanup effort on home prices in a study area 
encompassing 10 miles along both shores of the 
Patuxent River in Maryland. In April 2000, a 
52-mile pipeline owned by Potomac Electric 
Power Co. (Pepco) and operated by Support Ter-
minal Services (ST Services) ruptured and 
leaked an estimated 140,400 gallons of fuel oil 
into Swanson Creek near Chalk Point in Prince 
George County, Maryland about 40 miles south-
east of Washington, DC. Some of the fuel oil 
subsequently flowed from the creek into the 
Patuxent River. 
 Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank 
analyze single-family detached home sales data 
in the Property View database published by the 
State of Maryland13 and identify 2,295 sales in 
the study area for the period 1990–October 
2000.14 Of those sales, 300 occurred after the 
impact of the spill was felt in the real estate mar-
ketplace15 and 35 of the 300 post-event sales 
involved “rights in waterfront property contam-
inated by oil.”16 The study methodology was 
described as a “predictive regression analysis,” 
comparing actual sale prices paid “post leak” to 
the sale prices predicted by the model for those 
same properties.17 The study concludes there was 
a 10.9% diminution in property value for 
non-waterfront single-family residential proper-

ties. The study also reports an average 12.6% 
reduction in value of waterfront single-family 
residential properties derived from three post-
spill waterfront sales. 
 However, the Simons, Winson-Geideman, and 
Mikelbank research reported in The Appraisal 
Journal looks only at what happened in the study 
area market during the first six months following 
the April 2000 Pepco spill. Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank indicate the adverse 
impact on prices found could be only temporary 
and recommend that “[a]n analysis should be 
conducted that quantifies the effects of the 
[Patuxent] oil spill on property values over time” 
since “[i]ntuitive judgment suggests that the 
impact from the spill may diminish, although it is 
too soon to conclude that it will, and if it does, 
how quickly.”18 They also recommend that “a 
comparable analysis of sales in similar markets in 
the Potomac River region” should also be done 
to determine if the impact they saw during the 
first six months was only temporary.19

 The current article investigates the questions 
raised but not answered in the Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank article related to the 
2000 Pepco pipeline break:
 •  First, was the impact of the Pepco Patuxent 

River spill on home prices temporary or per-
manent?

 •  Second, if the impact was temporary, how 
long did the impact on prices last?

12. Robert A. Simons, Kimberly Winson-Geideman, and Brian A. Mikelbank, “The Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture on Single-Family House 

Prices,” The Appraisal Journal (October 2001): 410–418.

13. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 412.

14. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 412.

15. The study selected May 15, 2000, rather than April 8, 2000, as the effective date of market impact in order “to allow for contract 

maturation” and to ensure that the post-spill transactions analyzed “were executed after the spill date.” Simons, Winson-Geideman, and 

Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 413. 

16. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 414. Of those waterfront property sales, only three 

involved properties with frontage on the water. The remaining thirty-two were in subdivisions where ownership of a lot carried with it the 

right to use the neighborhood association’s waterfront amenities, such as a beach/shoreline park, boat launch ramp, and/or a dock, etc.

17. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank describe the model specification as follows: “There are four types of variables: structural, neigh-

borhood, date/time of sale, and environmental (affected by the oil spill). Structural variables include square feet, lot size, waterfront prop-

erty status, unit age in 2000, central air, heat type, number of fireplaces, garage size, full and partial bathrooms, and additional structures 

(such as boat docks and pool houses. Neighborhood variables include median household income and a county dummy variable to account 

for differing school districts. Date variables account for the sales season and the year of sale. The environmental variable identifies those 

sales with rights in waterfront property contaminated by oil that sold after the May 15 cut-off date subsequent to the pipeline rupture.” 

18. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 418.

19. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank also suggest analyzing other property types and how they are affected by the spill, how 

property values in the proximity of impacted sites are affected, and analyzing any potential loss of liquidity (days on market, transaction 

volume, etc.). 
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In the course of answering those questions, trend-
line analysis is used for determining the impact of 
contamination and confirming the conclusions 
from the multiple regression model used by 
Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank in 
their 2001 Appraisal Journal study of the Patuxent 
River situation. 

Pepco Pipeline Patuxent River  
Spill Incident

Pipeline operator ST Services took four and a 
half hours to report the Swanson Creek leak in 
Prince George County and shut down pipeline 
transportation operations. During that time, the 
marshland in Swanson Creek became heavily 
oiled, although the spill seemed to be limited to 
the immediate area surrounding the Chalk Point 
power plant. Response crews were unable to 
contain the leak, however, as a storm moved 
through the area the day after the spill. This 
allowed the fuel oil to seep into the Patuxent 
River and flow downstream towards the Chesa-
peake Bay. Maps in Exhibit 1 depict the location 
of the generating station and spill site in relation 
to the Patuxent River. 

Investigation, Cleanup, and  
Monitoring Activities
State and federal agencies were involved in the 
investigation and cleanup of the spill site, the 
marsh and shoreline areas along Swanson Creek, 
and the surface and shoreline areas extending 10 
miles downstream along the Patuxent River.
 Pepco took responsibility for the leak and 
cleanup from the onset, and it is estimated that 
the company spent over $70 million on cleanup 
efforts between April 7, 2000 and June 2002. In 
January 2002, The Marsh Assessment Subgroup 
issued its extent of oiling report, which described 
the total extent of oiling, and the location of oil 
relative to different shoreline habitats of the 
Patuxent River and its tributaries. The degree of 

oiling at various locations and in various habi-
tats was categorized in the report as either light, 
moderate, or heavy.20 
 Assessment of the situation was carried out by 
Shoreline Clean-up Assessment Teams (SCAT), 
using a combination of data gathered during field 
observations between April 13 and 24, 2000 and 
aerial photography of the affected area. The 
hardest-hit area was the approximately 3-mile 
stretch of Swanson Creek, which received heavy 
oiling from the Chalk Point spill.
 Cleanup crews engaged in “boom deployment 
and maintenance, skimming and pumping of 
mobile oil, swabbing, trenching, pressure wash-
ing, raking and removal of oiled vegetation.”21 
The Baltimore Sun reported 507 cleanup workers 
were in the field in April 2000 along with 17 vac-
uum trucks and 37 oil skimming boats.22 Accord-
ing to a report prepared by Entrix, Inc., the 
emergency response phase of the cleanup was 
completed on May 16, 2000, and the majority of 
river surface water oil reclamation cleanup also 
was completed by the same date. 
 Even after active cleanup was completed, 
Swanson Creek and Patuxent River marshes con-
tinued to require monitoring. A permanent boom 
was put in place to keep any additional oil from 
seeping out of Swanson Creek marshes into the 
Patuxent River. Pepco reported in 2010 that it 
was continuing to monitor subsurface sediments 
and shorelines for oil. In its 2010 Annual Envi-
ronmental Sustainability Report, Pepco reported 
that “30 of the original 101 shoreline monitoring 
locations remain,” and they will continue to be 
monitored yearly.

Local Awareness from Media Coverage, 
Litigation, and Fines and Penalties
The spill and subsequent cleanup received exten-
sive television and print media coverage. The 
Baltimore Sun ran a series of stories on the spill 
between April 2000 and December 2002. It 
reported as many as 100 waterfront property 
owners and fishermen sued Pepco for damages 

20. The Marsh Assessment Subgroup for the Swanson Creek NRDA Trustee Council, Pepco and ST Services, Swanson Creek Oil Spill Extent  

of Oiling Report, January 23, 2002, 1-1, http://bit.ly/ExtentReport.

21. Entrix, Inc. for Swanson Creek NRDA Council, Summary of NRDA-Related Surveys Initiated during the Emergency Phase of the Swanson 

Creek Oil Spill, February 2002, http://bit.ly/NRDAsurveys. 

22. Greg Garland, “Oil Spill Cleanup Moves to Source of Pipeline Leak; EPA Begins to Turn Effort Over to PEPCO Workers,” Baltimore Sun,  

April 15, 2000.
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related to the spill.23 Of those lawsuits, six were 
dismissed and the majority of the outstanding 
cases were settled. Additionally, eleven class 
action lawsuits were filed by 2001. In November 
2001, Pepco agreed to pay $2.25 million to settle 
a class action lawsuit filed by fishermen, property 
owners, and others following the spill.24

 Pepco and ST Services were fined $674,000  
by the federal government for understating  
the amount of oil leaked from the pipeline and 
$2.7 million by the state and federal government 
for assessment of damages done to the environ-
ment.25 Further, a settlement with the state’s 
Department of the Environment required the 
two companies to pay an additional $1.95 million 
in civil penalties to be placed in the state’s oil and 
clean water funds.26 Fines allowed the local gov-
ernment to launch a $2.7 million restoration 
project on the Patuxent River in December 2002. 
These projects continued through 2004.27

Study Area in Previous Research on Effect 
of Patuxent River Pipeline Spill on Prices
Two-thirds of the sales analyzed by Simons,  
Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank are proper-
ties located within the community of Golden 
Beach, which is on the west shore of the Patux-
ent River, directly south of the pipeline spill site 
on Swanson Creek. Golden Beach is a cen-
sus-designated place with a population of 2,665 
reported in the 2000 census. It consists of a small 
housing development with a private beach, 
located within the larger postal designation of 
Mechanicsville. The location of Golden Beach 
in relation to the site of the Pepco pipeline spill 
is shown in Exhibit 2.
 As previously noted, the Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank study involved only 
sales that occurred in the first six months follow-
ing the spill. It concluded there was a 10.9% dim-
inution in property value for non-waterfront 
single family residential properties. The study 
also reported an average 12.6% reduction in 

Exhibit 1  Location of Pepco Pipeline Spill on Patuxent River

Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI,  

Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, 

and the GIS User Community

Patuxent 
River

Oil Spill Location
Pepco Chalk Point 
Generating Station

Swanson Creek

Patuxent River

23. Joel McCord, “Patuxent Still Feeling Effects of Oil Spill at Plant Last Year; Crews Have Cleaned Much of River, but Fouled Spots Remain,” 

Baltimore Sun, April 14, 2001. 

24. “Business News from Washington, Baltimore and York, PA,” Associated Press, November 30, 2001.

25. Dan Thanh Dang, “Pepco Fined in Patuxent Oil Spill; Utility and ST Services to Pay $1.95 Million in Settlement with State,” Baltimore Sun, 

August 29, 2002.

26. Dang, “Pepco Fined.”

27. “Oyster Reef Is Part of Patuxent’s Long-Term Recovery from Oil Spill,” Associated Press, June 6, 2004.
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value of waterfront single-family residential 
properties. That conclusion was based, however, 
on only three post-spill waterfront sales.28

Generally Accepted Methods  
for Determining Oil Spill Impacts
Over the past three decades, the appraisal profes-
sion has developed a set of generally accepted and 
recognized techniques for determining the impact 
of various types of environmental conditions and 
contamination and any associated environmental 
stigma on property prices, markets, and values.
 The focus of much of the profession has been on 
environmental stigma during or following investi-

gation and cleanup. Environmental stigma has been 
defined as “an adverse effect on property value 
produced by the market’s perception of increased 
environmental risk due to contamination.”29 
 The central source for determining the appro-
priate methods of the real estate appraisal profes-
sion related to stigma analysis are the courses, 
seminars, articles, and books related to the 
impact of detrimental conditions on prices and 
values. In the Appraisal Institute’s book Real 
Estate Damages, third edition, environmental 
conditions, including contamination, are a type 
of detrimental condition specifically recognized 
and discussed.30 The first version of this text, 
published in 1999, was entitled Real Estate Dam-
ages: An Analysis of Detrimental Conditions. It set 
forth a detrimental condition matrix and applied 
it to a variety of types of detrimental conditions 
(including environmental conditions and con-
tamination) that potentially affect real estate 
markets and values. This model continues to be 
used today. It stresses that the impact of a detri-
mental condition has a life cycle, and as a result, 
the impacts on real estate prices and values can 
change over time.
 The methods for determining the stigma impact 
from detrimental conditions, including environ-
mental conditions,31 as set forth in the third edi-
tion of Real Estate Damages, include the following:
 •  Paired sales analysis, including sale/resale 

analysis;
 •  Analysis of impaired sales comparables, 

including analysis of market resistance;
 •  Neighborhood studies including trendline 

analysis;
 •  Proximity studies;
 •  Case study analysis; and
 •  Statistical studies including simple and mul-

tiple regression analysis and time series 
(trendline) analysis.32

28. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 413.

29. Appraisal Standards Board, Advisory Opinion 9, “The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental Contamination” in 

USPAP Advisory Opinions, 2018–2019 ed. (Washington, DC: The Appraisal Foundation, 2018), Lines 78–79.

30. Randall Bell, Real Estate Damages, 3rd ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2016), 29.

31. Real Estate Damages, 3rd ed., classifies detrimental conditions into ten categories. Environmental conditions and contamination are char-

acterized as “Class VIII Environmental and Biomedical Conditions” described as “Contamination, health and toxicity issues, i.e., spills, haz-

mat, asbestos (1979), lead paint (1978), mold, radioactive, metals, solvents, biological, hydrocarbons, plague, epidemic, etc.” (page 29). 

32. Bell, Real Estate Damages, 3rd ed., 33–51. For additional discussion of these appropriate techniques for analyzing the impact of 

contamination see, Thomas O. Jackson, “Methods and Techniques for Contaminated Property Valuation,” The Appraisal Journal 

(October 2003): 311–320.

Exhibit 2   Golden Beach Study Area in Relation  
to Pepco Pipeline Spill Site

Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI,  

Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, 

and the GIS User Community

Spill Site
Swanson Creek

Study Area
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Distinguishing Temporary  
from Permanent Impacts
Standards of professional appraisal practice and 
the peer-reviewed professional real estate litera-
ture recognize that the effect of environmental 
contamination on real estate prices and values 
can change over time and, when an impact does 
occur, it is typically temporary rather than per-
manent. For example, USPAP Advisory Opinion 
9 (AO-9) recognizes value impacts can vary 
depending on the stage of remediation at which 
value is measured:

A contaminated property’s remediation lifecycle stage is 

an important determinant of the risk associated with 

environmental contamination. Environmental risk can 

be expected to vary with the remediation lifecycle stage 

of the property. (AO-9, Lines 88–89)

 Mundy, in a 1992 article in The Appraisal Jour-
nal, was one of the first to clearly articulate how 
the real estate impact of contamination can 
change over time.33 He summarized the tempo-
rary impact of contamination as follows:

The impact a contaminating material has on the value of 

a property can be traced on a time continuum. Initially, a 

clean property has a value equal to full market value. In 

many cases a dirty (i.e., contaminated) property that is 

perceived as clean can also have a value equal to full 

market value. When the public, or an influential part of 

it, (e.g., a scientist, the media) becomes aware that a 

contaminated property poses a health or financial risk 

(either real or perceived), the property is transformed 

into a problem property, which will affect value.

 When the market perceives a property as a problem, 

value will be significantly affected in several ways. A dis-

closure requirement by the sales agent or seller, concern 

on the part of the lender, and appraiser uncertainty all 

may have a noticeable effect on the marketability of the 

property. When a property loses its marketability, it also 

loses its value. Considerable uncertainty may occur at 

this stage as people involved in the transaction attempt 

to understand the magnitude of the problem.

 When the problem is understood, uncertainty is less-

ened and the value of a property should then increase 

to a point at which the difference between its contami-

nated value and its market value is the sum of the cost 

to control plus any residual stigma. When the contami-

nation is controlled, the value of the property would be 

expected to increase to full market value if the public 

believes scientists and public health experts.

 Whether this actually occurs is debatable, however, 

because the public does not necessarily agree with the 

scientific community. This difference between cured 

value and full market value is the residual uncertainty 

caused by stigma, and should decrease with time as the 

public’s perception of risk subsides—assuming there is 

no further contamination.

 The factor of persistence concerns the time between 

the onset of a problem and the decrease in stigma to 

the point at which full market value is again reached. 

The length of time is a function of the severity of the 

problem and varies with the type and amount of con-

tamination, time to cure as well as how the cure is 

accomplished, media exposure, real and perceived 

health risk, and visibility, among other things.34 

 Stigma can be especially high during the early 
stages of investigation of an environmental situa-
tion due to the uncertainty about the nature, 
severity and extent of the contamination. As 
Mundy states, the level of stigma typically 
decreases over time, and eventually ends once a 
remediation plan and program is in place or it is 
determined that no remediation is necessary. That 
typical pattern of a significant early impact on  
values followed by recovery has long been recog-
nized by the appraisal profession. Exhibit 3 shows 
Mundy’s timeline and explanation of the six peri-
ods in how contamination affects property value.
 There are some situations in which even after 
investigation and any required cleanup have been 
completed, some previously contaminated proper-
ties may suffer a diminution in value. This may also 
be true of some clean properties located in proxim-
ity to known contaminated property. However, 
stigma is not uniform and is not always present.
 Each edition of Real Estate Damages has 
included a detrimental condition model that rec-
ognizes detrimental conditions have a life cycle 
that proceeds through an initial impact stage, an 
assessment stage, a repair stage, and finally to an 
ongoing stage. At each stage, cost, use, and risk 
factors can vary depending on the case-by-case 
circumstances. The impacts on real estate values 
can change, depending on the stage and the 
interplay between cost, use, and risk factors. 

33. Bill Mundy, “The Impact of Hazardous Materials on Property Value,” The Appraisal Journal (April 1992): 155–162.

34. Mundy, “Impact of Hazardous Materials,” 158–159, notes omitted.
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 The Appraisal Institute’s 2001 seminar 
Appraising Environmentally Contaminated Proper-
ties: Understanding and Evaluating Stigma stressed 
that contamination impact on property markets 
can be either permanent or temporary. The sem-
inar suggested that in many appraisal assign-
ments it is essential to chart the date of appraised 
value by reference to the typical investigation 
and remediation cycle involving the property 
being appraised. Later editions of the seminar 
recognized the same principles.35 
 Much of the appraisal literature also has rec-

ognized that contamination may have temporary 
rather than permanent effects. For example, 
Jackson, in his 2001 review of the real estate lit-
erature on the impact of various types of envi-
ronmental contamination, concludes as follows:

In the residential studies, published from 1982 to 1999, 

adverse price impacts from these and other sources 

were identified by fifteen studies and no price impacts, 

or positive price effects, were found in four studies. 

With respect to the temporary or permanent nature of 

the impacts, eight of the residential studies indicated 

that the effect was temporary and three indicated a per-

manent effect. . . . In summary, the studies of environ-

mental impacts on these properties generally indicate 

that there is an effect on prices but that this effect is 

temporary.”36 (emphasis added)

 The third edition of the Real Estate Damages 
also makes the following points that are particu-
larly relevant to a review of the Patuxent River 
situation in the wake of the pipeline rupture:

The fact that a property is impacted by a detrimental 

condition does not automatically mean that it has a 

material impact on the property’s value. Detrimental 

conditions may or may not cause a material impact on 

value. Frequently, detrimental conditions have no mate-

rial impact on value whatsoever.37 (emphasis added)

Techniques to Determine Whether Price 
Impact of Patuxent River Contamination 
Was Temporary or Permanent 
As previously mentioned, Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank used multiple regres-
sion modeling in their 2001 analysis of the 
Patuxent River situation, and find a price impact 
between 10.9% and 12.6% during the first six 
months after the pipeline rupture. They con-
clude that additional research would be needed 
to determine if the price impact eventually 
ceased after the cleanup had been completed.

Exhibit 3   Mundy’s Marketability Effect Timeline

1 =  Loss in value as a result of diminished marketability. Public becomes aware of the 

problem. How buyers and intermediaries perceive risk (unknown & dread factors).

2 = Duration. Time to understand relationship between hazard and risk.

3 =  Amount of improvement in value resulting from knowledge (scientific) of hazard 

and effect knowledge has on perceived risk.

4 = Duration as hazard remains. Value may change as perceived risk changes.

5 = Increased value caused by removal of hazard (i.e., cost to cure).

6 =  Stigma remaining after hazard removed. A period of uncertainty related to 

uncontrollable, involuntary, unknown, unobservable character of the hazard.

Source: Bill Mundy, “The Impact of Hazardous Materials on Property Value,” The Appraisal Journal 

(April 1992): 159.
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35. See Appraisal Institute, Analyzing the Effects of Environmental Contamination on Real Property, 2010, Part 3-35 to Part 3-37.

36. Thomas O. Jackson, “The Effects of Environmental Contamination on Real Estate: A Literature Review,” The Journal of Real Estate Literature 

9, no. 2 (2001): 110. See also, for example, Brian H. Hurd, “Valuing Superfund Site Cleanup: Evidence of Recovering Stigmatized Property 

Value,” The Appraisal Journal (October 2002): 426–437; and Richard J. Roddewig, ed., preface to Valuing Contaminated Properties: An 

Appraisal Institute Anthology, vol. 2 (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2014), xviii, which states, “There is now a general understanding in the 

appraisal profession that any impact on prices and values can end long before remediation or cleanup is completed. When they do occur, 

impacts on prices and values are typically temporary, although the length of the temporary impact can sometimes be measured in years 

rather than weeks or months.” 

37. Bell, Real Estate Damages, 3rd ed., 327.
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 This present article attempts to answer the fol-
lowing questions:
 •  Was the oil spill impact on home prices 

along the Patuxent River temporary or per-
manent?

 •  If temporary, how long did the impact on 
home prices last?

 •  Can any of the other generally accepted 
techniques for determining impacts from 
contamination be used to determine that 
impact and its duration?

 •  Do the results of the other techniques vali-
date the results of the regression model used 
in the 2001 analysis by Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank?

 The current study uses paired sales analysis, 
including sale/resale analysis and various  
types of trendline analysis, to answer those  
questions. Jackson’s 2003 Appraisal Journal arti-
cle includes the following discussion of paired 
sales analysis as presented in the 1999 edition  
of Real Estate Damages:

Bell describes paired sales analysis as “one of the most 

useful applications of this approach (sales comparison 

approach),” where “the subject property, or similarly 

impacted properties, termed test areas, and unim-

paired properties, termed control areas” are compared 

and “if a legitimate detrimental condition exists, there 

will likely be a measurable (and clearly discernable) and 

consistent difference between the two sets of market 

data; if not, there will likely be no significant difference 

between the two sets of data. This process involves the 

study of a group of sales with a detrimental condition, 

which are then compared with a group of otherwise 

similar market data without the detrimental condi-

tion.”38 (italics in original)

Sale/resale analysis is a form of paired sales anal-
ysis. In this analysis, the same property is com-
pared to the sale and resale of a similar property 

or a group of similar properties to understand 
differences in changes in market price or value 
due to factors affecting one of the pairings but 
not the other.39 
 Trendline analysis (a variant of times series 
analysis) is another form of paired sales analysis. 
In this analysis, prices over time are plotted in a 
time series (linear) graph presentation. Trend-
line analysis can be presented in a variety of for-
mats, either as a simple linear or curvilinear 
regression model plotting prices against date of 
sale, or in a presentation of average or median 
prices on a weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly 
basis. It can be used to compare price trends in a 
potentially affected neighborhood to another 
neighborhood, or in the case of detrimental con-
ditions including oil spills, to compare prices 
paid over time in the impacted area to prices 
paid in a control area.40

Golden Beach Sale/Resale Analysis,  
Price Appreciation
For this case study, the research first investigated 
whether any of the homes that sold in 2000 in 
Golden Beach after the date of the April 2000 
spill and included in the Simons, Winson-Geide-
man, and Mikelbank 2001 analysis were resold 
again in the years following the Pepco spill. Five 
such resales since 2000 were found. None of the 
resales involved the three Golden Beach directly 
oiled waterfront properties in the 2001 analysis. 
The first sale prices and second sale prices were 
compared to determine the compounded annual 
rate of appreciation.41 The compounded rate of 
price appreciation in Golden Beach was then 
compared to price increases demonstrated by sale/
resale of homes in unoiled riverfront communities. 
 The sale/resale transactions in Golden Beach 
are shown in Exhibit 4. All Golden Beach prop-
erties appreciated in price following the pipeline 
spill. Three of the five properties experienced sig-
nificant double-digit compound annual growth.

38. Thomas O. Jackson, “Methods and Techniques for Contaminated Property Valuation,” The Appraisal Journal (April 2003): 315, referencing 

Randall Bell, Real Estate Damages: An Analysis of Detrimental Conditions (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 1999), 19–20.

39. See generally, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2013), 398–400.

40. The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015), defines trend analysis as, “A quantitative technique 

used to identify and measure trends in the sale prices of comparable properties; useful when sales data on highly comparable properties is 

lacking but a broad database on properties with less similar characteristics is available. Market sensitivity is investigated by testing various 

factors that influence sale prices.” (page 236) See also, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed., 403.

41. The resale pairings were controlled to exclude comparisons involving significant renovation between sales.
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 The price appreciation rates in Golden Beach 
were then compared with price appreciation rates 
in two Potomac River communities, Wicomico 
Shores and Saint Clement Shores, that were not 
affected by the Patuxent River oiling event; these 
communities served as control areas. In these two 
unoiled Potomac River waterfront communities, 
eighteen homes were identified that sold in 2000 
and later resold between 2003 and 2009. The con-
trol area sale/resale trans actions indicated an aver-
age annual appreciation rate of 11.8% and a 

median appreciation rate of 
12.9%, roughly comparable to 
the 12.2% annual average and 
12.5% median compounded rate 
of appreciation in Golden Beach.

Comparison of Golden 
Beach and St. Mary’s County 
Prices per Square Foot  
Using Simple Polynomial 
Regression Model Trendlines
A simple polynomial regression 
model in Excel was used to 
compare Golden Beach and St. 
Mary’s County prices paid per 
square foot between 1997 and 
the end of 2008. The database 
included 240 sales in Golden 
Beach and 7,439 sales in St. 
Mary’s County outside of 
Golden Beach.42 The trendline 
resulting from the regression 
model is shown in Exhibit 5.
 This regression model does 
not appear to show any impact 
from the 2000 spill event. The 
“best fit” Golden Beach trend-
line price curve is slightly below 
the St. Mary’s County trendline 
in 1998 and the first half of 
1999 and then surpasses the 

price line in the rest of the county in early 2000 
and continues to be above the county trendline 
for the duration of the analytical period.
 Note, however, the relatively low R2 of each 
trendline—0.5998 for Golden Beach and an 
even lower 0.4644 for St. Mary’s County. The R2 
for a regression model is one measure of how 
well the model explains the data. An Appraisal 
Institute course describes R2 as a “mathematical 
representation of the proportion of the variation 
in y [the dependent variable] accounted for by 

Exhibit 4  Sale/Resale Comparison, Golden Beach Home Price Appreciation

Interior Observation No.* Sale Year Sale Price ($) Difference ($) Annual %

6 2000 156,000

6 2006 325,000 169,000 12.5

21/14† 2000 110,000

21/14 2010 137,000 27,000 2.2

16 2000 129,650

16 2009 199,000 69,350 4.7

19 2000 104,200

19 2003 173,000 68,800 17.8

15 2000 75,000

15 2006 276,900 201,900 23.7

Average compounded annual rate of appreciation 12.2

Median compounded annual rate of appreciation 12.5

*Observation numbers and 2000 sale prices correspond to those in Table 3 of Robert A. Simons, Kimberly Winson-Geideman, 

and Brian A. Mikelbank, “The Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture on Single-Family House Prices,” The Appraisal Journal 

(October 2001): 417.

†Observation numbers 21 and 14 both sold for $110,000 in 2000, therefore it was not possible to explicitly identify which 

observation was analyzed based on the information provided in the 2001 article.

42. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank state that the data used in their study is from the Property View database of the State of 

Maryland. In the current study, the sales data for Golden Beach, the other individual communities, and St. Mary’s County are from the 

Mid-Atlantic Region multiple listing service (MRIS). The MdProperty View database from the Maryland Department of Planning, used in  

the 2001 analysis, could not be used because the department’s user’s manual states sales before 2001 are no longer available online, see  

http://bit.ly/MDpropertyview. The same filters are used here as in the 2001 study, which included only detached, single-family homes but 

excluded homes on lots larger than 5.0 acres and homes selling for less than $40,000 or more than $400,000; all prices less than $40,000 

and greater than $400,000 have been indexed in future years for inflation at 2.5% per year. To conform with the filters used by Simons, 

Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, sales that did not show home size square footage have been excluded as well as sales with square 

footage of less than 770 square feet or greater than 3,000 square feet, and sales indicating the home was built more than 100 years ago. 

The trendline for St. Mary’s County excludes the sales that occurred in Golden Beach.
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the multiple linear regression equation.” 43 In 
other words, the R2 value is an indicator of the 
degree to which there is a relationship between 
the variables that a trendline is attempting to 
show. A value of 1 would indicate a perfect cor-
relation between the variables; a value of 0 
would indicate there is no correlation. In this 
case, only about 46% to 60% of the variation in 
price is explained by date of sale in Golden 
Beach and in the rest of St. Mary’s County. 
 Although the two polynomial trendlines in 
Exhibit 5 may be the best possible fit to the sales 
data analyzed, their statistical significance may be 
limited because of the low correlation between 
the variable of price per square foot and date of 
sale. However, in a two-variable, linear trendline 
regression model, the R2 values are typically lower 
than in a multivariate hedonic regression model.

Comparison of Golden Beach and St. Mary’s 
County Average Annual Price Trendlines
Another more basic form of trendline analysis is 
to simply compare the average prices paid per 

year in Golden Beach to average prices paid in 
the rest of St. Mary’s County and plot those on a 
graph. Here, the average annual prices from 
1997 (three full years before the spill) are com-
pared to 2008 average annual prices (eight full 
years after the Pepco spill). The locations of the 
sale properties in Golden Beach are shown on 
the satellite photo in Exhibit 6. The following 
graph in Exhibit 7 displays average sale price per 
year trending and ratio relationships between 
the two data sets.
 On its face, Exhibit 7 appears to show that 
there was no impact on Golden Beach home 
prices in 2000 since prices increased by about 
2.1% between 1999 and 2000, slightly higher 
than the less than 1.0% increase in the rest of St. 
Mary’s County. A significant impact is revealed, 
however, when year-2000 contract prices are 
compared. The seven sales contracts signed in 
2000 before April 7 had an average price of 
$165,976. In comparison, the thirteen sales con-
tracts signed in 2000 in Golden Beach between 
April 7 and December 31, 2000 were at an aver-

43. Appraisal Institute, Quantitative Analysis (Version PC502GDCH-D) (2012), Part 10-286. It has been described in simpler terms as, “One of the 

measures of how well the model explains the data is the R2 value. Differences between observations that are not explained by the model 

remain in the error term. The R2 value tells you what percent of those differences is explained by the model. An R2 of .68 means that 68% of 

the variance in the observed values of the dependent variable is explained by the model, and 32% of those differences remains unexplained 

in the error term.” “Regression Analysis” (PowerPoint presentation, state agency staff workshop, “System Level Fiscal Capacity for Funding 

Education in Tennessee,” Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, February 24, 2005), http://bit.ly/r-squared.

Exhibit 5  Golden Beach vs. St. Mary’s County Polynomial Trendline, Price per Square Foot
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age price of only $116,269, or 30% less than the 
prices paid before the spill event.
 The table in Exhibit 7 appears to confirm that 
the temporary impact of the pipeline rupture on 
Golden Beach prices extended into 2001, as evi-
denced by the following:
 •  In the pre-spill period between 1997 and 

1999, the average price of a home in  
Golden Beach was 83% of the average  
price of all other homes sold in St. Mary’s 
County and 91% of St. Mary’s County 
prices in 1999, the last year before the pipe-
line incident. However, in 2001, the first 
full year after the spill incident, that ratio 
dropped to 80%.

 •  From 1999 to 2001, the average price paid 
in Golden Beach dropped by 6.85% while 
rising by 2.91% in the rest of St. Mary’s 
County as a whole, demonstrating a poten-
tial pipeline impact in 2001 of about -9.8%.

 •  In the three pre-spill years 1997 to 1999, the 
compounded annual rate of home price 
appreciation in Golden Beach was 4.93%. 
Projecting the 1999 Golden Beach average 

price forward to 2001 at a 4.93% rate indi-
cates the expected average price—if pre-
spill appreciation had continued—in 2001 
would have been $147,845, compared to an 
actual average price of only $125,087, which 
was about 15.4% less than what would have 
been expected.

 However, the average home price data also 
indicates that by 2002, the impact of the pipe-
line spill on Golden Beach prices had ended, 
and that the Pepco spill had no permanent 
adverse impact on Golden Beach home prices, as 
evidenced by the following:
 •  The average price of a Golden Beach home 

surged by 37% from 2001 to 2002 compared 
to only a 5.0% increase in the rest of St. 
Mary’s County.

 •  The 1997 to 2008 annual average price 
trendline for Golden Beach tracks closely 
with the price trendline for St. Mary’s 
County as a whole, both before and after the 
Pepco spill in 2000. This is an indication 
that the Pepco spill and subsequent investi-

Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 

MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Exhibit 6  Map Showing Location of Golden Beach Home Sales

Golden Beach
Riverfront Community
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gation and remediation had no significant 
long-term effect on home prices.

 •  The average price differential between 
Golden Beach and St. Mary’s County 
(excluding Golden Beach) in the three 
years before the spill was 83% and from 
2002 (more than 18 months post-spill) to 
2008 actually improved to a 92% average. 

 •  The average price of a Golden Beach home 
increased approximately 6.92% per year 
between 1997 and 2008, slightly higher 
than the 6.19% average increase in St. 
Mary’s County as a whole.

 •  From 2001—the year with the most signifi-
cant impact from the spill on Golden Beach 

prices—until 2008, the compounded annual 
price appreciation in Golden Beach was 
10.69% compared to only 8.73% per year in 
St. Mary’s County as a whole.44

Comparison of Golden Beach and St. Mary’s 
County Prices per Square Foot
Home prices in the study area also were exam-
ined on a price per square foot basis. If the differ-
ence between prices paid in St. Mary’s County 
and Golden Beach is related to differences in the 
sizes of the homes, such a comparison would tend 
to eliminate some of that differential.45

 The graph in Exhibit 8 compares the Golden 
Beach and St. Mary’s County (excluding Golden 

*Detached, single-family residential, less than 5 acres, between $40,000 and $400,000. Based on MLS Sales Data.

44. Both Golden Beach and St. Mary’s County as a whole experienced a decrease in average home prices in 2008 as a result of the Great 

Recession. Although the decrease in prices in Golden Beach (-15.1%) was greater than in St. Mary’s County as a whole (-9.4%), the ratio  

of the average price in Golden Beach to the average price in the county was 91%, as high or higher than any of the three years (1997 to 

1999) before the Pepco spill event. Nothing in the published media or online indicates that there was any additional investigation, 

remediation activity, or publicity involving the 2000 Pepco spill that could account for the differential drop in average prices in 2008. 

45. The fourteenth edition of The Appraisal of Real Estate states as follows: “Appraisers use units of comparison to facilitate comparison of the 

subject and comparable properties. The sales should be analyzed to determine which units of comparison indicate the least amount of 

variance when applied to the comparable sales. This analysis will identify the proper unit of comparison to be used, such as price per acre  

or price per square foot, which is especially important for properties located in markets that are in transition.” (page 386) It goes on to 

note, “The variable with the least variation would be a likely candidate for the best unit of comparison.” (page 387)

Exhibit 7  Golden Beach vs. St. Mary’s County Average Annual Price Trendline, Price per Home*
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Beach) average annual prices on a price paid per 
square foot basis. Once again, the Exhibit 8 
trendline shows a likely impact on home prices 
in Golden Beach in 2001. Prices paid per square 
foot dropped by about 6.8% from 2000 to 2001 
in Golden Beach, while increasing by about 
1.0% in St. Mary’s County as a whole. However, 
the graph shows an increase in prices in Golden 
Beach in the year of the pipeline break. Once 
again, if prices are compared based on a signed 
contract price before and after the April 7 spill 
event, the results indicate an impact in the final 
nine months of 2000. The seven contracts signed 
in Golden Beach in 2000 before April 7 were at 
an average contract price of $102 per square foot 
compared to an average price of $98 per square 
foot in the thirteen contracts signed after April 
7. That indicates an impact of about -4.0% in 
2000 due to the spill and subsequent cleanup. 
That is significantly lower than the -30% impact 
found when analyzing signed contracts in 2000 
based on absolute sale prices rather than price 
paid per square foot.
 Based on the compounded rate of price per 
square foot appreciation in Golden Beach 
between 1997 and 1999, the expected average 
price in 2001 would have been $103 per square 

foot, compared to the actual 2001 average price 
per square foot of $96 per square. That might 
indicate a -6.8% impact on prices in Golden 
Beach in 2001. This is significantly below the 
-15.4% impact revealed based on expected aver-
age price analysis of home sale prices rather than 
price per square foot. 
 The price per square foot trendline in Exhibit 8 
even more clearly shows that Golden Beach 
prices recovered rapidly in 2002 in the wake of 
the cleanup of the spill. The average price per 
square foot increased by 30% in Golden Beach in 
2002 compared to an 11.6% increase in the rest of 
the county, and prices were 19% higher in Golden 
Beach than in the rest of the county, the highest 
differential in the entire eleven-year period 
shown. Between 2001—the year of the greatest 
spill impact on prices—and 2008, Golden Beach 
prices increased an average of 10.3% compared to 
only 8.3% in the rest of St. Mary’s County.
 To understand variations within each year, the 
price per square foot data was reviewed on a 
moving average trendline (Exhibit 9). The mov-
ing average trendline clearly shows a decrease in 
the average price in Golden Beach in the last 
quarter of 2000 and extending into 2001, fol-
lowed by recovering prices in the second part of 

Exhibit 8  Golden Beach vs. St. Mary’s County Average Annual Price Trendline, Price per Square Foot
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2001. By the end of 2001, the Golden Beach 
moving average trendline was back to its pre-
spill relationship to St. Mary’s County prices.46

Comparison of Golden Beach Prices and  
St. Mary’s County Riverfront Communities 
Not Affected by Pipeline Spill
How does the price trendline in Golden Beach 
compare to other St. Mary’s County riverfront 
communities not on the Patuxent and therefore 
not affected by the Pepco pipeline spill? To 
address this question, shorelines were inspected 
along various inlets off the Potomac River on the 
west side of St. Mary’s County, and two commu-
nities, Wicomico Shores and Saint Clement 
Shores, were selected as control areas for compar-
ison to Golden Beach.
 The location of the control areas in relation to 
Golden Beach and the Patuxent River is shown 
in Exhibit 10. Exhibit 11 shows the location of 
the sales that occurred in Wicomico Shores and 
Saint Clement Shores between 1997 and 2008. 
The sale price trends between 1997 and 2008 in 
the two control areas compared to Golden Beach 
are shown in Exhibit 12.

 The Exhibit 12 trendline for Golden Beach 
tracks quite closely with the control area trend-
line during the years between 1997 and 2007. 
The average price of a Golden Beach home 
increased 9.41% per year during those years while 
increasing 9.57% per year in the Wicomico 
Shores/Saint Clement Shores control area. In 
2008, due to the nationwide housing market 
crash and Great Recession, prices in both Golden 
Beach and Wicomico Shores/Saint Clement 
Shores dropped. The 15.1% drop in prices in 
Golden Beach significantly exceeded the 3.69% 
drop in prices in the combined unoiled control 
area communities. Since there was no new media 
attention related to the April 2000 spill and no 
new spill investigation or remediation activity, 
the differential in price impact during the Great 
Recession must have been due to other factors at 
work in the respective communities.
 When measured from 2001—the year of most 
significant average impact from the spill and sub-
sequent cleanup—to 2007, prices in Golden 
Beach increased at a 15.69% compounded rate 
while increasing at an 11.81% rate in the com-
bined control area communities. Even when 

Exhibit 9  Golden Beach vs. St. Mary’s County Moving Average Trendline, Price per Square Foot
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46. The large number of sales (7,255) in the St. Mary’s County database results in an evening out of peaks and valleys both in this graph and  

in the earlier average price per year graph. In contrast, the smaller number of sales (240) in Golden Beach during the same period results  

in peaks and valleys due to the smaller number of sales in each period.
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measured from 2001 to the recession-affected 
year 2008, Golden Beach prices outperform the 
two control areas (10.69% compared to 9.46% 
annual compounded price appreciation).
 As discussed earlier in this article, although the 
average price of a home in Golden Beach showed 
an increase in 2000 compared to 1999, that was 
due to prices paid in 2000 before the April 7 spill 
event. After April 7, signed contracts indicate a 
-30% impact due to the spill event. In contrast, 
prices in the Wicomico Shores/Saint Clement 
Shores control area increased by 6.28% from 
1999 to 2000. Also in 2001, the average home 
price in Wicomico Shores/Saint Clement Shores 
increased by 10.33% while prices in Golden 
Beach declined by 8.78% compared to 2000.
 The comparison between Golden Beach and 
the two control areas, like the comparison 
between Golden Beach and the rest of St. Mary’s 
County, again indicates that the impact of the 
Pepco spill and cleanup had ended by 2002. 
Golden Beach home prices rebounded to an 
average of $171,200, a 36.9% increase over the 

average 2001 price. In contrast, the average price 
increased by only 5.6% in the two control com-
munities. Also of note is the 110% ratio between 
Golden Beach and control area prices in 2002, 
higher than any year pre-spill and the highest of 
any year between 1997 and 2008. 
 The comparison of prices paid in Golden Beach 
and prices in the two unoiled control areas con-
firms the conclusions from the earlier comparison 
with St. Mary’s County as a whole, i.e., there was 
a significant impact on prices in 2000 and 2001, 
followed by a quick rebound in prices in 2002.
 Measured on a price paid per square foot basis 
(Exhibit 13), the 6.8% decrease in prices between 
2000 and 2001 in Golden Beach compared to the 
5.1% increase in prices in the two control areas in 
the same years is an indication of a possible -11.9% 
impact on prices in Golden Beach in 2001 due to 
the Pepco spill. Again, however, the Exhibit 13 
trendline shows a substantial rebound in 2002. 
Also of note are the ratios of Golden Beach prices 
to prices in the two control areas, which were at 
their highest levels in 2002 and 2003.

Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 

MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Comm

Exhibit 10  Location of Wicomico Shores and Saint Clement Shores Control Areas
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Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 

MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Exhibit 11  Maps Showing Location of Wicomico Shores and Saint Clement Shores Home Sales
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 On a price per square foot basis, Golden Beach 
outperformed the two control areas whether mea-
sured between 1997 and 2008 (8.1% increase 
annually compared to 7.8%) or between 2001 
(year of greatest spill impact) and 2008 (10.3% 
increase annually in Golden Beach compared to 
9.1% in the control areas). Similar to what was 
seen in the analysis of prices paid per home, prices 
per square foot in 2008 decreased due to the hous-
ing crash and recession. However, when measured 
on a price per square foot basis, the recession 
appears to have had a greater impact in the 
Wicomico Shores/Saint Clement Shores control 
area (13.7% year-to-year decrease) than in Golden 
Beach (7.7% decrease from 2007 to 2008). 
 Note also the ratio of control area sale prices to 
Golden Beach prices. Prior to the 2000 spill year, 
the annual average price in Golden Beach was 
between 3.0% and 11% lower than the average 
price paid in the Wicomico Shores/Saint Clem-
ent Shores control area, and averaged 7.3% lower 
overall. In 2002 and 2003, the first two years 
after the spill impact ended, prices in Golden 
Beach were 7.0% and 8.0% higher than in the 
control areas, and between 2002 and 2008, 

Golden Beach prices were on average only 3.5% 
lower than in the control area, a better ratio than 
in the three pre-spill years.
 The comparison of Golden Beach to other 
non-oiled riverfront communities in St. Mary’s 
County indicates the following:
 •  There was a temporary impact on prices in 

Golden Beach in 2000. When measured on 
a full year to full year comparison between 
2000 and 2001, the analysis indicates a pos-
sible 11.9% impact from the April 7 spill 
event and subsequent investigation and 
cleanup in 2000.

 •  In 2001, when measured on an average price 
paid per home, there is support for a further 
19.1% impact when the 10.3% average price 
increase in Wicomico Shores/Saint Clement 
Shores is added to the 8.8% decrease in the 
average price in Golden Beach.

 •  Prices rebounded dramatically in Golden 
Beach in 2002, and again in 2003, in com-
parison to the price rise in the combined 
control area. That confirms the conclusion 
from the comparison of Golden Beach to St. 
Mary’s County as a whole that the impact of 

Exhibit 12  Golden Beach vs. Wicomico Shores and Saint Clement Shores Trendline, Price per Home
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the Pepco spill on prices was temporary and 
had ended by 2002.

 •  The trendlines, whether measured from 
1997 to 2007 and 2008, or from 2001 to 
2007 and 2008, also confirm there was  
no permanent impact on prices in Golden 
Beach from the April 7, 2000 pipeline rup-
ture and the temporary impacts had ended 
by 2002.

Analysis of Sale Prices  
in Other Patuxent River Communities 
Lightly Oiled by Pepco Spill
Golden Beach was the closest community down-
river from the Pepco pipeline spill on Swanson 
Creek. Golden Beach received considerable 
media attention because of the amount of oil it 
received. However, some communities farther 
down the Patuxent River were only slightly oiled 
or experienced only an oil sheen on the river. To 
determine if variations in the amount of oil or 
length of cleanup affected prices along the Patux-
ent, Hollywood Shores and Sandgates, two other 
Patuxent River communities, were studied. 
Holly wood Shores only received light oiling. 

Sandgates also received shoreline oiling; Sand-
gates is smaller than both Golden Beach and 
Hollywood Shores and was not specifically men-
tioned in the press.
 The location of Hollywood Shores and Sand-
gates in relation to Golden Beach is shown on 
the map in Exhibit 14. The locations of sales 
between 1997 and 2008 in the Hollywood Shores 
and Sandgates communities are shown in the 
maps in Exhibit 15. The trendline graph in 
Exhibit 16 compares annual prices in Golden 
Beach to annual prices in the combined lightly 
oiled communities of Hollywood Shores and 
Sandgates. 
 Appraisal theory would suggest that prices in 
the lightly oiled communities on the Patuxent 
River would be less affected than prices in Golden 
Beach, the heaviest oiled riverfront community 
in the wake of the April 2007 pipeline rupture.
 However, that does not appear to be the case. 
During 1997 through 1999, annual prices in Hol-
lywood Shores/Sandgates were on average 8.3% 
lower than in Golden Beach. During 2002 
through 2008—years in which the earlier analysis 
indicated Golden Beach prices were no longer 

Exhibit 13  Golden Beach vs. Wicomico Shores and Saint Clement Shores Trendline, Price per Square Foot
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impacted by the April 2000 spill event—annual 
prices in Hollywood Shores/Sandgates were on 
average 6.4% lower than in Golden Beach. 
Although that might seem to indicate that the 
lightly oiled communities performed better than 
Golden Beach after the April 2000 Pepco spill 
event, the average 2002 to 2008 price ratio was 
significantly affected by the relatively high differ-
ential between the communities in 2004 when 
the combined Hollywood Shores/Sandgates aver-
age price was 11% higher than in Golden Beach. 
Excluding the year 2004 data, prices between 
2002 and 2008 in the lightly oiled communities 
were on average 9.3% lower than in the heaviest 
oiled Golden Beach riverfront community, a 
price differential slightly lower than the average 
for the three years before the spill, 1997 to 1999.
 This indicates that the impact of the April 
2000 pipeline spill event was similar in both the 
heaviest and lightly oiled riverfront areas, and 
that the heaviest oiled community did not incur 
any significantly larger impact from the spill. As 

indicated earlier, home prices dropped by about 
6.8% from 2000 to 2001 in Golden Beach. In the 
lightly oiled Hollywood Shores/Sandgates com-
munities, home prices decreased by 8.4% from 
2000 to 2001, slightly more than in Golden 
Beach. In 2002, both Golden Beach and Holly-
wood Shores/Sandgates rebounded quickly—
increasing by 37% in heavily oiled Golden Beach 
and by 34% in the lightly oiled Hollywood 
Shores/Sandgates communities. 
 The trendline comparison in Exhibit 17, based 
on prices per square foot, also demonstrates that 
any effect from the April 2000 Pepco spill event 
and subsequent cleanup ended by 2002. With 
the exception of 2004, the trendlines are remark-
ably similar. Excluding 2004, the average price 
per square foot before the spill in 1997 to 1999 
was 5.0% higher in Hollywood Shores/Sand-
gates than in Golden Beach, and from 2002 
through 2008 (excluding 2004) was also 5.0% 
higher in Hollywood Shores/Sandgates than in 
Golden Beach.

Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 

MapmyIndia, ©  OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Exhibit 14  Location of Lightly Oiled Hollywood Shores and Sandgates Communities
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Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, increment P Corp., NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 

MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community

Exhibit 15  Maps Showing Location of Hollywood Shores and Sandgates Home Sales

Hollywood Shores
Riverfront Community

Sandgates  
Riverfront Community
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Golden Beach Hollywood Shores & Sandgates *Lightly Oiled to Golden Beach 

Exhibit 16  Golden Beach vs. Lightly Oiled Hollywood Shores and Sandgates Trendline, Price per Home
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Exhibit 17  Golden Beach vs. Lightly Oiled Hollywood Shores and Sandgates Trendline, Price per Square Foot
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Summary and Conclusion

Given recent approval of pipeline proposals and 
plans to open more Bureau of Land Management 
and offshore areas to oil and gas leasing, apprais-
ers may be asked more frequently in the coming 
years to determine the effect of future pipeline 
ruptures on home prices. A search of the pub-
lished real estate appraisal literature reveals only 
two prior Appraisal Journal articles studying the 
impact of past pipeline spills on home prices. An 
article published in The Appraisal Journal in 
October 2001 investigated the effect of a pipe-
line rupture and resulting spill near the Pepco 
power station on the Patuxent River in Mary-
land. That study looked at sales in only one 
community impacted by the spill, Golden Beach, 
and studied prices only during the first six 
months following the incident. The study con-
cluded there was a 10.9% diminution in property 
value for non-waterfront single-family residen-
tial properties. The study also reported an aver-
age 12.6% reduction in value of waterfront 
single-family residential properties; however this 
was derived from only three waterfront sales. 
Since the sales data involved in that study cov-
ered only the first six months, the authors rec-
ommended that further research be done to 
determine if the impact on home prices extended 
beyond six months.
 The current study completes that additional 
research recommended by the authors of the 
October 2001 Appraisal Journal article. Data was 
collected and analyzed for sales between 1997 
and 2008 using matched pairs and trendline 
analysis—two methods generally recognized in 
the appraisal profession for determining the 
impact of environmental conditions and con-
tamination on property prices. The results of 
this follow-up research and analysis of home 
sales after the Patuxent River spill are as follows:
 •  The conclusions of Simons, Winson-Geide-

man, and Mikelbank are generally con-
firmed. Their 2001 Appraisal Journal article 
reported there was an impact on value in 
Golden Beach, the most heavily oiled com-
munity, in the first six months following 
the April 2000 pipeline rupture, and they 
find a 10.9% to 12.6% impact due to the 
Pepco spill.

 •  The paired sale analysis comparing sale/
resale of five homes in Golden Beach to 
sale/resale prices of eighteen homes in two 
unoiled Potomac River waterfront commu-
nities indicates roughly comparable rates of 
appreciation between 2000 and later years.

 •  The polynomial regression model fails to 
indicate any impact from the April 2000 
pipeline spill event. However, given the 
relatively low R2, the model offers limited 
statistical significance.

 •  The trendline analysis of signed contract 
data in 2000 before and after the April 7 
spill date indicates a possible -30% impact 
when measured based on contract sale 
prices. However, when taking into account 
differences in home size, the impact in 2000 
following the pipeline spill was only -4.0%.

 •  The impact due to the spill and subsequent 
cleanup continued into 2001. When based 
on a comparison of expected 2001 prices 
given the 1997–1999 pre-spill price trends 
in Golden Beach, the impact was between 
9.8% and 15.4%.

 •  The statement by Simons, Winson-Geide-
man, and Mikelbank that “(i)ntuitive judg-
ment suggests that the impact from the spill 
may diminish”47 was correct. The follow-up 
analysis of sales data post-spill indicates 
that if there was an impact, it was tempo-
rary and did not last past 2001. In 2002, 
prices in Golden Beach surged, increasing 
by 37% compared to only a 5.0% increase 
in the rest of the county. The ratio of the 
average home price in Golden Beach com-
pared to the rest of the county in 2002 was 
at its highest at any point before or after the 
spill event and subsequent cleanup. 

 •  There was no permanent impact to real 
estate prices along the Patuxent as a result 
of the Pepco spill. When measured over the 
entire 1997 to 2008 period of analysis, the 
Golden Beach average price trendline 
tracks well with the rest of the county. It 
also tracks well with average prices in two 
unoiled communities in St. Mary’s County 
not affected by the spill. 

 •  There was no spill-related price impact in 
2002 or later years once cleanup was com-
pleted.

47. Simons, Winson-Geideman, and Mikelbank, “Effects of an Oil Pipeline Rupture,” 418.
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 •  Although the study by Simons, Winson- 
Geideman, and Mikelbank did not specifi-
cally analyze the potential difference in 
impact from the pipeline spill and cleanup 
situation on heavily oiled versus lightly 
oiled riverfront communities, the current 
study looked at that issue. Contrary to 
appraisal theory, the analysis did not find 
significant evidence of any differential 
impact between heavily oiled and lightly 
oiled riverfront communities. 

 The study’s finding that there was no perma-
nent impact, and that prices recovered in 2002 
about two years after the Pepco spill and follow-

ing completion of the cleanup of the pipeline 
spill, is significant for homeowners affected by 
future pipeline spills. Property owners who sell 
during the investigation and cleanup may suffer 
an actual out-of-pocket loss. Homeowners who 
have no plans or need to sell during the period of 
investigation and cleanup can wait out the 
period of temporary impact; they are likely to 
suffer no permanent impact on the price or value 
of their homes. This is in-line with what the 
published appraisal literature has found in many 
other contamination situations—impacts on 
prices and value are typically temporary and may 
end once remediation of the contamination sit-
uation is completed.
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Additional Resources
Suggested by the Y. T. and Louise Lee Lum Library

American Petroleum Institute—Natural Gas & Oil
 http://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas

Appraisal Institute
 • Guide Note 6, Consideration of Hazardous Substances in the Appraisal Process
  https://www.appraisalinstitute.org/assets/1/7/guide-note-6.pdf

 • Lum Library, External Resources [Login required]
  •  Information Files—Real estate damages/environmental hazards

  •  Information Files—Real estate damages/proximity impact

Appraisal Standards Board 
 Advisory Opinion 9, “The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental Contamination” 

National Transportation Safety Board—Pipeline Accident Reports
 https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/pipeline.aspx

US Energy Information Administration Independent Statistics and Analysis
 https://www.eia.gov/

US Environmental Protection Agency—Environmental Topics
 https://www.epa.gov/environmental-topics
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Introduction

This article examines the effects of environmen-
tal contamination on the sale prices and overall 
capitalization rates of commercial real estate. 
Three general questions are addressed. The first 
question involves the extent to which sale prices 
and capitalization rates may be impacted at all. 
The second research question involves the 
extent to which any effects due to environmen-
tal contamination may persist after the remedia-
tion and cleanup of previously contaminated 
properties. The third question involves the per-
sistence of environmental risk premiums at the 
same stage of the remediation life cycle over 
time as the real estate market may become more 
knowledgeable about such issues. In addition, or 
alternatively, more general changes in the mar-

ket may have a mitigating effect on environ-
mental risk premiums and price effects. This 
study will specify and estimate alternative statis-
tical models of commercial property sale prices 
and overall capitalization rates that address 
these research questions.
 The commercial properties for this study are 
contaminated source sites, rather than sites 
affected by an external source, as is typically the 
case with residential properties. As source sites 
for soil or groundwater contamination, the price 
and value of commercial properties may be 
affected by both risk and cost. Environmental 
risk for commercial real estate is the investment 
and lending risk related to uncertainties con-
cerning cleanup requirements, liabilities, and 
other factors. The effect of these risk factors is 
sometimes referred to as environmental stigma.1 As 

Environmental Risk  
Premiums and Price Effects 
in Commercial Real Estate 
Transactions
by Thomas O. Jackson, PhD, MAI, and Chris Yost-Bremm, PhD

Abstract
This article presents the results of a study of the effects of environmental contamination on the sale prices and 

overall capitalization rates of commercial real estate. Environmental risk for commercial real estate can be related 

to uncertainties concerning state-mandated cleanup requirements, potential off-site liabilities, and other factors. 

As risk increases, income is discounted or capitalized through higher required rates of return into lower prices and 

values. Using a series of regression models, this study estimates price discounts and environmental risk premiums 

for sales of retail centers in Southern California from 1994 through 2007. Significant price discounts are evident for 

contaminated properties sold prior to remediation but are shown to disappear after the properties are remediated. 

In addition, environmental risk premiums, as measured through overall capitalization rates, are found to decline 

over time, presumably as market participants become more knowledgeable about and experienced with contamina-

tion-related issues. In this study, both adverse pricing effects and elevated risk premiums are shown to diminish as 

the properties were remediated and as the market changed over the study period. 

1. Environmental stigma is “An adverse effect on property value produced by the market’s perception of increased environmental risk due to 

contamination.” Appraisal Standards Board, Advisory Opinion 9, “The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental 

Contamination,” USPAP Advisory Opinions, 2018–2019 ed. (Washington, DC: The Appraisal Foundation, 2018). 
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risk increases, income is discounted or capital-
ized, through higher required rates of return, into 
lower prices and values. Commercial real estate 
prices can also be directly reduced by estimated 
remediation costs that are to be paid by the buyer 
of such properties from future property cash 
flows. Where remediation costs have been esti-
mated and such estimates are available, the sale 
prices will be adjusted to focus on effects of envi-
ronmental risk.
 Most formal, empirical analyses of the impacts 
of environmental contamination on sale prices 
and property values have focused on residential 
real estate.2 Studies of nonresidential properties 
have been based on case studies. This study 
quantifies these impacts on commercial proper-
ties through a series of multiple regression mod-
els based on sales of retail centers in Southern 
California. Risk-related effects are distinguished 
from price reductions due to costs for planned 
remediation. In addition, this analysis specifi-
cally quantifies environmental risk as an overall 
capitalization rate premium for properties sold 
prior to remediation. As will be explained, sales 
involving contaminated properties transact at 
higher capitalization rates to compensate for the 
increased risks associated with the properties’ 
environmental condition. 

Nature of Contaminated Property  
Transactions
Commercial real estate transactions involving 
properties that may be impacted by environmen-
tal contamination are complex.3 Typically, those 
considering financing a commercial real estate 
transaction will require an environmental assess-
ment, and this may reveal the presence of con-
tamination that exceeds regulatory standards.4 
The seller and buyer are then presented with a 
requirement to remediate the property to the 
appropriate regulatory standards, which usually 

specify some maximum concentration level of 
the hazardous substance. Remediation may occur 
through soil or groundwater cleanup or through 
more passive natural attenuation processes.  
Further, the remediation plan and approach is 
typically developed to site-specific, risk-based 
standards, which may vary depending on sur-
rounding land uses and other factors. Adding to 
the complexity is the liability and responsibility 
for financing the cleanup. In some cases, the 
seller is deemed the responsible party and funds 
the remedial plan. In others, the buyer will be left 
with the responsibility for funding and complet-
ing the cleanup to the regulatory standards and 
according to an approved remedial action plan.
 In the research that follows, some of the prop-
erties sold prior to or before cleanup. Their sale 
prices were adjusted upward for cleanup costs 
that would be later borne by the buyer. Such an 
adjustment results in a price and potential price 
reduction that can be attributable to environ-
mental risk, the focus of this research. This is 
similar to an adjustment for deferred mainte-
nance. Environmental risk, however, could and 
likely would vary with uncertainties concerning 
such costs and completion of the remediation 
plan and achievement of regulatory closure. 

Literature Review

Published studies of the effect of environmental 
contamination on the sale prices of improved 
commercial properties have been largely based 
on case studies. These studies include Page and 
Rabinowitz,5 who use a case study approach to 
evaluate the impacts of groundwater contamina-
tion on the value of six commercial and indus-
trial properties in Pennsylvania, California, and 
Wisconsin. In another application of the case 
study approach, Patchin6 analyzes eight com-

2. Thomas O. Jackson, “The Effects of Environmental Contamination on Real Estate: A Literature Review,” Journal of Real Estate Literature 9, 

no. 2 (2001): 93–116.

3. Thomas O. Jackson, “Investing in Contaminated Real Estate,” Real Estate Review 26, no. 5 (Winter 1997): 38–43; Thomas O. Jackson,  

Mark E. Dobroski, and Trevor E. Phillips, “Analyzing Contaminated Real Estate in a Changing Market,” Journal of Real Estate Finance 13,  

no. 2 (Fall 1997): 67–72.

4. Thomas O. Jackson, “The EPA’s Proposed All Appropriate Inquiries Rule and the Appraisal of Contaminated Properties,” The Appraisal 

Journal 73, no. 2 (Spring 2005): 146–153.

5. G. William Page and Harvey Rabinowitz, “Groundwater Contamination: Its Effects on Property Values and Cities,” Journal of the American 

Planning Association 59, no. 4 (Autumn 1993): 473–481.

6. Peter J. Patchin, “Contaminated Properties and the Sales Comparison Approach,” The Appraisal Journal 62, no. 3 (July 1994): 402–409.
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mercial and industrial case studies, finding a 
range of property value impacts, from 21% to 
94%. Bell7 presents a framework for evaluating a 
variety of detrimental conditions, including 
environmental contamination. Bell’s framework 
calls for the valuation of a property as if there 
were no contamination (the “benchmark”) and 
then a comparison of that to the “as is value” of 
the property in its actual, contaminated state. 
Bell distinguishes between value effects due to 
remediation costs and the effects of additional 
risk attributable to contamination, referred to in 
Bell’s framework as either “project incentive” or 
“market resistance.” Bell analyzes eight case 
studies involving industrial and commercial 
properties impacted by soil contamination, and 
he finds reductions in sale prices ranging from 
10% to 51%. 
 The impacts of contamination on commercial 
property transaction rates and financing have 
been studied by Simons and Sementelli.8 They 
compare commercial properties with leaking 
underground storage tanks (LUSTs) and proper-
ties with non-leaking tanks registered with the 
State of Ohio (RUSTs) to other commercial 
properties. They find that both LUST sites and 
RUST sites transact at significantly lower rates 
than uncontaminated commercial properties.
 Simons, Bowen, and Sementelli9 also analyze 
the effects of leaking underground storage tanks 
in Cleveland on adjacent commercial properties. 
The authors use a paired sales analysis, compar-
ing a sale before contamination was discovered 
and a resale after the contamination was known. 
Based on an analysis of six such sales, they con-
clude that the average diminution in value due 
to the contamination was 28% to 42%. 
 Thus far, empirical studies of price effects of 
contamination on nonresidential properties 

have focused on industrial real estate. Jackson10 
addresses the issue of varying impacts of contam-
ination over the remediation cycle through an 
analysis of 140 industrial property sales in South-
ern California. In a series of multivariate regres-
sion analyses, he finds that before or during 
cleanup sale prices were reduced 27.8% to 
30.5%. After remediation, there was no discern-
able effect on the prices of previously contami-
nated properties. An earlier study of industrial 
property impacts is provided by Guntermann,11 
who estimates the parameters of a price model 
using 153 sales of unimproved industrial land in 
the Phoenix, Arizona, area. The sales include 
landfills (source sites) as well as industrial land 
located proximate or adjacent to landfills. Gun-
termann finds that the landfill sites sold for 53% 
less than other industrially zoned land.
 Lastly, one published example of the applica-
tion of regression techniques to commercial real 
estate, albeit not contaminated, is by Saderion, 
Smith, and Smith.12 Using data on apartment 
property sales in Houston from 1978 to 1988, 
the authors estimate the parameters for three 
models: (1) a standard hedonic with price as a 
function of property and market characteristics, 
including year of sale categorical variables; (2) 
an income model with overall capitalization 
rates as a function of net operating income and 
the year of sale variables; and (3) a combined 
model with price as a function of property and 
market characteristics, year of sale, and net oper-
ating income. The models are estimated in loga-
rithmic form. The combined model produced 
the best fit with an R2 of 0.926. The income 
model had a lower explanatory power, with an R2 

of 0.752, although the t-statistic for net operat-
ing income of 27.97 indicates that it is a highly 
significant predictor. 

 7. Randall Bell, “The Impact of Detrimental Conditions on Property Values,” The Appraisal Journal 66, no. 4 (October 1998): 380–391.

 8. Robert A. Simons and Arthur J. Sementelli, “Liquidity Loss and Delayed Transactions with Leaking Underground Storage Tanks,” The 

Appraisal Journal 65, no. 3 (July 1997): 255–260.

 9. Robert A. Simons, William M. Bowen, and Arthur J. Sementelli, “The Price and Liquidity Effects of UST Leaks from Gas Stations on Adjacent 

Contaminated Property,” The Appraisal Journal 67, no. 2 (April 1999): 186–194.

10. Thomas O. Jackson, “Environmental Contamination and Industrial Real Estate Prices,” Journal of Real Estate Research 23, no. 1/2 (Jan/Apr 

2002): 179–199.

11. Karl L. Guntermann, “Sanitary Landfills, Stigma and Industrial Land Values,” Journal of Real Estate Research 10, no. 5 (1995): 531–542. 

12. Zahra Saderion, Barton Smith, and Charles Smith, “An Integrated Approach to the Evaluation of Commercial Real Estate,” Journal of  

Real Estate Research 9, no. 2 (Spring 1994): 151–167.
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Research Framework

In this article, data on over ten years of sales of 
contaminated retail centers before and after 
remediation are analyzed and compared to the 
sale prices of similar but uncontaminated prop-
erties. This analysis will provide statistical evi-
dence as to the extent of any risk-related 
reductions in sale prices that could be attributed 
to the effects of the environmental condition of 
the properties as of their date of sale. In addi-
tion, environmental risk premiums are quanti-
fied through increases in overall capitalization 
rates for contaminated properties sold prior to 
remediation. The analyses use multiple regres-
sion analysis and the related technique of analy-
sis of covariance with estimated marginal mean, 
whereby the effects of other variables (e.g., prop-
erty size, age, location, date of sale) are statisti-
cally held constant to isolate the independent 
effects of environmental condition on sale price. 
In addition, models controlling for changes in 
net operating income and analyzing changes in 
overall capitalization rates are used to further 
isolate the risk-related effects of environmental 
contamination.
 Based on the literature cited and other informa-
tion, three research questions are evaluated 
through the study presented herein. The first is 
whether reductions in property value (relative to 
baseline risk levels and prices for similar but uncon-
taminated properties) vary with the remediation 
status of the contaminated property. The second 
research question involves the extent to which 
contamination-related risk premiums and adverse 
property-value impacts disappear subsequent to 
remediation and cleanup.13 The third question is 
whether contamination-related risk premiums and 
adverse property value impacts for unremediated 
properties are reduced over time. This could occur 
as the market becomes more experienced in quan-
tifying environmental risk or as the more general 
market for commercial real estate changes. In the 

period under study, the market for commercial 
properties in Southern California improved and 
this improvement may mitigate risk-related effects. 
 These research questions, and property value 
impacts they suggest, will be measured through 
reductions in the average sale price for commer-
cial properties that sold before, during, and after 
cleanup of contamination as well as increases to 
overall capitalization rates (environmental risk 
premiums). The statistical models will also allow 
for testing the possibility of no difference 
between the prices and capitalization rates of the 
contaminated and previously contaminated 
properties in comparison to otherwise similar 
properties that are uncontaminated. 
 A general model specification in linear form, 
with no transformations to the dependent or 
independent variables, is as follows:

PRICE =  α + β1X1 + … + βnXn + βn+1LOC1  

+ … + βn+1+pLOCp + βn+1+p +1SYEAR1 

+ … + βn+1+p+1+qSYEARq  

+ βn+1+p+1+q+1ENV1 + …  

+ βn+1+p+1+q+1+r+sENVs + ε  (1)

where PRICE is the sale price of the property, 
adjusted for remediation costs to be paid by the 
buyer for contaminated properties that were 
unremediated when sold; X1…Xn is a collection 
of continuous non-environmental property 
characteristics, such as building size and age; 
LOC1…LOCp is a set of discrete data columns 
indicating the location of the property to cap-
ture effects due to general market conditions 
that vary by location; SYEAR1...SYEARq is a set 
of discrete terms indicating the property’s year of 
sale, to capture effects due to general market 
conditions that vary by year.14 The locational 

13. For this study, remediated sales were represented to only be in a No Further Action (NFA) status, and not in a Monitored Natural Attenua-

tion (MNA) program. This ensures that the measure of post-remediation in the study is not including any properties that still have 

significant, ongoing environmental contamination. 

14. A separate column for each area or for each year of sale is necessary because such an approach captures the individual price effects of that 

market or sale year, respectively. This is preferred over treating sale year as one continuous variable, because a collection of variables 

corresponding to each year will allow for market cycles that vary by year, as opposed to simply modeling a linear constant time trend.
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and time variables will control for heterogeneity 
in the commercial real estate data. ENV1…
ENVs is a collection of discrete variables indicat-
ing the environmental status of the property at 
the time of sale. Alternative specifications will 
be used in the set of models based on net operat-
ing income and overall capitalization rates.

Data Collection
The data collection procedure for this analysis 
began with an initial search of the records of  
a commercial sales data service for Southern Cal-
ifornia. This search identified sales of commercial 
properties that had been previously contami-
nated. The analysis of these sales, and the ques-
tion to which the analysis was addressed, was 
whether or not there was any remaining effect of 
previous contamination on sale price. Southern 
California was selected as the study area because 
of the size of the commercial real estate market 
and frequency of transactions. In addition, the 
data vendor, CoStar, Inc. (CoStar), has assem-
bled an extensive sales database for this region. 
 The sales search procedure consisted of two 
steps, done with the assistance of the CoStar 
market research staff in San Diego. The first  
step involved a keyword search on the descrip-
tive information on the full database for South-
ern California, including Los Angeles, Orange, 
San Diego, Riverside, San Bernardino, and  
Ventura Counties. Among the keywords were: 
remediation, contamination, toxic, environ-
mental, synthetic, fibers, chemical, asbestos, 
radioactive, waste, lead, oil, petroleum, crude 
oil, and diesel. Several hundred sales were iden-
tified on this search. The description segment 
that keyed the identification was then reviewed 
in greater detail. Sales that only involved asbes-
tos, sales of land only, sales of gasoline service 
stations, and sales for which the primary envi-
ronmental issue was contamination from an 
adjacent property were not retained for further 
analysis. For the purpose of this study, properties 
considered to be sold as contaminated were 
those that were either unremediated or in the 
process of undergoing remediation.15

 The second step in the data collection process 
was to match the selected contaminated prop-

erty sales to a number of comparable properties 
that sold without existing or previous contami-
nation. The goal was to match each contami-
nated sale to at least four or five uncontaminated 
comparables. Comparability was assessed based 
on property type (strip centers and neighbor-
hood centers), location, size of improvements, 
date of sale, and age of improvements. CoStar 
geographically codes its sales data by county and 
by a number of subareas, or submarkets, within 
each county. For example, San Diego County 
has twenty subareas and Orange County has 
twelve subareas. Los Angeles County is divided 
into five main subareas: north, east, west, cen-
tral, and south, and there are smaller subareas 
within each of these. Los Angeles County east 
has eight smaller subareas, and the other Los 
Angeles County subdivisions have seven smaller 
subareas each. Accordingly, each contaminated 
sale property was matched to other properties of 
the same type within each of these smaller sub-
areas. In most of the smaller subareas, all the 
available uncontaminated property sales of the 
same property type as the contaminated property 
sale were selected. In areas with more data, sales 
of similar age and size were targeted. 
 Lastly, the statistical models developed for this 
study used a multivariate technique that requires 
each sale to have valid, non-missing data on all 
the variables used in the multiple regression pro-
cedure. Thus, any sale that did not meet this cri-
terion was excluded from the analysis. At the 
time of initial data collection efforts, the specifi-
cation of the final statistical models was not 
known, so data on a number of sales was col-
lected but subsequently excluded. The data set 
for the base model is summarized in Exhibit 1. 
The sales are listed by geographic area and by 
environmental status. 
 The 150 sales used in this study could be con-
sidered a small sample size, especially compared 
to the studies of environmental impacts on resi-
dential properties that are more prevalent in the 
literature. However, in contrast to the residen-
tial sales, commercial transactions are large and 
complex and must be individually researched. 
The total sample size in this study represents a 
large volume of real estate investments.

15. There were insufficient sales observations for properties currently undergoing remediation to treat them as a statistically distinct group, so 

these observations were combined with those that were unremediated. Perhaps because of their small number, removing properties that 

were undergoing remediation at the time of sale did not impact the results of this analysis.
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Retail Center Base Model
Descriptive statistics for the data used in the 
retail center base models are summarized in the 
table in Exhibit 2. The data in this table reflects 
the averages, standard deviations, minimums, 
and maximums for the 150 sales used in the 
model. As can be seen, the overall mean sale 
price is $2,840,728. This sale price represents an 
adjusted amount. The prices were adjusted by 
adding buyer-paid remediation costs to the nom-
inal sale price. A buyer would reduce the price  
to be paid by the amount that they would have 
to pay to remediate the property. In this way, 
cost effects, or reductions in selling price due to 
remediation costs, would be eliminated to the 
extent possible, and the analysis will focus on 
risk-related effects, or reductions in sale price 
resulting from perceived environmental risk. 
 The statistical analysis and parameter esti-
mates for the retail center base model are pre-
sented in Exhibit 3. The model used to estimate 
these coefficients was based on a non-linear 
regression procedure with price as a function of 
the physical characteristics of the properties, 
their date of sale and location. The physical 
characteristics were the commonly used building 
size and age, but also included the ratio of park-
ing spaces to size calculated as spaces per 1,000 
square feet of space. Parking spaces and the park-
ing ratio were more significant predictors of price 
than land area and front feet in each lot and were 
also collinear with these other variables.
 To account for nonlinearities in the data, a 
nonlinear model was developed using a power 

transformation with a bootstrapping procedure to 
estimate the power coefficients for the transfor-
mations. This model specification is shown below.

PRICE =  α + β1(BLDGSF)β2 + β3(AGE)β4  

+ β5(PRATIO)β6 + β7LAEAST  

+ β8LANORTH + β9LASOUTH  

+ β10LAWEST + β11ORANGE  

+ β12S1994 + β13S1995 + β14S1996  

+ β15S1997 + β16S1998 + β17S1999  

+ β18S2000 + β19S2001 + β202002  

+ β21S2003 + β22S2004 + β23S2005  

+ β24S2006 + β25BEFORE  

+ β26AFTER + ε (2)

where PRICE is the sale price of the property, 
adjusted for remediation costs to be paid by the 
buyer for contaminated properties that were 
unremediated when sold; BLDGSF is the num-
ber of square feet of building space; AGE is the 
age in years of the property when sold; PRATIO 
is the ratio of parking spaces per 1,000 square 
feet of building space; LAEAST, LANORTH, 
LASOUTH, LAWEST, and ORANGE are cate-

Exhibit 1  Data Set for Retail Center Sales in Base Model

Uncontaminated  
Property Sales

Contaminated Property Sales,  
Before or During Remediation

Contaminated Property Sales,  
After Remediation Totals

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) 11 0 2 13

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 13 1 1 15

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) 40 5 3 48

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) 15 2 1 18

Orange County (ORANGE) 23 4 1 28

San Diego County (SANDIEGO) 22 5 1 28

Totals 124 17 9 150

Notes: Data on retail center sales analyzed in base models, excluding sales with missing data on any of the variables in the base model and 5 statistical outliers.
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gorical variables for the submarket location of 
the properties, with SANDIEGO as the omitted 
or reference category; S1994 to S2006 is a set of 
discrete terms indicating the property’s year of 
sale, to capture effects due to market conditions 
that vary by year, with S2007 as the omitted or 
reference category. As noted, these locational 
and time variables are intended to control for 
heterogeneity in the data that might vary with 

general market conditions and that might inter-
act with the environmental variables of interest. 
BEFORE and AFTER are indicator variables for 
the property’s environmental condition when 
sold, with BEFORE corresponding to a contam-
inated property sold prior to remediation and 
AFTER corresponding to a previously but reme-
diated property. Uncontaminated properties are 
the omitted or reference category.

 

Exhibit 2  Descriptive Statistics for Sales Used in Retail Center Base Model

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean
Standard  
Deviation 

Sale price $260,000 $14,500,000 $2,840,728 $2,742,180

Building square footage (BLDGSF) 2,399 105,217 21,701.25 22,157.78

Building age in years at time of sale (AGE) 0.00 78.00 21.21 15.90

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) 0.00 1.00 0.0867 0.28229

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 0.00 1.00 0.1000 0.30101

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) 0.00 1.00 0.3200 0.46804

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) 0.00 1.00 0.1200 0.32605

Orange County (ORANGE) 0.00 1.00 0.1867 0.39095

San Diego County (SANDIEGO) 0.00 1.00 0.1867 0.39095

Sale in 1994 (S1994) 0.00 1.00 0.0067 0.08165

Sale in 1995 (S1995) 0.00 1.00 0.0133 0.11508

Sale in 1996 (S1996) 0.00 1.00 0.0200 0.14047

Sale in 1997 (S1997) 0.00 1.00 0.0333 0.18011

Sale in 1998 (S1998) 0.00 1.00 0.2333 0.42437

Sale in 1999 (S1999) 0.00 1.00 0.1067 0.30972

Sale in 2000 (S2000) 0.00 1.00 0.0200 0.14047

Sale in 2001 (S2001) 0.00 1.00 0.0400 0.19662

Sale in 2002 (S2002) 0.00 1.00 0.1867 0.39095

Sale in 2003 (S2003) 0.00 1.00 0.1667 0.37393

Sale in 2004 (S2004) 0.00 1.00 0.0467 0.21163

Sale in 2005 (S2005) 0.00 1.00 0.0200 0.14047

Sale in 2006 (S2006) 0.00 1.00 0.0533 0.22545

Sale in 2007 (S2007) 0.00 1.00 0.0533 0.22545

Sale with contamination before or during remediation (BEFORE) 0.00 1.00 0.1133 0.31806

Sale after remediation of previous contamination (AFTER) 0.00 1.00 0.0600 0.23828

Notes: Data on 150 retail center property sales with non-missing data on all variables in the regression model, excluding 6 sales subsequently identified as outliers 

in base model. Twenty-six properties had existing or previous contamination and 124 were uncontaminated.
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The model’s fit to the retail center sales data is 
indicated by its adjusted R2 of 0.843. The vari-
ables associated with the physical characteristics 
of the properties, BLDGSF, AGE, and PRATIO 
with the nonlinear power transformations as 
previously described, are all shown to be statisti-
cally significant at the 0.02 level or lower. In an 
untransformed version of the model, additional 
square footage is shown to add $103.03 to sale 
price, while the properties on average are 
reduced by $21,053 for each year of age. Chrono-
logical age is likely serving as a proxy for condi-
tion, functional obsolescence, and other factors 
related to accrued depreciation. Earlier tests 
indicated that PRATIO was collinear with land 
area but a better predictor of PRICE so it was 
retained and land area was dropped. Except for 
Los Angeles west (LAWEST), all the location 
variables were significant. Most of the sale year 
variables are statistically significant at the 0.001 
level, except for S2004 to S2006, which are clos-
est to the S2007 reference category. The envi-
ronmental condition variables were not collinear 
with either set of fixed-effect general market 
variables, subarea location, and year of sale.
 The estimates in Exhibit 3 for the two envi-
ronmental condition variables indicate retail 
centers that sold before or during cleanup of 
existing environmental contamination had an 
average price discount of $890,987, which is sig-
nificant at the 0.05 level. The model estimates 
for centers that sold after cleanup indicates a 
slight and insignificant discount of $5,179. This 
suggests increased market certainty about the 
environmental condition of these now remedi-
ated properties. Lastly, with an estimated mar-
ginal mean price for the uncontaminated retail 
centers of $2,942,017, the model’s estimates 
indicate a 30.28% reduction in sale price due to 
contamination for properties sold before or 
during cleanup. The price premium for the pre-
viously contaminated properties indicates a near 
zero, 0.002% discount after cleanup relative to 
comparable uncontaminated properties. Thus, 
the previously contaminated commercial prop-
erties in this analysis have regained their full 
value after completion of the remedial activities 
and achievement of a “no further action” status 

with respect to regulatory requirements. This is 
an important and significant finding based on 
the largest group of sales of commercial proper-
ties systematically studied through formal math-
ematical and statistical analysis.

Retail Center Economic Models
The preceding sections have analyzed sale prices 
with models focusing on the physical characteris-
tics of the improvements, such as building size 
and age, as well as the properties’ location and 
date of sale. That base model is somewhat similar 
to the “standard hedonic” specification referred 
to by Saderion, Smith, and Smith.16 Saderion, 
Smith, and Smith also suggest the use of such 
variables as net operating income and overall 
capitalization rates. These variables are usually 
highly correlated with the value of income-pro-
ducing commercial real estate. The overall capi-
talization rate, denoted by the symbol RO, reflects 
the relationship between net operating income 
and sale price and is considered to be the rate at 
which income is capitalized into value. As noted, 
it reflects the risk associated with a particular 
property investment, among other factors. Con-
ceptually, the capitalization rate could be viewed 
as the reciprocal of a price-earnings ratio. Net 
operating income (NOI) is simply the net of 
property revenues less operating expenses. Divid-
ing NOI by RO equals property value. Alterna-
tively, the ratio of NOI to property value, or sale 
price as an indicator of value, is RO. These vari-
ables form the basis of the income capitalization 
approach to value that is frequently used by the 
market to price and value income-producing 
commercial real estate. The income capitaliza-
tion approach is also supported in the literature 
as an appropriate approach for valuing contami-
nated commercial properties and estimating the 
diminution in value due to contamination.17 
Thus, consideration of these variables in this 
study is appropriate and well-founded from con-
ceptual and practical perspectives.

Net Operating Income (NOI) Model
Exhibit 4 presents descriptive statistics for the 
data used to estimate the NOI and capitalization 
rate models. Since net operating income data 

16. Saderion, Smith, and Smith, “Integrated Approach to Evaluation of Commercial Real Estate.” 

17. Thomas O. Jackson, “Environmental Risk Perceptions of Commercial and Industrial Real Estate Lenders,” Journal of Real Estate Research 22, 

no. 3 (2001): 271–288
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was not available for all 150 sales used in the 
base model, 107 sales are used in these analyses, 
including 15 contaminated retail centers that 
sold before or during remediation and 8 sales of 
previously contaminated properties that sold 
after remediation. As noted, these sales were 
matched to similar retail centers located in the 

same submarket area as the possibly impacted 
properties. There were approximately three to 
four uncontaminated property sales for each of 
the contaminated or previously contaminated 
property sales.
 The model specification for this analysis is as 
follows: 

Exhibit 3  Retail Center Sales Base Model Parameter Estimates

Variable Parameter Estimate ($) t-Statistic p-Value

Intercept 1,450,063.522** 2.058 0.042

Building square footage (BLDGSF 0.6256) 7,982.386*** 22.081 0.001

Building age in years (AGE 0.2830) -599,956.806*** -3.177 0.002

Parking ratio (PRATIO 15.02) 0.000000004036** 2.494 0.014

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) 1,792,399.816*** 4.502 0.001

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 564,129.849 1.434 0.154

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) 616,017.135** 2.117 0.036

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) 688,859.196* 1.769 0.079

Orange County (ORANGE) 1,508,610.123*** 4.072 0.001

Sale in 1994 (S1994) -3,463,926.368*** -2.881 0.005

Sale in 1995 (S1995) -3,952,807.431*** -4.107 0.001

Sale in 1996 (S1996) -3,735,169.845*** -4.581 0.001

Sale in 1997 (S1997) -3,694,888.340*** -5.354 0.001

Sale in 1998 (S1998) -3,740,317.259*** -8.045 0.001

Sale in 1999 (S1999) -3,022,114.909*** -5.768 0.001

Sale in 2000 (S2000) -2,824,735.104*** -3.394 0.001

Sale in 2001 (S2001) -2,902,786.819*** -4.428 0.001

Sale in 2002 (S2002) -2,756,277.518*** -5.531 0.001

Sale in 2003 (S2003) -2,203,690.884*** -4.376 0.001

Sale in 2004 (S2004) -815,446.560 -1.325 0.188

Sale in 2005 (S2005) -1,114,309.494 -1.416 0.159

Sale in 2006 (S2006) -557,750.132 -.898 0.371

Sale with contamination before or during remediation (BEFORE) -890,987.485*** 2.719 0.007

Sale after remediation of previous contamination (AFTER) -5,179.409 -0.013 0.990

Adjusted R2 0.843 35.720 (F-statistic) 0.001

Notes: Based on 150 sales, excluding 5 sales with standardized residuals greater than ±2.0. SANDIEGO and S2007 were reference categories for location and sale 

year. Covariates of BLDGSF, AGE, and PRATIO transformed on the basis of nonlinear regression of PRICE = α + β1 (BLDGSF) β2 + β3 (AGE) β4 + β5 (PRATIO) β6 + 

other variables + ε. Nonlinear model produced estimates of β2 = 0.6256, β4 = 0.2830, and β6 = 15.02. 

***, **, and * indicate significance at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels, respectively. 
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LNPRICE =  α + β1(NOI)β2 + β3LAEAST  

+ β4LANORTH + β5LASOUTH  

+ β6LAWEST + β7ORANGE  

+ β8S1994 + β9S1995 + β10S1996 

+ β11S1997 + β12S1998 + β13S1999 

+ β14S2000 + β15S2001 + β162002 

+ β17S2003 + β18S2004 + β19S2005 

+ β20S2006 + β21BEFORE  

+ β22AFTER + ε (3)

where LNPRICE is the natural logarithm of sale 
price of the property, adjusted for remediation 
costs to be paid by the buyer for contaminated 
properties that were unremediated when sold; 
NOI is the estimated net operating income gen-
erated by the property at the time of sale; 
LAEAST, LANORTH, LASOUTH, LAWEST, 
and ORANGE are categorical variables for the 
submarket location of the properties, with 
SANDIEGO as the omitted or reference cate-
gory; S1994 to S2006 is a collection of discrete 
terms indicating the property’s year of sale, to 
capture effects due to market conditions that 
vary by year, with S2007 as the omitted or refer-
ence category. BEFORE and AFTER are indica-
tor variables for the property’s environmental 
condition when sold, with BEFORE corre-
sponding to a contaminated property sold prior 
to remediation and AFTER corresponding to  
a previously but remediated property. Uncon-
taminated properties are the omitted or refer-
ence category. 
 Exhibit 5 presents the estimated results of the 
NOI model applied to the Southern California 
retail center sales and income data with the two 
environmental condition variables. The depen-
dent variable in the model specification is the 

logarithm of sale price as this form was found to 
best fit the data. In this specification, the NOI 
covariate is transformed using a power transfor-
mation estimated through a nonlinear model 
and bootstrap resampling procedure.18 The 
transformations suggested by the nonlinear 
model were statistically significant at the 0.001 
level. Transformation of the dependent variable, 
sale price into logarithmic form was not shown 
to improve the model’s fit. After performing the 
indicated power transformations to the indepen-
dent variables, the base model was then reesti-
mated. As shown in Exhibit 5, this model 
specification has an adjusted R2 of 0.962, indi-
cating that these variables explain more than 
96% of the variation in sale price. The signifi-
cance and explanatory power of this simple 
model highlights the strong relationship between 
NOI and sale price. The transformed NOI vari-
able is significant at the 0.001 level. 
 The parameters of interest for the first two 
research questions, sales before remediation and 
sales after cleanup, show the same pattern found 
in the base model. That is, the effect of contam-
ination before cleanup is statistically significant, 
and the effect after cleanup is not significant. 
For the centers in the NOI model, the effect 
before cleanup is to reduce sale price by 12.80%, 
calculated by raising the parameter estimate for 
BEFORE of -0.1372 to the power of base e and 
then subtracting the result from one and multi-
plying by 100. The coefficient for the sales in the 
AFTER condition is not significant although it 
is positive and indicates a price premium of 
4.08%. Thus, the null hypothesis of no effect is 
rejected in favor of the first research hypothesis 
that contamination before cleanup affects price. 
Further, the NOI model estimate for price effects 
after cleanup indicate that although the null 
hypothesis of no effect cannot be rejected, there 
is an indication of a positive price effect result-
ing from the cleanup. This raises the possibility 
that after remediation and when sold “clean,” 
the properties not only regain their unimpaired 
values but can sell at premiums similar to uncon-
taminated properties.

18. Bootstrapping is a more statistically rigorous approach in studies utilizing a small amount of sales observations. The thresholds for statistical 

significance are developed according to the distribution of the actual data, rather than a standard normal distribution. This has the effect of 

making it more difficult to inadvertently find statistical significance in the results if they do not actually exist. A more detailed discussion of 

the bootstrap resampling procedure may be found in Thomas O. Jackson, “Environmental Contamination and Industrial Real Estate Prices,” 

Journal of Real Estate Research 23, no. 1/2 (Jan/Apr 2002): 179–199. 
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Exhibit 4   Descriptive Statistics for Sales Used in Net Operating Income (NOI) and  
Overall Capitalization Rate (CAPRATE or RO) Models

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean
Standard 
Deviation

Sale price $260,000 $22,700,000 $3,622,632 $3,818,746

Net Operating Income (NOI) $34,020 $1,541,330 $292,326 $282,071

Overall Capitalization Rate (CAPRATE) 0.0243 0.1625 0.088285 0.0234119

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) 0.00 1.00 0.1028 0.30513

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 0.00 1.00 0.1121 0.31704

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) 0.00 1.00 0.2804 0.45130

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) 0.00 1.00 0.1215 0.32824

Orange County (ORANGE) 0.00 1.00 0.1869 0.39168

San Diego County (SANDIEGO) 0.00 1.00 0.1963 0.39904

Sale in 1994 (S1994) 0.00 1.00 0.0093 0.09667

Sale in 1995 (S1995) 0.00 1.00 0.0093 0.09667

Sale in 1996 (S1996) 0.00 1.00 0.0280 0.16586

Sale in 1997 (S1997) 0.00 1.00 0.0467 0.21205

Sale in 1998 (S1998) 0.00 1.00 0.2056 0.40605

Sale in 1999 (S1999) 0.00 1.00 0.1215 0.32824

Sale in 2000 (S2000) 0.00 1.00 0.0093 0.09667

Sale in 2001 (S2001) 0.00 1.00 0.0187 0.13607

Sale in 2002 (S2002) 0.00 1.00 0.1495 0.35829

Sale in 2003 (S2003) 0.00 1.00 0.1495 0.35829

Sale in 2004 (S2004) 0.00 1.00 0.0654 0.24843

Sale in 2005 (S2005) 0.00 1.00 0.0280 0.16586

Sale in 2006 (S2006) 0.00 1.00 0.0748 0.26425

Sale in 2007 (S2007) 0.00 1.00 0.0841 0.27886

Sale with contamination before or during remediation (BEFORE) 0.00 1.00 0.1402 0.34881

Sale after remediation of previous contamination (AFTER) 0.00 1.00 0.0748 0.26425

Notes: Data on 107 retail center property sales with non-missing data on all variables in the regression models. Fifteen properties had existing contamination and 

sold prior to remediation, 8 were sales of previously contaminated properties that sold after remediation and 84 properties were uncontaminated when sold.
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Exhibit 5  NOI Model Parameter Estimates with Logarithmic Specification and Covariate Transformation

Variable Parameter Estimate t-Statistic p-Value

Intercept -90.4776*** -34.884 0.001

Net Operating Income (NOI 0.009004708) 94.6307*** 40.837 0.001

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) 0.1093 1.563 0.122

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) -0.0361 -0.527 0.600

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) 0.0112 0.206 0.837

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) -0.0484 -0.684 0.496

Orange County (ORANGE) 0.0769 1.177 0.243

Sale in 1994 (S1994) -0.7736*** -4.197 0.001

Sale in 1995 (S1995) -0.7692*** -3.882 0.001

Sale in 1996 (S1996) -0.7596*** -6.059 0.001

Sale in 1997 (S1997) -0.7254*** -6.894 0.001

Sale in 1998 (S1998) -0.6641*** -9.230 0.001

Sale in 1999 (S1999) -0.6169*** -7.715 0.001

Sale in 2000 (S2000) -0.8222*** -4.248 0.001

Sale in 2001 (S2001) -0.6439*** -4.716 0.001

Sale in 2002 (S2002) -0.5902*** -7.411 0.001

Sale in 2003 (S2003) -0.4528*** -5.787 0.001

Sale in 2004 (S2004) -0.1934** -2.074 0.041

Sale in 2005 (S2005) -0.1468 -1.233 0.221

Sale in 2006 (S2006) -0.0635 -0.712 0.478

Sale with contamination before or during remediation (BEFORE) -0.1372** -2.568 0.012

Sale after remediation of previous contamination (AFTER) 0.0399 0.583 0.562

Adjusted R2 0.962

F-value 103.205

p-value 0.0001

Notes: Dependent variable is the logarithm of sale price (LNPRICE). NOI transformed on the basis of nonlinear regression of PRICE = β0 + β1 (NOI) β2 + other 

variables + ε. Nonlinear model produced an estimated of β2 = 0.009004708 and had an adjusted R2 of 0.96. SANDIEGO and S2007 were reference categories  

for location and sale date.

*** and ** indicate significance at the 0.01 and 0.05 level, respectively. 
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Capitalization Rate Model
In the next model, overall capitalization rates 
for the retail center sales are modeled as a func-
tion of property location, year of sale variables, 
and the environmental condition of the proper-
ties as of their date of sale. Again, the time over 
which the analysis was conducted was 1994 to 
2007. Using this data, 107 retail center sales 
with sufficient information to estimate or calcu-
late an overall capitalization rate were identi-
fied. Adjustments were made to sale prices where 
buyers had paid remediation costs (adjusted sale 
price, as previously described) before the calcu-
lation of the capitalization rates. A model speci-
fication for this analysis is as follows:

CAPRATE =  α + β1LAEAST + β2LANORTH  

+ β3LASOUTH + β4LAWEST  

+ β5ORANGE + β7S1994  

+ β8S1995 + β9S1996 + β10S1997 

+ β11S1998 + β12S1999  

+ β13S2000 + β14S2001  

+ β152002 + β16S2003  

+ β17S2004 + β18S2005  

+ β19S2006 + β20BEFORE  

+ β21AFTER + ε (4)

where CAPRATE is the overall capitalization 
rate (also referred to by the symbol RO) as esti-
mated for the property when sold based on NOI, 
or IO, and sale price adjusted for remediation 
costs to be paid by the buyer for contaminated 
properties that were unremediated when sold; 
LAEAST, LANORTH, LASOUTH, LAWEST, 
and ORANGE are categorical variables for the 
submarket location of the properties, with 
SANDIEGO as the omitted or reference cate-
gory; S1994 to S2006 is a set of discrete terms 
indicating the property’s year of sale, to capture 
effects due to market conditions that vary by 
year, with S2007 as the omitted or reference cat-
egory. BEFORE and AFTER are indicator vari-
ables for the property’s environmental condition 

when sold, with BEFORE corresponding to a 
contaminated property sold prior to remediation 
and AFTER corresponding to a previously but 
remediated property. Uncontaminated properties 
are the omitted or reference category. 
 The analysis of this data is presented in  
Exhibit 6. Again, the reference group for the  
two environmental variables is the uncon tam i-
nated property sales. Accordingly, the BEFORE 
parameter estimate for properties sold with  
unremediated contamination represents the 
increased capitalization rate for this environ-
mental condition relative to the capitalization 
rates for uncontaminated properties. From 
another perspective, this coefficient corresponds 
to the environ mental risk premium for prop-
erties with unremediated contamination. With  
a coefficient of 0.015641, the risk premium is 
approximately 156 basis points. This premium 
corresponds to the additional return (unlever-
aged) required to compensate for the risk and 
uncertainty associated with a contaminated 
commercial sold prior to cleanup.
 As also shown in Exhibit 6, the 156.41-basis-
point risk premium estimated in the capitaliza-
tion rate model is significant at the 0.001 level. 
The estimate for the AFTER cleanup condition 
is not significant. In this model, the null hypoth-
esis that environmental condition has no effect 
on overall capitalization rates can be rejected for 
the BEFORE cleanup condition, in favor of an 
alternative hypothesis, that prior to remediation 
contamination increases environmental risk and 
it reduces sale prices (through higher capitaliza-
tion rates).
 The estimated environmental risk premium 
can be used to calculate a corresponding sale 
price reduction. Adding the risk premium of 
156.41 basis points to the 8.56% capitalization 
rate (RO) for uncontaminated properties equates 
to an impaired capitalization rate (impaired RO) 
of 0.101242, or 10.12%. With an average net 
operating income of $223,927 (calculated by 
applying the RO of 8.56% to the average sale 
price for the uncontaminated properties in this 
analysis of $2,615,968), the risk premium of 
156.41 basis points equates to a price reduction 
of $404,170, or 15.45%. The 15.45% price 
reduction, as estimated through the capital-
ization rate model, is slightly higher than the 
12.80% reduction in sale price estimated  
through the NOI model. A similar procedure 
was used to calculate the premium for previously 
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contaminated properties sold after remediation. 
This percentage increase in price effect was esti-
mated at 1.66%. 
 All the estimates of premiums and discounts 
for the commercial property sales in the three 
models are summarized in Exhibit 7. As can be 
seen, the price discounts for contaminated prop-
erties sold prior to remediation range from 
12.80% to 30.28% relative to otherwise similar 

but contaminated properties. These estimates 
were all shown to be statistically significant. On 
the other hand, properties sold in the after con-
dition were shown in all three models to have 
recovered, with a near-zero to slightly positive 
price and risk effects relative to uncontaminated 
properties. This could be related to the increased 
knowledge about these properties’ environmen-
tal condition after remediation. It also shows 

Exhibit 6  Capitalization Rate Model Parameter Estimates

Variable Parameter Estimate t-Statistic p-Value

Intercept 0.054203*** 11.331 0.001

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) -0.011716** -2.205 0.030

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 0.001990 0.369 0.173

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) -0.002738 -0.644 0.521

Los Angeles West (LAWEST) -0.003393 -0.608 0.545

Orange County (ORANGE) 0.008721* -1.694 0.094

Sale in 1994 (S1994) 0.060418*** 4.166 0.001

Sale in 1995 (S1995) 0.055915*** 3.591 0.001

Sale in 1996 (S1996) 0.055785*** 5.737 0.001

Sale in 1997 (S1997) 0.058915*** 7.109 0.001

Sale in 1998 (S1998) 0.051767*** 9.181 0.001

Sale in 1999 (S1999) 0.047101*** 7.596 0.001

Sale in 2000 (S2000) 0.058178*** 3.876 0.001

Sale in 2001 (S2001) 0.051392*** 4.779 0.001

Sale in 2002 (S2002) 0.040081*** 6.435 0.001

Sale in 2003 (S2003) 0.032790*** 5.337 0.001

Sale in 2004 (S2004) 0.013732* 1.870 0.065

Sale in 2005 (S2005) 0.012053 1.289 0.201

Sale in 2006 (S2006) 0.005048 0.722 0.472

Sale with contamination before or during remediation (BEFORE) 0.015641*** 3.726 0.001

Sale after remediation of previous contamination (AFTER) -0.001397 -0.256 0.756

Adjusted R2 0.683

F-value 12.432

p-value 0.0001

Notes: Dependent variable is the overall capitalization rate at which the property sold (CAPRATE). ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 0.01, 0.05 and 0.10 

level, respectively. Reference category for location is San Diego County. Reference category for sale year is 2007. Effect of contamination for properties that sold 

before or during remediation is significant at the 0.001 level and indicates an environmental risk premium of 156 basis points over the cap rate for an otherwise 

similar property without current (as of the sale date) or previous contamination.
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positive market effects and benefits from the 
cleanup and remediation of these sites.
 As also shown in Exhibit 7, the price effects for 
properties in the before condition are consider-
ably less in the NOI and capitalization rate mod-
els than the base model. While the latter focuses 
on the physical characteristics of the properties, 
the NOI and CAPRATE models consider the 
income each property generates and the rate at 
which that income is capitalized into value. In 
addition, NOI more directly considers vacancy 
and rent levels, with less focus on the properties’ 
hedonic, physical characteristics. Perhaps the 
income data and the risk effects in the capitaliza-
tion rates are more direct measures of the risk and 
diminution constructs. 

Risk Premiums over Time
The third research question, whether contamina-
tion-related risk premiums are reduced over time 
as the market becomes more familiar with quanti-
fying environmental risks, can be examined by 
analyzing changes in environmental risk premi-
ums in overall capitalization rates over time. 
Exhibit 8 presents summary data on these sales, 
including mean or average capitalization rates by 
each of three periods and by remediation status. 
The periods were delineated in part to have a rea-
sonably similar and sufficient number of sales and, 

more importantly, to provide a way to test this 
hypothesis given the sales data that was available.
 As can be seen in Exhibit 8, all the capitaliza-
tion rates for uncontaminated properties are less 
than for the properties that were contaminated 
and sold prior to remediation. For example, in 
period 1 (1994 to 1998) the unimpaired rate was 
10.16% compared the impaired before condition 
rate of 12.67%. This is consistent with the find-
ings from other analyses discussed in the preced-
ing pages. Importantly, this data also shows that 
the difference between the capitalization rates 
for the contaminated and uncontaminated prop-
erties narrows over time. In the third period, 
2003 to 2007, the before condition (unremedi-
ated) capitalization rate is 7.14% compared to 
the unimpaired rate of 6.82%. The differentials 
between the unimpaired and after condition 
(remediated) properties also narrow.
 Results of the overall capitalization rate mod-
eling procedure using the three periods are pre-
sented in Exhibit 9. The capitalization rate risk 
premiums associated with the properties’ envi-
ronmental condition at sale is statistically signif-
icant for periods 1 and 2 but not for period 3. 
This provides evidence that the risk premiums 
have declined over time, supporting the hypoth-
esis that increased market knowledge about and 
familiarity with environmental contamination 

Exhibit 7  Summary of Estimated Price and Risk Effects by Model

Percent Price Effect Adjusted R2 No. of Sales

Base Model

Before Condition -30.28% 84.3% 150

After Condition -0.002% (Exhibit 3)

NOI Model

Before Condition -12.80% 96.2% 107

After Condition +4.08% (Exhibit 5)

Capitalization Rate Model

Before Condition -15.45% 68.3% 107

After Condition +1.66% (Exhibit 6)

Notes: Indicates an overall range of price effects from -12.80% to -30.28% in the before remediation condition and from 

-0.002% to +4.08% in the after-remediation condition. All the estimates of the before condition impacts are statistically 

significant at the 0.05 level, while the estimates for the after condition effect were not statistically significant. Estimates are 

relative to otherwise similar but uncontaminated properties.
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issues has mitigated these risks. Lastly, and as 
also shown in Exhibit 9, the premiums for previ-
ously contaminated properties (after remedia-
tion) are not significantly different from the 
uncontaminated properties.
 Lastly, Exhibit 10 presents a summary of the 
risk premium findings from the model in Exhibit 
9. Again, the decline in premiums is evident. As 
shown, in the first period the risk premium is 
217.4 basis points over the unimpaired capital-
ization rate for that period and with a p-value of 
0.003 is statistically significant at the 0.05 level. 
In the second period the risk premium has 
declined to 173.4 basis points but is still signifi-

cant at the 0.10 level. By the third period, this 
premium has declined further to 92.7 basis points 
and although positive (slightly higher risk) is 
not statistically significant (p = 0.172). As 
explained, this supports the hypothesis that 
these risk premiums do change over time and 
the direction of change is toward a reduction in 
contamination-related risks for commercial 
properties sold prior to remediation. The decom-
position of these premiums by period provides 
perspective on the commercial real estate mar-
ket and how it prices risk associated with envi-
ronmental contamination.

Exhibit 8  Capitalization Rate Data for Three Periods

Property  
Sales

Mean Overall  
Capitalization Rate

Standard 
Deviation

Period 1 (Before Condition) 6

0.126700  

(RO = 12.67%) 0.0185143

Period 1 (After Condition) 3

0.094933  

(RO = 9.49%) 0.0077597

Period 1 (Uncontaminated) 23

0.101622  

(RO = 10.16%) 0.0146433

Period 2 (Before Condition) 4

0.116025  

(RO = 11.60%) 0.0166968

Period 2 (After Condition) 2

0.096100  

(RO = 9.61%) 0.0055154

Period 2 (Uncontaminated) 26

0.094831  

(RO = 9.48%) 0.0125926

Period 3 (Before Condition) 5

0.071420  

(RO = 7.14%) 0.0168550

Period 3 (After Condition) 3

0.065867  

(RO = 6.58%) 0.0254052

Period 3 (Uncontaminated) 35

0.068217  

(RO = 6.82%) 0.0170408

Totals (Before, After, and Uncontaminated) 107

0.088285  

(RO = 8.83%) 0.0234119

Notes: Data on retail center sales for each of three periods and by remediation status at time of sale, excluding sales with missing data 

or for which a capitalization rate could not be estimated. Sale price used in capitalization rate estimates adjusted for remediation costs 

to be paid by buyer. Period 1 is from 1994 to 1998. Period 2 is from 1999 to 2002. Period 3 is from 2003 to 2007. Data used in models 

presented in Exhibits 9 and 10.
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Exhibit 9  Capitalization Rate Model, Three Periods

Variable Parameter Estimate t-Statistic p-Value

Intercept 0.055*** 11.194 0.001

Los Angeles East (LAEAST) -0.010* -1.746 0.085

Los Angeles North (LANORTH) 0.002 0.437 0.663

Los Angeles South (LASOUTH) -0.002 -0.566 0.573

Orange County (ORANGE) -0.008 -1.413 0.161

Sale in 1994 (S1994) 0.058*** 3.916 0.001

Sale in 1995 (S1995) 0.054** 2.970 0.004

Sale in 1996 (S1996) 0.053*** 5.310 0.001

Sale in 1997 (S1997) 0.049*** 5.511 0.001

Sale in 1998 (S1998) 0.049*** 8.075 0.001

Sale in 1999 (S1999) 0.045*** 6.784 0.001

Sale in 2000 (S2000) 0.054** 3.079 0.003

Sale in 2001 (S2001) 0.049*** 4.129 0.001

Sale in 2002 (S2002) 0.038*** 5.690 0.001

Sale in 2003 (S2003) 0.032*** 5.009 0.001

Sale in 2004 (S2004) 0.013* 1.684 0.096

Sale in 2005 (S2005) 0.012 1.296 0.199

Sale in 2006 (S2006) 0.004 0.492 0.624

Period 1 (Before Remediation) 0.021740** 3.067 0.003

Period 1 (After Remediation) -0.001921 -0.178 0.859

Period 2 (Before Remediation) 0.017342* 1.950 0.055

Period 2 (After Remediation) 0.002876 0.283 0.778

Period 3 (Before Remediation) 0.009268 1.377 0.172

Period 3 (After Remediation) -0.003866 -0.465 0.643

Adjusted R2 0.675 10.183 (F-statistic) 0.001

Notes: Dependent variable is the overall capitalization rate. Reference category for location is San Diego County. Reference category for sale 

year is 2007. Reference category for each period (before and after remediation) is otherwise similar sales of uncontaminated properties in the 

same period. Coefficient interpretation for period variables is the basis point risk premium over the unimpaired overall capitalization rate for 

that period.
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Summary and Conclusions

Nearly all the adverse price effects estimated 
through the preceding analyses, with the excep-
tion of the period 3 estimate, found parameter 
estimates that attained significance at the 0.05 
level or better associated with the environmental 
condition of the contaminated properties sold 
before or during remediation. In all the models, 
the effect of contamination on sale price after 
remediation was found not to be statistically  
significant. Therefore, the first two research 
questions involving whether price and risk 
change as properties are remediated are answered 
in the affirmative and clearly supported in this 
analysis. Price impacts are significant and neg-
ative in the before condition and insignificant  
in the after condition. In addition, the analyses 
indicate the risk premiums and adverse property 
value impacts disappear after remediation. 
Indeed, two of the models estimated a price pre-
mium for previously contaminated and remedi-
ated properties relative to otherwise comparable 
but uncontaminated properties.
 As noted, the analyses presented herein 
resulted in estimates of reductions in sale prices 
of contaminated properties before remediation 
ranging from 12.80% to 15.45% for the economic 
models and 30.28% for the base model. These 
estimates can be compared to the limited number 
of published empirical studies on the impacts of 

contamination or hazards on commercial or 
industrial property. The first, by Page and Rab-
inowitz,19 analyzed six contaminated commercial 
properties in Pennsylvania, California and Wis-
consin and found a range of property value reduc-
tions from 10% to 50%. Another study, by 
Patchin,20 analyzed eight “case studies” and found 
a range of reductions in value from 20.9% to 
93.7%. Bell21 analyzed eight commercial and 
industrial properties and found risk-related reduc-
tions in price from 10% to 51%. Simon, Bowen, 
and Sementelli,22 also used a case study approach 
to analyze the effects of proximity to leaking 
underground storage tank sites in Cleveland. 
That study of six commercial properties found an 
average reduction of 28% to 42%, depending on 
the weighting of the results. Jackson23 found that 
the sale prices of contaminated, source-site indus-
trial properties were reduced from 27.8% to 
30.5% prior to remediation. The other study of 
industrial properties cited herein, by Gunter-
mann,24 found that industrial land used as a 
municipal landfill sold for 53% less than other 
industrially zoned land in Phoenix, Arizona.
 Once the income generation potential of the 
property was considered in the NOI model, the 
discounts in the before period were reduced to a 
still significant -12.80%. In the after period, 
though, the discount was reversed to a positive 
4.08% albeit not statistically significant. Accord-
ingly, this indicates that all of the risk-related 

Exhibit 10   Basis Point Risk Premiums in Overall Capitalization Rates (RO) for Retail  
Centers with Unremediated Contamination (Sold Before Remediation)

Period
Basis Point Risk Premium to  

Unimpaired Overall Capitalization Rate p-Value

1994 to 1998 217.4 0.003

1999 to 2002 173.4 0.055

2003 to 2007 92.7 0.172

Overall 156.4 0.001

Notes: Based on regression results in Exhibit 6 (overall risk premium) and Exhibit 9 (risk premiums for each study period).

19. Page and Rabinowitz, “Groundwater Contamination.”

20. Patchin, “Contaminated Properties.”

21. Bell, “Impact of Detrimental Conditions.”

22. Simons, Bowen, and Sementelli, “Price and Liquidity Effects of UST Leaks.”

23. Jackson, “Environmental Contamination.”

24. Guntermann, “Sanitary Landfills.”
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diminution was not present in the after condi-
tion along with some evidence of a rebound to a 
level slightly above otherwise similar properties 
were uncontaminated. Since the NOI variable 
was not collinear with the environmental condi-
tion indicators, this suggests that some of the 
diminution evident in the base model specifica-
tion may be due to differences in the net income 
of the properties under study. Although the time 
and area fixed effects variable should have con-
trolled for temporal and locational differences, 
this could be a topic for further study.
 The capitalization rate models offer the most 
direct measure of environmental risk of the spec-
ifications used herein, given its definition and 
usage by the market in pricing risk. To further 
evaluate these premiums another analysis mea-
sured them over time to address the third 
research question, that contamination-related 
risk premiums and adverse property value 
impacts are reduced over time as the market 
becomes more experienced in quantifying envi-
ronmental risk. While market knowledge is not 
specifically tested, the analyses, presented in 
Exhibits 8, 9, and 10, show a decline in risk pre-
miums, measured as basis point differences in 
overall capitalization rates between contami-
nated properties that sold prior to remediation 
and uncontaminated properties. In earlier peri-
ods, this premium was statistically significant 
and in later periods was smaller and not statisti-

cally significant. The trend in the change 
showed a decline over time for each of the peri-
ods analyzed and also for properties that had 
been remediated prior to sale. 
 In conclusion, the analysis of these two dimen-
sions—changes in impact and value as contami-
nated properties are remediated and changes 
over time as the market and its environmental 
risk perceptions change—offer significant and 
new insight as to how and to what extent envi-
ronmental risks are reflected in commercial real 
estate pricing and investment criteria. Findings 
concerning changes over the remediation life 
cycle are consistent with findings and research 
addressing lender and investor perceptions of 
commercial and industrial properties over the 
remediation life cycle.25 Reductions in risk pre-
miums over time for contaminated properties 
have not been previously addressed, but as pre-
sented herein, show additional diminishing  
risk perceptions and premiums. This could be 
attributed to improving general market condi-
tions, although the area and sale year fixed effects 
variables would have controlled for this. It is also 
likely due to the market’s increasing familiarly 
and certainty concerning contamination and its 
remediation. This research finds that both sets of 
changes seem to be occurring simultaneously. 
This first of its kind systematic and formal 
research should provide a framework and starting 
point for further investigation.

25. Jackson, “Environmental Risk Perceptions”; Thomas O. Jackson, “Groundwater Contamination and Real Estate Investment Risk,” Journal  

of Real Estate Practice and Education 8, no. 1 (2005): 115–131.
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Additional Resources
Suggested by the Y. T. and Louise Lee Lum Library

Appraisal Institute
 • Guide Note 6, Consideration of Hazardous Substances in the Appraisal Process
  https://www.appraisalinstitute.org/assets/1/7/guide-note-6.pdf

 
 • Lum Library, External Resources [Login required]
  • Information Files—Real estate damages/environmental hazards

  • Information Files—Real estate damages/proximity impact

 • Publications
  • Valuing Contaminated Properties: An Appraisal Institute Anthology, vol. 1 and 2

Appraisal Standards Board 
 Advisory Opinion 9, “The Appraisal of Real Property That May Be Impacted by Environmental Contamination” 

CCIM Institute, articles and monographs on commercial property environmental issues
 https://www.ccim.com/search/?srchtext=environmental&gmSsoPc=1

US Environmental Protection Agency—Environmental Topics
 https://www.epa.gov/environmental-topics
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Introduction

The sales comparison, income capitalization, and 
cost approaches may be applied by appraisers to 
develop a well-supported opinion of value. The 
sales comparison approached is described as,

The process of deriving a value indication for the subject 

property by comparing similar properties that have 

recently sold with the property being appraised, identi-

fying appropriate units of comparison, and making 

adjustments to the sale prices (or unit prices, as appro-

priate) of the comparable properties based on relevant, 

market-derived elements of comparison.1

Lusht, in his textbook, Real Estate Valuation: 
Principles and Applications, identifies three tech-
niques of the sales comparison approach—direct 
sales comparison, regression analysis, and statisti-
cal analysis.2 This article develops a case study 

applying regression analysis to the valuation of a 
commercial lot. In addition, the discussion shows 
the development of market-supported adjust-
ments for the traditional direct sales comparison 
technique for valuation of the same property, 
based on the regression coefficients of the esti-
mated regression model.

Supporting Adjustments  
in Direct Sales Comparison Technique  
of Sales Comparison Approach

Regulatory institutions and clients require sup-
port for analyses and conclusions rendered by 
appraisers. In the Uniform Standards of Profes-
sional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the Com-
ment component of the definition of credible 
states, “Credible assignment results require sup-
port, by relevant evidence and logic, to the 

How to Interpret  
Regression Coefficients  
and Calculate Adjustments 
for Differences in Property 
Productivity Features
by A. Ason Okoruwa, PhD, MAI, AI-GRS

Abstract
In this article, a case study is presented to demonstrate use of a multiple regression analysis technique in the sales 

comparison approach to predict the market value of a commercial lot. In addition, the estimated parameters of the 

multiple regression model are used to calculate market-supported adjustments for the traditional direct sales com-

parison technique of the sales comparison approach. The multiple regression estimate has the predicted variable 

as the natural log of selling price. The predictor variables are a combination of natural log-transformed variable(s), 

variable(s) in original units, and specification of nominal and ordinal data as dummy variables.

1. Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2013), 377.

2. Kenneth M. Lusht, Real Estate Valuation: Principles and Applications (State College, PA: KML Publishing, 2001), 119–138.
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degree necessary for the intended use.”3

 The Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal 
Land Acquisitions include the following state-
ments on the need for support for adjustments in 
the appraisal process:4

•  Quantitative adjustments should be made whenever 

adequate market data exist to support dollar or per-

centage amount adjustments. (Sec. 1.5.2.3)

•  As with the sales comparison approach, the appraiser 

must collect market data to support adjustments 

(quantitative and/or qualitative) to the comparable 

leases for differences between them and the subject 

property. (Sec. 1.5.4.2) 

•  The level of market support for the adjustment pro-

cess and the number and size of the adjustments 

should also be considered. (Sec. 1.6)

•  The adjustments must be summarized in an adjust-

ment grid and each adjustment (whether qualitative 

or quantitative) should be supported with market 

data. The data and analysis must provide sufficient 

detail for the client and intended users to under-

stand the data, the analysis, and the logic of the 

appraiser’s opinion of market value for the subject 

land as if vacant. (Sec 2.3.3.2.1)

•  [Q]uantitative adjustment is not appropriate for char-

acteristics for which reliable numerical adjustment 

cannot be derived from market data. (Sec. 4.4.2.2) 

 Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide specifies that unac-
ceptable appraisal practices include the following: 

•  Use of adjustments to comparable sales that do not 

reflect market reaction to the differences between 

the subject property and the comparable sales.

•  Not supporting adjustments in the sales comparison 

approach.5

The Selling Guide also states,

The appraiser’s adjustments must reflect the market’s 

reaction (that is, market-based adjustments) to the dif-

ference in the properties. For example, it would be 

inappropriate for an appraiser to provide a $20 per 

square foot adjustment for the difference in the gross 

living area based on a rule-of-thumb when market 

analysis indicates the adjustment should be $100 per 

square foot.6

 The Appraisal of Real Estate, fourteenth edition, 
lists four groups of quantitative techniques to 
quantify adjustments for differences in proper-
ties, namely,7 
 1.  Data analysis techniques—paired data anal-

ysis, grouped data analysis, and secondary 
data analysis

 2.  Statistical analysis—graphic analysis and 
scenario analysis

 3.  Cost-related adjustments—cost to cure, 
depreciated cost

 4.  Capitalization of income differences

That text, however, includes the following cau-
tion on the use of paired data analysis:

Although paired data analysis of sales or rents is a theo-

retically sound method, it may be impractical and pro-

duce unreliable results when only a narrow sampling of 

sufficiently similar properties is available. This is particu-

larly true for commercial and industrial properties that 

do not sell or lease frequently in the market. A lack of 

data can make quantifying the adjustments attributable 

to all the variables a difficult process. An adjustment 

derived from a single pair of sales is not necessarily 

indicative, just as a single sale does not necessarily 

reflect market value.8

 In the easement condemnation case of Guard-
ian Pipeline, L.L.C. v. 950.80 Acres of Land,  
et al., Chief Judge Easterbrook, US Court of 
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, suggests multi-
ple regression as an alternative to matched pairs 
in the sales comparison approach. Easterbrook 
states as follows:

3. Appraisal Standards Board, Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2018–2019 ed. (Washington DC: The Appraisal 

Foundation, 2018), Lines 112–113.

4. Interagency Land Acquisition Conference, “Adjustment Process,” section 1.5.2.3 in Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land 

Acquisitions, 2016 ed., http://bit.ly/UASFLA.

5. Fannie Mae, “Unacceptable Practices,” Sec. B4-1.1-04 in Selling Guide: Fannie Mae Single Family, February 27, 2018,  

http://bit.ly/FannieMaeGuide.

6. Fannie Mae, “Adjustments to Comparable Sales,” Sec. B4-1.3-09 in Selling Guide.

7. Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed., 398.

8. Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed., 399.
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What puzzles us is why both sides were fixated on pair-

wise comparisons—that is, have a transmission-corridor 

easement … appraising that parcel, and then compar-

ing the appraised value of the “matched” parcel with 

the appraised values of the subject parcel with a pipe-

line easement. That process is full of problems. No other 

parcel will be identical to the subject parcel except for 

its lack of a transmission-corridor easement. Location 

and other attributes always differ, setting the stage for 

debate about whether an appropriate comparison has 

been selected. And even if very similar parcels can be 

found for comparison, the appraisals are just estimates. 

Each of these comparisons requires two appraisals: one 

of the “matched” parcel, and one (informed by the 

comparison) of the subject parcel with the easement. 

 A different approach would be to gather data about 

the actual selling prices of real estate with and without 

transmission-corridor easements and use these data to 

determine how much the easement reduces the value 

of real estate in real transactions. The law of large num-

bers would make up for the lack of closely matched 

comparison pairs. How many feet of transmission ease-

ment encumbers a parcel is a continuous variable and 

could be one independent variable in a regression. Dan-

iel L. Rubinfeld, Reference Guide on Multiple Regres-

sion, in Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence 

179–227 (Federal Judicial Center 2d ed. 2000), provides 

a good description. Using real transaction prices reduces 

the role of guesswork. Although no one suggested such 

an approach in this proceeding, litigants (and district 

judges) should keep it in mind for the future, as it has 

the potential to be faster, less expensive, and more 

accurate than a parade of witnesses offering estimates 

that cannot be verified.9

Previous Research
Numerous studies on the application of regres-
sion analysis in valuation analysis have been 
published in the appraisal literature, but few 
studies on using regression analysis to calculate 
adjustments for the direct sales comparison tech-
nique of the sales comparison approach. In 1989, 

Cannaday published an article on market support 
for adjustments for single-family home appraisals. 
The dependent variable in his study is the natu-
ral log of the sale price, and log-transformed 
independent variables are living area, bathrooms, 
car garage, lot area; months since sale and age are 
in their regular units, and corner and cul-de-sac 
locations are specified as dummy variables.10

 Ramsland and Markham, in their Appraisal 
Journal article, demonstrate how to compute 
adjustments based on multiple regression analysis 
of warehouse/manufacturing properties. The 
dependent variable (sale price) and independent 
variables—elapsed time, gross building area, age 
at date of sale and location rating—are all in 
their original units in the estimated equation.11

Specification of the Regression Model
According to the fourteenth edition of The 
Appraisal of Real Estate, “The principle of contri-
bution states that the value of a particular compo-
nent is measured in terms of its contribution to 
the value of the whole property or as the amount 
that its absence would detract from the value of 
the whole.”12 Contributory value is defined in The 
Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, sixth edition, 
as “The change in value of a property as a whole, 
whether positive or negative, resulting from the 
addition or deletion of a property component.”13 
The contributory value of a property component 
is explained by the economic concept of dimin-
ishing utility. Diminishing utility is defined in The 
Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal as, “In econom-
ics, the concept that the consumption of each 
succeeding unit of an economic good yields less 
satisfaction than the preceding unit although sat-
isfaction continues to increase at a positive rate. 
Thus, total utility increases at a decreasing rate.”14

 Depending on the nature of the nonlinear rela-
tionship, a curvilinear function captures the 
nonlinear relationship between selling price and 
some of the productivity features of a property. 

 9. As quoted in Peter F. Colwell, John A. Heller, and Joseph W. Trefzger, “Expert Testimony: Regression Analysis and Other Systematic 

Methodologies,” The Appraisal Journal (Summer 2009): 253–262, 254.

10. Roger E. Cannaday, “How Should You Estimate and Provide Market Support for Adjustments in Single Family Appraisals?” The Real Estate 

Appraisal & Analyst (Winter 1989): 43–54.

11. Maxwell O. Ramsland, Jr., and Daniel E. Markham, “Market-Supported Adjustments Using Multiple Regression Analysis,” The Appraisal 

Journal (April 1998): 181–191.

12. Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed., 32.

13. Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015), s.v. “contributory value.”

14. Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed., s.v. “diminishing utility.”
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For example, the relationship between selling 
price and building area often is not constant or a 
linear function but a curvilinear function that 
shows a diminishing marginal contribution to 
selling price as the building area increases. A cur-
vilinear function represents a situation in which 
the impact of the predictor variable on the pre-
dicted variable is expected to increase at a 
decreasing rate as the predictor variable increases 
in magnitude, if the value of the coefficient of 
the predictor variable is between zero and one. 
For example, empirical evidence supports the 
observation that increases in selling price 
decrease as the size of the building increases.
 Bryan and Colwell discuss several of the advan-
tages of a non-linear model over a linear model. 
First, using the log of selling price as the depen-
dent variable allows price increases to affect 
properties of different qualities in terms of per-
centage increases rather than dollar increases. 
Second, a non-linear model better handles the 
interdependencies or interactions among the 
predictor variables. For example, the concept of 
interdependency or interaction relates to the 
empirical evidence that the number of bath-
rooms in a home affects home price depending 
on the size of the home. Third, a non-linear 
model better handles non-linear partial effects—
determining the impact of a predictor variable 
while holding other predictor variables in the 
model constant.15

 The model specified for this study is the natu-
ral log of the dependent variable, natural logs of 
continuous variables, discrete variables in their 
original metrics or units, and dummy variables 
for qualitative variables. Using the natural log of 
a predictor variable is justified when its distribu-
tion is positively skewed (the mean is higher 
than the median) and the variability of the resid-
uals for a dependent variable increase for larger 
values of the dependent variable. When a vari-
able is log transformed, taking the antilog of the 
estimated coefficient will not properly transform 
the variable back into the original unit used. The 
correct way to transform a variable back to its 
original unit is presented in a later section. 

Case Study: Regression Analysis  
Technique in Sales Comparison Approach 

Case Study Data
Data for this case study are gathered on commer-
cial-zoned lots in Council Bluffs, Iowa. The Mis-
souri River serves as the Iowa/Nebraska state 
border, with Council Bluffs to the east of the river 
and Omaha, Nebraska, to the west. As of July 7, 
2016, the estimated populations of Omaha and 
Council Bluffs were 446,697 and 62,524, respec-
tively. Data are gathered on both sold properties 
and properties offered for sale (listings) on the 
following significant property productivity char-
acteristics: selling price, sale date, site size, shape 
of site, corner site identifi cation, and location. 
There are no significant differences in macro- 
level and micro-level accessibility characteristics. 
Exhibit 1 shows a summary of the data set and 
Exhibit 2 shows the definitions of variables. 
 In order to predict the expected selling price of 
a commercial lot, the following model is specified.

 ln(SP) =  β0 + β1ln(LandSF) + β2SaleAge  

+ β3ListingD1 + β4CornerD2  

+ β5ShapeD3 + β6LocRating1D4  

+ β7LocRating3D5 + ε  [1]

The estimated model follows:

 ln(SP
^
) =  β^0 + β^1ln(LandSF) + β^2SaleAge  

+ β^3ListingD1 + β^4CornerD2  

+ β^5ShapeD3 + β^6LocRating1D4  

+ β^7LocRating3D5 [2]

15. Thomas B. Bryan and Peter F. Colwell, “Housing Price Indices,” in vol. 2 of Research in Real Estate, ed. C. F. Sirmans (Greenwich, CT: JAI 

Press, Inc. 1982), 57–84.
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Exhibit 1  Summary of Data Set and Coding
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S1 885,000 4/30/11 40,663 74,052 No 0 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.21252283 13.6933429

S2 321,544 5/2/12 41,031 38,768 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 10.56535044 12.6808897

S3 464,000 9/3/09 40,059 41,817 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 10.64105823 13.0476398

S4 1,010,000 5/23/11 40,686 59,459 No 0 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 10.99304228 13.8254609

S5 485,000 7/19/11 40,743 35,283 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 10.47115654 13.0919042

S6 424,850 1/14/09 39,827 29,185 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 10.28141016 12.9594914

S7 695,000 4/20/12 41,019 50,529 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 10.83030271 13.4516671

S8 817,500 7/13/10 40,372 60,548 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 11.01119172 13.6140062

S9 865,000 11/12/10 40,494 67,082 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 11.11367103 13.6704848

S10 469,500 12/31/09 40,178 34,848 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 10.45875103 13.0594236

S11 1,184,832 9/28/07 39,353 69,696 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 3 0 1 11.15189821 13.9851116

S12 950,000 4/22/10 40,290 73,180 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.20067744 13.7642173

S13 856,000 1/16/06 38,733 71,308 No 0 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.1747638 13.6600257

S14 600,000 1/25/08 39,472 63,340 No 0 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.05627232 13.3046849

S15 1,600,000 1/4/08 39,451 156,031 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.95780998 14.2855142

S16 700,000 10/26/07 39,381 92,739 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.43754438 13.4588356

S17 476,534 3/15/07 39,156 90,082 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.40847565 13.0742944

S18 925,000 11/10/14 41,953 206,039 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 1 1 0 12.23581978 13.7375490

S19 468,380 10/21/16 42,664 81,457 No 0 Yes 1 Irregular 0 2 0 0 11.30783301 13.0570352

S20 1,300,000 4/21/17 42,846 203,861 No 0 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 12.22519269 14.0778748

L1 535,785 6/14/17 42,900 71,438 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.17658522 13.1914882

L2 490,050 6/14/17 42,900 65,340 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.08735969 13.1022627

L3 1,260,079 6/14/17 42,900 173,804 Yes 1 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 12.06568581 14.0466850

L4 2,799,166 6/14/17 42,900 311,018 Yes 1 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 12.64760735 14.8448319

L5 3,064,228 6/14/17 42,900 557,132 Yes 1 Yes 1 Irregular 0 2 0 0 13.23055819 14.9353063

L6 2,803,300 6/14/17 42,900 560,617 Yes 1 Yes 1 Irregular 0 2 0 0 13.2367936 14.8463079

L7 511,852 6/14/17 42,900 68,389 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.1329702 13.1457908

L8 475,792 6/14/17 42,900 63,598 Yes 1 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.06033101 13.0727361

L9 705,795 6/14/17 42,900 94,090 Yes 1 No 0 Irregular 0 2 0 0 11.4520028 13.4670801

L10 799,000 6/14/17 42,900 155,074 Yes 1 Yes 1 Irregular 0 1 1 0 11.95165512 13.5911162

L11 962,676 6/14/17 42,900 74,052 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.21252283 13.7774722

L12 789,000 6/14/17 42,900 131,551 Yes 1 No 0 Irregular 0 1 1 0 11.78715141 13.5785216

L13 650,000 6/14/17 42,900 155,945 Yes 1 No 0 Irregular 0 1 1 0 11.95725738 13.3847276

L14 350,000 6/14/17 42,900 54,886 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 1 1 0 10.9130063 12.7656884

L15 150,000 6/14/17 42,900 19,602 Yes 1 No 0 Regular 1 1 1 0 9.883386881 11.9183906

L16 500,000 6/14/17 42,900 28,750 Yes 0 Yes 1 Regular 1 3 0 1 10.26637913 13.1223634

SuPr 6/14/17 42,900 87,120 No 1 Yes 1 Regular 1 2 0 0 11.37504176
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Interpretations of Regression Dependent 
Variable and Coefficients
Ln(SP̂). The expected natural log of selling price 
of a lot is ln(SP^). When the dependent variable 
is log transformed, to make a prediction in the 
original form (unlogged dependent variable), 
simply taking the exponent or antilog of the 
estimated model has been shown to systemati-
cally underestimate the expected dependent 
variable. To correct this underestimation of the 
dependent variable, a required correction to the 
estimated model is to add one-half of the square 
of the standard error of the regression model to 
the estimated model before taking the exponent 
or antilog. For example, if ln(SP) = β0 + 
β1ln(LandSF) + ε is the model estimated, predic-

tion of selling price is made with SP^ = exp(β^0 + 
β
^

1ln(LandSF) + se2/2).16 (se2 is the square of the 
standard error of the regression or estimate.) In 
this study, to make a prediction of the expected 
selling price, the following equation is used:

 SP^ =  exp(β^0 + β^1ln(LandSF) + β^2SaleAge  

+ β^3ListingD1 + β^4CornerD2  

+ β^5ShapeD3 + β^6LocRating1D4  

+ β^7LocRating3D5 + se2/2)

β̂0. β^0 is the intercept of the regression line. It is 
the expected value of the dependent variable 
when all the predictor variables and the error 
term equal zero. Providing an economic interpre-
tation to the intercept term is not always possi-
ble.17 In their textbook, Johnson, Jr., Johnson, 
and Buse state, “because there are relatively few 
instances in applied research where the intercept 
has an obvious econometric interpretation, major 
concern is placed, here and elsewhere, on the 
slope coefficient, which does have an economic 
interpretation.”18 Cassidy in his textbook states,

The constant term should not be relied on for inference 

because:

1.  It absorbs the mean effects of all omitted variables, 

acting as a garbage term.

2.  It absorbs any nonzero mean of the sample values of 

the error term, an additional garbage collector role.

3.  It usually lies outside the relevant range of observa-

tions on the regressors, making inferences tenuous.

4.  There may be nonlinearities in the true function in 

the range in which the regressors equal zero.19

Exhibit 2  Legend for Variable Definitions

ln(SP) Natural logarithm of selling price

ln(LandSF) Natural logarithm of size of lot in 
square feet

SaleAge Time elapsed between sale date and 
effective date of appraisal

ListingD
1

Listing dummy variable = 1, if a listing, 
0 otherwise

CornerD
2

Corner dummy variable = 1, if a corner 
lot, 0 otherwise

ShapeD
3

Shape of lot = 1, if regular, 0 otherwise

LocRating1D
4

D
4
 = 1, if rating is 1, 0 otherwise 

LocRating2 The base rating to which other location 
ratings are compared

LocRating3D
5

D
5
 = 1, if rating is 3, 0 otherwise

16. Jeffrey M. Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics: A Modern Approach, 6th ed. (Boston, MA: Cengage Learning, 2016), 190–191.  

Sanjiv Jaggia and Alison Kelly, Business Statistics, Communicating with Numbers (New Delhi, India: McGraw Hill Education (India)  

Private Limited, 2013), 500–501.

17. Jaggia and Kelly, Business Statistics, 433.

18. Aaron C. Johnson, Jr., Marvin B. Johnson, and Rueben C. Buse, Econometrics, Basic and Applied (New York: MacMillan Publishing 

Company, 1987), 54.

19. Henry J. Cassidy, Using Econometrics: A Beginner’s Guide (Reston, Virginia: Reston Publishing Company, Inc., A Prentice Hall Company, 

1981), 148.
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β̂1ln(LandSF). Given the percentage change in 
lnLandSF (%∆lnLandSF), holding other vari-
ables in the model constant, calculation of the 
unlogged percent change in the predicted selling 
price is made, with the following equation:20

 %∆(SP^) =  [exp(β^1*ln(1+%∆LandSF) – 1]*100 
 [3]

When the dependent variable and a predictor 
variable are log transformed, the coefficient of 
the predictor variable is interpreted as elasticity. 
The coefficient measures the percentage change 
in the dependent variable for a given percentage 
change in the predictor variable. 

β̂2SaleAge. SaleAge is the number of days that 
elapsed between the date a property sold and the 
effective date of the appraisal. The impact of β^2 
on the selling price is calculated using the equa-
tion that follows:21

 %∆(SP^) =  [exp(β^2*∆SaleAge) – 1]*100 [4]

When the coefficient is small, Equation 4 can be 
approximated by β^2*∆SaleAge*100. Because the 
dependent variable is log transformed and the 
predictor variable is not, the coefficient β^2, may 
be interpreted as semi-elasticity. It measures the 
percentage change in the selling price resulting 
from one-unit change in SaleAge.

β̂3ListingD1. Dummy variable ListingD1 rep-
resents a listing (offer to sell), a qualitative vari-
able. If an observation is a listing, it is coded as 1 
or as 0 otherwise. The percent adjustment to the 
selling price, for a listing, is calculated using one 
of the formulas presented below.

  If the dummy variable switches from 0 to 1, the 
percentage impact of the dummy variable on 
expected selling price is 

  [exp(β^3 – se2/2 for β^3) – 1]*100 [5]

  If the dummy variable switches from 1 to 0, the 
percentage impact of the dummy variable on 
expected selling price is

  [exp(–β^3 – se2/2 for β^3) – 1]*100 [6]

 where:

  β^3 is the estimated coefficient for listing 
dummy variable.22

β̂4CornerD2. The dummy variable CornerD2  
represents corner lot attribute, a qualitative 
variable. If an observation is a corner lot, it is 
coded as 1, or as 0 otherwise. The percent adjust-
ment to the selling price for corner lot attribute 
is calculated similarly as was done for the listing 
variable above.

β̂5ShapeD3. The dummy variable ShapeD3 rep-
resents shape of land attribute, a qualitative vari-
able. If land is regular in shape, it is coded 1, or as 
0 if shape is irregular. It is interpreted similarly as 
was done for D1 above, the dummy variable for 
the listing variable. 

Location (β̂6LocRating1D4 and β̂7 LocRating3D5). 
LocRating1D4 and LocRating3D5 represent ratings 
of locations specified as dummy variables for 
data-processing purposes. Based on the principle 
of land use association and economics of agglom-
eration, the locations of the lots are rated from a 

20. Jing Yang, “Interpreting Coefficients in Regression with Log-Transformed Variables,” StatNews #83 (Cornell University: Cornell University 

Consulting Unit, June 2012), http://bit.ly/stnews83; Kenneth Benoit, “Linear Regression Models with Logarithmic Transformations” 

(Methodology Institute, London School of Economics, March 17, 2011), http://bit.ly/BenoitModels.

21. Yang, “Interpreting Coefficients in Regression”; Benoit, “Linear Regression Models”; Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics, 6th ed., 

171–173; 

22. Peter E. Kennedy, “Estimation with Correctly Interpreted Dummy Variables in Semilogarithmic Equations,” The American Economic  

Review 71, no. 4 (September 1981): 801; Econometrics Beat: Dave Giles’ Blog, “Dummies for Dummies,” posted March 24, 2011,  

http://bit.ly/Gilesblog.
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low of 1 to a high of 3. Location is an ordinal 
variable and the rating of location on a scale of 1 
to 3, represents an ordinal scale of measurement. 
Differences between rating values are meaning-
less because the actual numbers used are arbi-
trary. However, a location rated a 3 is better than 
a location rated a 2, and a location rated a 2 is 
better than a location rated 1. If location is 
included in the estimated equation as any other 
discrete or continuous variable, then its coeffi-
cient would be the percentage point change in 
selling price when location rating increases by 
one unit, holding other predictor variables con-
stant. This would imply that a one-unit increase 
in location rating has a constant impact on sell-
ing price. For the above reasons, the ordinal loca-
tion variable is specified as a dummy variable. 
Since ratings 1, 2, and 3 are used, two dummy 
variables are used to specify location ratings.23 
The percent adjustments to the selling price for 
location attribute are calculated similarly as was 
done for the listing variable above.
 The regression model is estimated using NCSS 
Statistical Software and the regression report is 
presented as Exhibit 3.24

Predicted Expected Selling Price
The unadjusted coefficient of determination, 
R-squared, is 0.8897, and the adjusted R-squared 
is 0.8621. The adjusted R-squared value is inter-
preted to mean that 86.21% of the variation in 
the natural log of selling price is explained by the 
estimated model. The F-test is used to test 
whether the estimated model is statistically sig-
nificant. The F-ratio, from the Analysis of Vari-
ance section in Exhibit 3, is 32.265 and the 
p-value is 0.0000. The p-value of 0.0000 indi-
cates the probability of observing an F-ratio at 
least as large as 32.265, if the estimated model is 
not statistically significant. All the coefficients 
of the estimated model have the expected signs, 
and they range in p-values of 0.0000 to 0.6023 for 
the t-statistic. A small p-value is required to 
reject the null hypothesis that an estimated coef-
ficient is equal to zero.
 In a valuation context, regression analysis is 
used to predict the expected selling price or 

expected rental price. The main focus should be 
economic or practical significance and not statisti-
cal significance. The statistical significance of a 
predictor variable depends solely on the magni-
tude of the t-statistic for the variable. The eco-
nomic or practical significance of a predictor 
variable depends on the size and sign of the coeffi-
cient of the variable.25 The smaller the sample size, 
the harder to find a variable to be statistically sig-
nificant. Wooldridge states as follows: 

Many researchers are also willing to entertain larger sig-

nificance levels in applications with small sample sizes, 

reflecting the fact that it is harder to find significance 

with smaller sample sizes. … [O]ne’s willingness to con-

sider higher significance levels can depend on one’s 

underlying agenda.

 Given that in valuation the focus is prediction, 
it is the economic or practical significance of a 
predictor variable that should be the emphasis, as 
long as the coefficient has the expected sign. 
Typically, one has a limited number of compara-
ble properties available for analysis. Therefore, a 
very high level of statistical significance would 
be reasonable for a variable if its coefficient has 
the expected sign.
 The estimated equation from Exhibit 3 is 
repeated as follows:

 lnSellingPrice =  
  5.98147597210732 + 0.155857423013752  

* (CornerYes=1) + 0.0719102539596642  
* (ListingYes=1) + 0.831544302361704  
* lnLandSF – 0.282929997857729  
* (LocRating1Yes=1) + 0.398284134042261  
* (LocRating3Yes=1) – 5.27680229331659E-05 
* SaleAge + 0.217073232411639  
* (ShapeRegYes=1) [7]

 
To convert back to its original unit, simply find-
ing its antilog would underestimate the expected 
selling price. The estimated equation is adjusted 
by adding one half of the square of the standard 
error of the estimated equation to it before find-
ing the antilog of the modified equation as 
shown below.26

23. Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics, 6th ed., 214–215. 

24. NCSS, LLC, NCSS Statistical Software, Version 10 (Kaysville, UT). 

25. Wooldridge, Introductory Econometrics, 6th ed., 120–121.

26. Jaggia and Kelly, Business Statistics, 501.
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Exhibit 3  Multiple Regression Report

Run Summary Report

Item Value Rows Value

Dependent Variable lnSellingPrice Rows Processed 37

Number Ind. Variables 7 Rows Filtered Out 0

Weight Variable None Rows with X Missing 0

R2 0.8897 Rows with Weight Missing 0

Adj. R2 0.8621 Rows with Y Missing 1

Coefficient of Variation 0.0169 Rows Used in Estimation 36

Mean Square Error 0.05239125 Sum of Weights 36.000

Sq. Root MSE 0.2288913

Ave Abs Pct Error 1.130

Completion Status Normal Completion

Descriptive Statistics

Variable Count Mean
Standard  

Deviation Minimum Maximum

(CornerYes=1) 36 0.3333333 0.4780914 0 1

(ListingYes=1) 36 0.4166667 0.5 0 1

LnLandSF 36 11.32767 0.7652684 9.883387 13.23679

(LocRating1Yes=1) 36 0.1666667 0.3779645 0 1

(LocRating3Yes=1) 36 0.2222222 0.421637 0 1

SaleAge 36 41521.42 1493.185 38733 42900

(ShapeRegYes=1) 36 0.8055556 0.4013865 0 1

LnSellingPrice 36 13.50806 0.6164367 11.91839 14.93531

Regression Coefficients T-Tests

Independent 
Variable

Regression 
Coefficient b(i)

Standard  
Error Sb(i)

Standardized 
Coefficient

T-Statistic  
to Test  

H0: β(i)=0
Prob  

Level
Reject H0  
at 10%?

Power  
of Test  
at 10%

Intercept 5.981476 1.961028 0.0000 3.050 0.0050 Yes 0.9083

(CornerYes=1) 0.1558574 0.09106075 0.1209 1.712 0.0980 Yes 0.5105

(ListingYes=1) 0.07191025 0.1364376 0.0583 0.527 0.6023 No 0.1446

LnLandSF 0.8315443 0.0664111 1.0323 12.521 0.0000 Yes 1.0000

(LocRating1Yes=1) -0.28293 0.1219704 -0.1735 -2.320 0.0279 Yes 0.7318

(LocRating3Yes=1) 0.3982841 0.1127642 0.2724 3.532 0.0015 Yes 0.9641

SaleAge -5.276802E-05 4.383917E-05 -0.1278 -1.204 0.2388 No 0.3215

(ShapeRegYes=1) 0.2170732 0.1277324 0.1413 1.699 0.1003 No 0.5058

Estimated Equation

lnSellingPrice =

5.98147597210732 + 0.155857423013752 * (CornerYes=1) + 0.0719102539596642 * (ListingYes=1) +  

0.831544302361704 * lnLandSF – 0.282929997857729 * (LocRating1Yes=1) + 0.398284134042261 *  

(LocRating3Yes=1) – 5.27680229331659E-05 * SaleAge + 0.217073232411639 * (ShapeRegYes=1)

CONTINUED  >
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Exhibit 3  Multiple Regression Report (continued)

Analysis of Variance

Source DF R2 Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio Prob Level Power (10%)

Intercept 1 6568.838 6568.838

Model 7 0.8897 11.83284 1.690406 32.265 0.0000 1.0000

Error 28 0.1103 1.466955 0.05239125

Total (Adjusted) 35 1.0000 13.2998 0.3799942

Predicted Values with Prediction Limits of Individuals

Row
Actual  

LnSellingPrice
 Predicted  

LnSellingPrice
Standard Error  

of Predicted
75% Lower Pred. 

Limit of Individual
75% Upper Pred. 

Limit of Individual

1 13.69334 13.53241 0.2443587 13.24536 13.81946

2 12.68089 12.81898 0.246209 12.52975 13.10821

3 13.04764 12.93323 0.2437253 12.64692 13.21954

4 13.82546 13.34869 0.2456157 13.06016 13.63722

5 13.0919 13.15414 0.2435165 12.86807 13.4402

6 12.95949 13.04469 0.2466298 12.75497 13.33441

7 13.45167 13.43822 0.2440331 13.15155 13.72489

8 13.61401 13.62278 0.2442199 13.33589 13.90967

9 13.67048 13.70156 0.2448024 13.41398 13.98913

10 13.05942 13.17363 0.2440782 12.88691 13.46036

11 13.98511 13.79355 0.2508593 13.49886 14.08824

12 13.76422 13.38638 0.2403078 13.10409 13.66868

13 13.66003 13.60285 0.2580428 13.29973 13.90598

14 13.30468 13.46533 0.2502194 13.17139 13.75927

15 14.28551 14.06025 0.2481098 13.76879 14.35171

16 13.45884 13.63132 0.2442448 13.3444 13.91824

17 13.07429 13.61902 0.246011 13.33002 13.90801

18 13.73755 13.87647 0.2805982 13.54684 14.20609

19 13.05704 13.289 0.2779678 12.96247 13.61554

20 14.07788 14.10344 0.2726921 13.7831 14.42378

21 13.19149 13.30054 0.2453283 13.01234 13.58873

22 13.10226 13.22634 0.2456836 12.93773 13.51495

23 14.04669 14.19572 0.2503918 13.90158 14.48986

24 14.84483 14.67961 0.2585801 14.37585 14.98337

25 14.93531 14.94729 0.25813 14.64406 15.25052

26 14.84631 14.95248 0.2582219 14.64914 15.25581

27 13.14579 13.26427 0.2454842 12.97589 13.55264

28 13.07274 13.35972 0.2500677 13.06596 13.65348

29 13.46708 13.31249 0.2635932 13.00284 13.62213

30 13.59112 13.6009 0.2609096 13.2944 13.90739

31 13.77747 13.33042 0.2452256 13.04235 13.61849

32 13.57852 13.30825 0.2550138 13.00868 13.60782

33 13.38473 13.4497 0.2550577 13.15008 13.74932

34 12.76569 12.79843 0.2549729 12.49891 13.09795

35 11.91839 11.94226 0.2660129 11.62976 12.25475

36 13.12236 13.02589 0.2731223 12.70505 13.34673

37 13.62142 0.2482459 13.3298 13.91304
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 SellingPrice =
  exp(5.98147597210732  

+ 0.155857423013752 * (CornerYes=1)  
+ 0.0719102539596642 * (ListingYes=1)  
+ 0.831544302361704 * lnLandSF  
– 0.282929997857729 * (LocRating1Yes=1)  
+ 0.398284134042261 * (LocRating3Yes=1) 
– 5.27680229331659E-05 * SaleAge  
+ 0.217073232411639 * (ShapeRegYes=1)  
+ se2/2) [8]

Note, the standard error of regression, se, is also 
called standard error of the estimate or root mean 
squared error. In NCSS Statistical Software, it is 
called Square Root of MSE (shown in the Sum-
mary Report section of Exhibit 3). In Exhibit 3, 
Row 37 of the Prediction Values with Prediction 
Limits of Individuals section is the subject site 
and this information is repeated below.
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37 13.62142 0.2482459 13.3298 13.91304

In this instance, the predicted selling price, in its 
original unit or unlogged, is calculated as follows:

 Selling Price =  exp(13.62142 
+(0.2288913^2)/2) [9]

   = exp(13.6476156)

   =  $845,442.65  
($845,000.00 rounded)

Conclusion. Applying regression analysis to the 
market data and giving consideration to func-
tional utility, location, physical attributes, and 
trend in property values in the immediate market 
area, the expected selling price is concluded to be 
$845,000.00 (rounded) or $9.70 per square foot 
for the 87,120 square feet of the subject’s site area.
 

Case Study: Direct Sales Comparison 
Technique of Sales Comparison Approach

In applying the direct sales comparison tech-
nique, a value indication is derived by comparing 
the property being valued to similar properties 
that recently sold or are currently offered for sale 
in the market area. The basic steps to develop an 
indication of value for the property being 
appraised, via the direct sales comparison tech-
nique, are as follows:
 1.  The market area in which the property 

being appraised competes with other prop-
erties is researched to gather data on compa-
rable sales and listings.

 2.  Sales and listings that are most similar to 
the subject property are selected.

 3.  The most meaningful unit of value for the 
appraisal subject is selected.

 4.  Each selected sale or listing is compared to 
the subject property on the following charac-
teristics or attributes and adjustments made 
for significant value-influencing differences: 
real property rights conveyed, financing 
terms, conditions of sale, expenditures made 
immediately after purchase, market condi-
tions over time, location, physical character-
istics, economic characteristics, use (zoning), 
and non-realty components of value.

 5.  The value indicated for the subject property 
by each comparable sale is examined with 
respect to data input and analysis.  The value 
indications are used to conclude a range or a 
point value for the subject property.

 Current appraisal standards require that quan-
titative adjustments should not be made to a sale, 
unless the adjustment can be supported. In this 
instance, supported adjustments to the compara-
ble sales and listings for significant differences 
between them and the property appraised, are 
derived from the coefficients or multipliers of the 
estimated regression equation in the preceding 
regression analysis technique section.

Sales Data and Analysis Grid
The sales and listings used in the direct sales 
comparison are a subset of the data set used in 
the preceding regression analysis technique. 
They are more physically and geographically 
proximate to the property appraised. Seven 
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closed sales (Sales 1, 4, 7, 12, 15, 16, and 20) and 
three active listings (Listings 1, 2, and 11) are 
researched and analyzed to develop an opinion of 
market value for the subject site. The sales range 
in closing date from 10/26/2007 to 4/21/2017. 
The sales range in size from 41,817 to 203,861 
square feet, and the unadjusted unit prices range 
from $6.38 to $16.99 per square foot of site area. 
The listings range in size from 65,340 to 74,052 
square feet and the unadjusted list prices range 
from $7.50 to $13.00 per square foot of site area.
 The properties in the data set are significantly 
similar in real property rights conveyed, financ-
ing, conditions of sale, expenditures made imme-
diately after purchase, economic characteristics, 
use/zoning, and non-realty components; there-
fore, no adjustments were made for these charac-
teristics. Exhibit 4 shows the adjustments made 
for property differences, followed by explanations 
for the calculations of the adjustments. Exhibit 5 
repeats the regression coefficients information 
from Exhibit 3.

Listing Adjustment. Typically, the price paid for 
real property is less than the asking price. Typi-
cally, the asking price is set at a higher level than 
its market value to establish a range to negotiate 
the transaction price. If a site is a listing, it is coded 
1 and it is coded 0 if it is an actual sale. Although 
the listing variable has a p-value of 0.6023, it is 
economically significant because its coefficient 
has the expected sign. To convert a listing to a 
sale, Equation 6, repeated below, is used.

 [exp(–β^3 – se2/2 for β^3) – 1]*100

Using Equation 6, the negative adjustment to a 
listing price is -7.80%.

Market Conditions Adjustment. Adjustment for 
changes in market conditions account for infla-
tion, deflation, and changes in supply and demand 
in the market for the property between the date a 
property sold and the effective date of appraisal of 
the property valued. If there are changes in mar-
ket conditions, a comparable property would have 
sold for a different price as of the effective date of 
appraisal of the subject property and an adjust-
ment would be necessary for significant changes 
in market conditions. The coefficient for SaleAge 
is negative, implying declining prices after the 

date of sale; therefore, sales would require down-
ward adjustments for declining prices. The p-value 
for SaleAge is 0.2388 and it is economically signif-
icant. Equation 4, repeated below is used to calcu-
late the market condition adjustments presented 
in Exhibit 6.

 %∆(SP^) =  [exp(β^2*∆SaleAge) – 1]*100

Location Adjustment. Location attribute is con-
sidered in terms of friction of movement between 
linked sites. Linkage refers to time and distance 
relationships between two land use activities that 
generate movement of people and goods between 
them. The ratings were from a low of 1 to a high 
of 3. The location for the subject property is rated 
2, and it is considered the base level with respect 
to ratings 1 and 3. The signs of the coefficients are 
as expected and the p-values for ratings 1 and 3 
are 0.0279 and 0.0015, respectively. Sale 7, rated 
3, requires a downward adjusted that is calculated 
with Equation 6 which is repeated as follows:

 [exp(–β^7 – se2/2 for β^7) – 1]*100

The calculated percent adjustment to the market 
conditions adjusted price is -47.98%.  

Land Size Adjustment. The coefficient for site 
size has a p-value of 0.0000. The dependent vari-
able as well as the predictor variable are in natu-
ral log units. Therefore, the fitted coefficient is 
an elasticity measure and percentage adjustments 
are made to the dependent variable. The formula 
for calculating the adjustment for difference in 
site size is Equation 3 repeated below: 

 %∆(SP^) =  [exp(β^1*ln(1+%∆LandSF) – 1]*100

The calculated adjustments are in column 9 of 
Exhibit 7.

Corner Adjustment. The percent adjustment for 
corner lot location is calculated using Equation 
5 below. 

 [exp(β^4 – se2/2 for β^4) – 1]*100

Using the above formula, the calculated adjust-
ment is 16.38% to the market conditions 
adjusted prices.
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Exhibit 4  Summary & Adjustment Grid

Element Subject Sale 1 Sale 4 Sale 7 Sale 12 Sale 15

Sale price ($) N/A  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Site area (sq. ft.) 87,120  74,052  41,817  59,459  63,340  156,031 

Date sold 6/14/17 4/30/11 5/23/11 4/20/12 4/22/10 1/4/08

Location rating LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 3 LocRating 2 LocRating 2

Corner Yes Yes Yes No No No

Shape of lot Regular Regular Regular Regular Regular Regular

Real property rights conveyed adjustment ($)  11.95  11.10  16.99 9.47  10.25 

  Adjusted price ($)  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Financing adjustment ($) -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Conditions of sale adjustment ($)  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Expenditures made immediately

after purchase adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Listing adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  885,000  464,000  1,010,000  600,000  1,600,000 

Market conditions adjustment ($) Current  (104,467)  (54,208)  (100,249)  (82,635)  (291,195)

  Adjusted price ($)  780,533  409,792  909,751  517,365  1,308,805 

Location rating adjustment ($)  -  -  (436,498)  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  780,533  409,792  473,252  517,365  1,308,805 

Land SF adjustment ($) 112,943  344,676  340,156  157,020  (502,712)

  Adjusted price ($)  893,476  754,467  813,408  674,386  806,093 

Corner adjustment ($)  -    -  149,017  84,744  214,382 

  Adjusted price ($)  893,476  754,467  962,425  759,130  1,020,475 

Shape of lot ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

Economic characteristics adjustment ($)  -  -  -  - 

Use/zoning adjustment ($)  -  -  -  - 

Non-realty components of value adj. ($)  -  -  -  - 

Final adjusted price ($) 893,476  754,467  962,425  759,130  1,020,475 

Indicated Market Value for Subject ($/SF) 10.26  8.66  11.05  8.71  11.71 

CONTINUED  >
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Exhibit 4  Summary & Adjustment Grid (continued)

Element Subject Sale 16 Sale 20 Listing 1 Listing 2 Listing 11

Sale price ($) N/A 700,000  1,300,000  535,785  490,050  962,676 

Site area (sq. ft.) 87,120 92,739  203,861  71,438  65,340  74,052 

Date sold 6/14/17 10/26/07 4/21/17 6/14/17 6/14/17 6/14/17

Location rating LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 2 LocRating 2

Corner Yes No No No No No

Shape of lot Regular Regular Regular Regular Regular Regular

Real property rights conveyed adjustment ($)  7.55 6.38  7.50  7.50  13.00 

  Adjusted price ($)  700,000  1,300,000  535,785  490,050  962,676 

Financing adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  700,000  1,300,000  535,785  490,050  962,676 

Conditions of sale adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  700,000  1,300,000  535,785  490,050  962,676 

Expenditures made immediately

after purchase adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  700,000  1,300,000  535,785  490,050  962,676 

Listing adjustment ($)  -  -  (41,791)  (38,224)  (75,089)

  Adjusted price ($)  700,000  1,300,000  493,994  451,826  887,587 

Market conditions adjustment ($) Current  (129,983)  (3,704)  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($) 570,017  1,296,296 493,994  451,826  887,587 

Location rating adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

  Adjusted price ($)  570,017  1,296,296  493,994  451,826  887,587 

Land SF adjustment ($)  (28,843)  (656,963)  88,622  122,129  128,434 

  Adjusted price ($)  541,174  639,333  582,616  573,955  1,016,021 

Corner adjustment ($)  93,369  212,333  80,916  74,009  128,434 

  Adjusted price ($)  634,542  851,666  663,532  647,964  1,144,455 

Shape of lot ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

Economic characteristics adjustment ($)  -  -  -  - 

Use/zoning adjustment ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

Non-realty components of value adj. ($)  -  -  -  -  - 

Final adjusted price ($)  634,542  851,666  663,532  647,964  1,144,455 

Indicated Market Value for Subject ($/SF)  7.28  9.78  7.62  7.44  13.14 

Final Adjusted Unit Price

No. of Comparables  10

Maximum ($)  13.14 Indicated Value for Property Appraised

Average  9.56 Land Area (SF)  87,120

Median  9.24 Indicated Value per SF  9.60

Minimum  7.28  Subject’s Indicated Value ($)  836,352.00

Standard Deviation ($)  1.98 Rounded to ($)  836,000
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Exhibit 5  Regression Coefficients T-Tests

Independent 
Variable

Regression 
Coefficient b(i)

Standard  
Error Sb(i)

Standardized 
Coefficient

T-Statistic  
to Test  

H0: β(i)=0
Prob  

Level
Reject H0  
at 10%?

Power  
of Test  
at 10%

Intercept 5.981476 1.961028 0.0000 3.050 0.0050 Yes 0.9083

(CornerYes=1) 0.1558574 0.09106075 0.1209 1.712 0.0980 Yes 0.5105

(ListingYes=1) 0.07191025 0.1364376 0.0583 0.527 0.6023 No 0.1446

LnLandSF 0.8315443 0.0664111 1.0323 12.521 0.0000 Yes 1.0000

(LocRating1Yes=1) -0.28293 0.1219704 -0.1735 -2.320 0.0279 Yes 0.7318

(LocRating3Yes=1) 0.3982841 0.1127642 0.2724 3.532 0.0015 Yes 0.9641

SaleAge -5.276802E-05 4.383917E-05 -0.1278 -1.204 0.2388 No 0.3215

(ShapeRegYes=1) 0.2170732 0.1277324 0.1413 1.699 0.1003 No 0.5058

Exhibit 6  Market Conditions Adjustments

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6 Col. 7 = Col. 2 × Col. 5 × Col. 6

Sale/Listing

Selling/Listing  

Price ($)

Date  

Sold

Appraisal  

Date 

Difference  

in Days

SaleAge  

Coefficient

Market Conditions  

Adjustment ($)

Sale 1 885,000 4/30/11 6/14/17 2237 -5.28E-05 (104,467)

Sale 4 464,000 5/23/11 6/14/17 2214 -5.28E-05 (54,208)

Sale 7 1,010,000 4/20/12 6/14/17 1881 -5.28E-05 (100,249)

Sale 12 600,000 4/22/10 6/14/17 2610 -5.28E-05 (82,635)

Sale 15 1,600,000 1/4/08 6/14/17 3449 -5.28E-05 (291,195)

Sale 16 700,000 10/26/07 6/14/17 3519 -5.28E-05 (129,983)

Sale 20 1,300,000 4/21/17 6/14/17 54 -5.28E-05 (3,704)

Listing 1 535,785 6/14/17 6/14/17 0 -5.28E-05 -

Listing 2 490,050 6/14/17 6/14/17 0 -5.28E-05 -

Listing 11 962,676 6/14/17 6/14/17 0 -5.28E-05 -
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Shape of Lot Adjustment. The subject and com-
parable properties are all regular in shape. It is 
hypothesized that the impact of shape of a site on 
selling price is dependent on its size. It is likely 
that the functional utility of a large irregularly 
shaped site may not be as negatively impacted 
compared to that of a small site. An interaction 
term would be created by multiplying size of lot 
by its shape to capture the interdependency of 
the two variables. In this analysis, the interaction 
term was dropped from the final estimated equa-
tion due to multicollinearity problems.

Conclusion. In concluding value, the sales and 
listings analyzed may be weighted differently 
based on geographic and physical proximities to 
the property appraised. In this instance, the final 
value is based on the average of the final adjusted 
prices. Considering the market data analyzed, the 
final concluded value via the direct sales compar-
ison technique of the sales approach is $836,000 
as of June 14, 2017.

Conclusion

In this study, two techniques of the sales compar-
ison approach are applied—regression analysis 
and the traditional direct sales comparison. The 
regression analysis provides an estimate of mar-
ket value of $845,000, while the estimate via the 
traditional direct sales comparison is $836,000, 
weighting equally the final adjusted prices of the 
ten properties analyzed. The regression analysis 
prediction is higher by $9,000 or 1.07%. The 
regression analysis technique is considered supe-
rior to the traditional direct sales comparison 
because (1) it uses more observations to predict 
expected market value, (2) it provides a confi-
dence interval for the estimated mean selling 
price, and (3) it provides probability values asso-
ciated with the expected selling price and its 
confidence interval. 

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL RESOURCES >

Exhibit 7  Adjustments for Differences in Land Size

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6 Col. 7 Col. 8 Col. 9 

Sale/ 

Listing

Comparable’s 

Site Size (SF)

Subject’s Site 

Size (SF) %∆ LandSF

1 +%∆ 

LandSF

ln(1 +%∆ 

LandSF)

Coeff. For 

LnLandSF exp(Col. 6 × Col. 7)

% Adjustment 

(Col. 8 – 1) × 100

Sale 1  74,052 87,120 0.1765 1.1765 0.162518929 0.8315443 1.14469896464643 14.47

Sale 4  41,817 87,120 1.0834 2.0834 0.733983523 0.8315443 1.84105691128422 84.11

Sale 7  59,459 87,120 0.4652 1.4652 0.381999479 0.8315443 1.37389461240575 37.39

Sale 12  63,340 87,120 0.3754 1.3754 0.318769438 0.8315443 1.30352340375450 30.35

Sale 15  156,031 87,120 -0.4416 0.5584 -0.582768227 0.8315443 0.61594500486970 -38.41

Sale 16  92,739 87,120 -0.0606 0.9394 -0.062502617 0.8315443 0.94935383900808 -5.06

Sale 20  203,861 87,120 -0.5726 0.4274 -0.85015191 0.8315443 0.49315143818992 -50.68

Listing 1  71,438 87,120 0.2195 1.2195 0.198456538 0.8315443 1.17942307915153 17.94

Listing 2  65,340 87,120 0.3333 1.3333 0.287682072 0.8315443 1.27025845489821 27.03

Listing 11  74,052 87,120 0.1765 1.1765 0.162518929 0.8315443 1.14469896464643 14.47
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“The 50% FEMA Rule Appraisal”

To the Editor
The article, “The 50% FEMA RULE Appraisal” 
(Fall 2017), by Patricia Staebler, SRA, is well 
researched, and she draws the correct conclusion 
that actual cash value (ACV) is the best meth-
odology for the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency’s (FEMA’s) 50% Rule appraisals.
 Much confusion is created in National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP) literature by use of the 
term market value because the term is not defined.1 
In reading FEMA’s Substantial Improvement/ 
Substantial Damage Desk Reference (Desk Refer-
ence) manual, it is clear from context that the 
market value referenced there in concept is very 
different from the various definitions of market 
value real estate appraisers commonly use.2

 Real estate appraisers are taught that the defi-
nition used in an appraisal must be appropriate 
to the appraisal problem. Under the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
(USPAP), appraisers performing market value 
assignments are required to identify the type and 
definition of value used,3 and to cite the source 
or authority.4 Unfortunately FEMA does not 
provide the market value definition to be used in 
a FEMA appraisal assignment.
 The market value definition most often used in 
real estate appraisal practice5 is market oriented 

(highest and best use oriented), it includes the 
land value, and it is subject to all forms of depre-
ciation. The concept of highest and best use, as it 
applies to improved properties, always considers 
use and occupancy, and it is intended to identify 
the maximally productive use of the whole prop-
erty, not just the improvements.6 FEMA regula-
tions do not allow the inclusion in market value 
of land value, site and other improvements, or 
structure value based on use and occupancy.7 Ms. 
Staebler makes a good case that traditional 
appraisal methodology is awkward and confusing 
at best, if not inappropriate.  
 The Desk Reference says, “In most situations, 
ACV is a reasonable approximation of market 
value.” 8 If ACV is the best method, then addi-
tional consideration must be given to the meth-
odology and contents of a FEMA 50% Rule 
appraisal. The article presents several ways to 
estimate replacement cost using commercially 
available data. In addition, market extraction 
can be a useful tool where there is an established 
market in speculative new home construction. 
This is especially helpful in coastal communities 
where luxury residential redevelopment on an 
individual lot-by-lot basis is well established. 
National cost services can be inadequate at the 
higher-quality levels of residential construction.
 Using the ACV methodology, special care 
must be given to the estimation and application 

Letters to the Editor

1. FEMA, Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage Desk Reference (FEMA P-758, May 2010), Section 4.5, page 4–12.

2. Ibid.

3. Appraisal Standards Board, Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2018–2019 ed. (Washington, DC: The Appraisal 

Foundation), SR 1-2(c).

4. Ibid., SR 2-2(a)(v).

5. See discussion of market value in the “Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines,” December 10, 2010. 

6. See “Fundamentals of Highest and Best Use,” The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2013), 332–334.

7. FEMA, Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage Desk Reference, Section 4.5, page 4–12.

8. Ibid., Section 4.5.3, page 4–15.
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of depreciation. Under the ACV method, a 
deduction is made for depreciation due to age, 
use, and neglect, but functional and locational 
obsolescence do not apply.9 Appraisers call 
depreciation due to age, use, and neglect physical 
deterioration, a term synonymous with FEMA’s 
physical depreciation. Professional appraisers are 
taught that estimates of effective age and eco-
nomic life are used to develop an estimate of 
total depreciation from all forms.10 But if ACV 
methodology is used, an appraiser needs to esti-
mate the physical life expectancy of the struc-
ture, and to know its actual age. Sufficient data 
and documentation exists to establish reason-
able, defendable estimates of a building’s physi-
cal life expectancy.11

 Actual age can be modified (reduced) by major 
structural additions. Building renovations can 
also make a difference, but most of the time a 
renovation only affects short-lived items. The 
standard appraisal assumption is that a structure 
has had normal, good management so there 
should be no items of current maintenance. If 
current maintenance items (CMI) have been 
deferred, then they should be noted and their 
cost to cure added as shown below:

Physical depreciation =
Structure Actual Age

Structure Physical Life

× Replacement Cost New

+ Cost to Cure CMI

Because the term market value is used extensively 
in NFIP literature, appraisers fall naturally into 
the habits and practices they know best. This is 
the source of most of the trouble local floodplain 
managers have with some of the FEMA apprais-
als they receive.
 Many thanks to Patricia Stabler, SRA, for her 
excellent article.

Raymond E. Carroll, MAI, SRA
Naples, Florida

Author’s Response
Thank you for your informative and thoughtful 
response, which articulates perfectly one of the 
core issues associated with this type of work. It is 
clear to me that this is an aspect that, in the long 
term, can only be properly addressed through 
mutual communication and cooperation between 
the Appraisal Institute and FEMA, in order to 
clarify the points you raised. The confusion cre-
ated by the lack of a proper definition on the 
part of FEMA, coupled with the training and  
(in this case, at times erroneous) instincts of 
appraisers benefit neither party, as it preempts 
the goals of the 50% FEMA Rule, compromises 
the work of appraisers—in large part by opening 
them up to liability, and also stands to disadvan-
tage clients seeking to repair or improve their 
property. Working together to ensure future best 
practices is in everyone’s best interests and can 
help resolve these issues.

Patricia Staebler, SRA
Bradenton, Florida

 9. Ibid.

10. See “Depreciation Estimates,” The Appraisal of Real Estate, 14th ed., 598–599.

11. Allan Ashworth and Srinath Perera, Cost Studies of Buildings, 6th ed. (New York: Routledge, 2015), 674–681; Jennifer O’Connor, “Survey 

on Actual Service Lives for North American Buildings” (paper presented Woodframe Housing Durability and Disaster Issues Conference, Las 

Vegas, NV, October 4–6, 2004); and Craig Langston, “Estimating the Useful Life of Buildings” (paper presented at 36th Annual Conference 

for Australasian University Building Educators, Bond University, Gold Coast, Australia, April 17, 2011).
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“The 50% FEMA Rule Appraisal”

To the Editor
The article “The 50% FEMA RULE Appraisal” 
(Fall 2017), by Patricia Staebler, SRA, means 
everything to all the appraisers in Montecito and 
Santa Barbara, California. Whole sections of 
homes (100) were completely destroyed and 300 
more damaged by mud slides and water that came 
down from the mountains and wiped out the low-
lands. Montecito is one of the wealthiest commu-
nities in United States, but now the flooding and 
damage has rearranged creeks and created new 
flood areas and some lots do not exist anymore.
 Can you imagine trying to rebuild? For sure 
there will be a new flood map and new require-
ments for people who were never before in a 
flood zone. I am going to have all the local 
appraisers read your article on FEMA and flood 
zones. It will take many years to clean up the 
mess and reconstruction will be slow. I know 
most homeowners will be shocked to see the new 
FEMA requirements and base elevations and 
construction costs will likely go up 30+%.
 This article is now going to be the bible for 
appraisers in my area.

David Marx, MAI, SRA
Santa Barbara, California

“The Effect of High-Voltage Overhead 
Transmission Lines on Property Values: 
A Review of the Literature Since 2010”

To the Editor 
Having just completed a consulting assignment 
on the effects of a high-voltage overhead trans-
mission line (HVOTL), we read with great 

interest “The Effect of High-Voltage Overhead 
Transmission Lines on Property Values: A 
Review of the Literature Since 2010” (Summer 
2017), by Orell C. Anderson, MAI, Jack Wil-
liamson, PhD, and Alexander Wohl. In our view 
the authors correctly captured the consensus of 
opinions that HVOTLs have little or no adverse 
impact upon proximate property values regard-
less of the methodology employed, be it survey 
results, matched pair sales data analysis, or 
hedonics. Transmission pole heights and config-
urations, right of way widths, and proximity of 
improved properties are various factors, among 
others, that have been examined, and such fac-
tors generally have shown little impact upon the 
values of residential homes. 
 Our literature search has examined research 
from the early 1980s to the present and confirms 
the findings reported in the article by Anderson, 
Williamson, and Wohl. We also have found the 
literature is silent on the potentially pervasive 
effects of an electromagnetic field (EMF) itself 
and the adjoining properties that are proximate 
to the source of the EMF. When the transmission 
line has a right of way that is relatively wide this 
is not an issue, as the decaying effects of the EMF 
are absorbed within the right of way. However, 
when the right of way is relatively narrow, the 
EMF can extend hundreds of feet onto adjoining 
properties at EMF levels of 4 milligauss or higher. 
This is an important threshold, as some noted 
scientists claim there are serious medical illnesses 
associated with sustained EMF exposure.1 The 
graph nearby utilizes World Health Organization 
(WHO) data for a typical 239 kV HVOTL to 
illustrate the pervasive nature of an EMF. 
 The point to be emphasized here is that up to 
now studies have focused upon proximity of 
HVOTLs and property values when, in fact, 

1. David O. Carpenter, “Human Disease Resulting from Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, Rev Environ Health 28, no. 4 (2013): 159–172; 

David O. Carpenter and Cindy Sage, “Setting Prudent Public Health Policy for Electromagnetic Field Exposures,” Rev Environ Health 23,  

no. 2 (2008): 91–117).
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there may very well be instances where the EMF 
actually has a constant presence upon a property. 
The public should know this. Here in New Jer-
sey, which is a “full disclosure” state, the seller/
broker must disclose to a potential purchaser any 
onsite and offsite potential environmental 
issues. As a result of this requirement, a recently 
proposed construction of a new HVOTL with a 
narrow right of way (60–100 ft. in width) cre-
ated an environment where many brokers 

refused to accept listings, and property owners 
where faced with little choice but to signifi-
cantly drop their asking prices. 
 In summary, further investigation and research 
into the pervasive impact of HVOTLs’ omnipres-
ent EMFs upon adjoining properties should be 
conducted in terms of health and property valua-
tion ramifications. Until now the public’s percep-
tion has been that EMF influences stop at their 
property lines when, in fact, scientific data shows 

Typical Magnetic Field Levels vs. Distance from Source, Symmetric 100' ROW

Feet from ROW Centerline, 230 kV Source, WHO Data
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otherwise. The result of such research would be a 
greater understanding of the true impact of an 
HVOTL upon proximate property values when 
all the key factors are included in the study. 

Donald Moliver, PhD, MAI
Monmouth University

Datta Naik, PhD
Monmouth University

Authors’ Response
Thank you to Drs. Moliver and Naik for their 
thoughtful response to our article and for adding 
their experience to this conversation. We would 
be remiss if we did not mention the untimely 
passing of our dear friend, colleague, and coau-
thor Dr. Jack Williamson this past November. In 
writing our response, we cannot speak for Jack, 
but having worked alongside Dr. Williamson for 
several years we trust that our remarks would 
have remained true to his thinking as well.
 The price impact of transmission lines attribut-
able to EMF radiation separately from aesthetic 
or noise impacts has been a subject of debate 
within the valuation profession and economics 
literature. Our reading of the economics litera-
ture and our experience in the field suggest that 
the price impacts directly attributable to health 
risk fear are less common now than they were in 
the 1990s at the height of the health fears and 
that currently these impacts, if they are observed 
at all, tend to reflect market segmentations. 
 Previous reviewers of the relevant literature as 
well as certain individual statistical and survey 
studies have included separate discussions and 
analysis of the impact of health fears on property 
values. However, the discussion regarding health 
risks and property value impacts has evolved over 
the past few decades, both in the public sphere 
and within the valuation profession. In 1979, a 
well-publicized study proposed a link between 
EMFs and childhood leukemia. The debate over 

these health impacts continued, and, in 1992, 
Congress authorized a program to study the rela-
tionship. In the late 1990s, a US National Insti-
tute of Health study concluded that the evidence 
was weak but that there was a possibility of a 
link. Our understanding as laypersons is that epi-
demiological studies continued to find slight 
associations with several cancers, but no labora-
tory testing could verify a causal relationship.
 In 1991, we personally confirmed the sale of a 
home located in Mission Viejo, California, that 
was given a ±50% discount mostly due to the local 
market’s fear of EMF health risks, but also anti-aes-
thetics of the adjacent transmission tower (a 220–
287 kV powerline and electricity pylon). The 
buyer, a lineman for Edison, laughed all the way to 
the bank. Such market uncertainty, exacerbated at 
that time due to a recession, diminished over the 
next decade and into the next recession, with that 
same house selling at market value. 
 As valuation experts, we are not epidemiologists 
or public health experts, so we do not take any 
position as to the health impacts of EMFs. Of 
course, the public perception of health risks is 
independent of the scientific consensus. In a sense, 
the risk has been characterized as inconclusive 
and it is now up to buyers to make up their minds. 
As appraisers, we do not measure for health effects. 
In collecting and analyzing sale price data, we look 
for discernible price effects. These price effects, if 
they exist, reflect the aggregate of consumer 
choices however rational or irrational those may 
be—especially in relation to an evolving scientific 
and public health consensus. 
 We would be curious to see the survey data of 
agents in New Jersey and the number of them 
who refuse to list such residences as compared 
with the total number of agents active in that 
geography. The issue of right of way width, which 
Drs. Moliver and Naik mention, is an important 
one that has often been ignored, especially when 
drawing conclusions from statistical studies with 
vastly different right of way widths in the study 
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area. The impact of right of way width in terms of 
property value impacts, however, is difficult to 
separate from the added open space and the 
reduction in the visual and noise effects. We 
would be interested in data indicating that agents 
are refusing to list homes within a certain dis-
tance of corridors due to health fears and poten-
tial liability resulting from power line exposure.
 As a final note, we conducted a hedonic study 
in Chino Hills, California, of a proposed under-
ground 500 kV transmission line that included 
disclosure of EMF exposure. Uncertainty in the 
market was at its peak during this phase of the 
project. Even with such risk, the predictor values 
were positive. With your comments about listing 
agent resistance and significant drops in listing 
prices in New Jersey, you have piqued our inter-
est. Your observations suggest the potential for an 
interesting case study in New Jersey with actual 
before and after sales.

Orell Anderson, MAI
Laguna Beach, California

Alexander Wohl
Laguna Beach, California

“Residential Elements of Comparison—
Transactional Adjustments”

To the Editor
In “Residential Elements of Comparison—Trans-
actional Adjustments” (Fall 2016) by Arlen 
Mills, MAI, SRA, Mr. Mills states, “Appraisal 
practitioners generally attribute greater accuracy 
and allocate more weight to the transfer prices 
that require the least amount of adjustment. 
Market evidence indicates that the number of 
adjustments and the magnitude of the gross and 

net adjustments will dictate the relative accuracy 
of the value conclusion.” (p. 324)
 Reading these two sentences excited me. I  
had finished a stint reviewing appraisals for  
a large bank that was regularly having its dis-
tressed appraisals updated with new assignments 
by staff appraisers or contractors. More than a  
few of these appraisers used spreadsheet tech-
nology to help them develop reconciliations 
with indicators that implemented the two sen-
tences above.
 Using my peers’ work as a guide, I developed 
my own spreadsheet that did the same thing.  
I then used, and still use, this tool to help  
me consider reviewed appraisal reports’ recon-
ciled values. If I come within 5% of the appraisal 
report’s value, I consider it to meet the burden  
of credibility. If there is greater than a 5% dif-
ference, then I might feel more uncomfortable 
and dig into the adjustments with additional 
analysis.
 The important thing is that I have found a 
good tool and have been able to build a useful 
spreadsheet. Readers may reach out to me at  
ed@efpotter.org if they are interested in this 
spreadsheet for use in their own practices. 

Ed Potter, SRA, AI-RRS
Mount Pleasant, Wisconsin

Author’s Response
I thank Mr. Potter for his comments on my arti-
cle, “Residential Elements of Comparison—
Transactional Adjustments.” I am glad he found 
the discussion useful in his professional work 
and hope that other appraisers have similarly 
found the article helpful.

Arlen C. Mills, MAI, SRA
Santa Rosa, California
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Roukiatou Aboubacar, MAI
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Mark Baker, MAI
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Lynette Bartlomain, AI-GRS

Robert Becker, MAI, SRA*

Isaac Benshabat, MAI

Ernst Ulrich Bergmann, MAI,* SRA

Brad Berry, MAI

Daniel Beverly, MAI

Myron Biddle, MAI, SRA*

Justin Biers, MAI

Michelle Bilardello, MAI

Matthew Bilger, MAI

James Black, MAI

Melissa Blakely, MAI

Manuel Blanco, SRA

Jennifer Bolla, SRA

Elizabeth Borchert, MAI

Donna Bordelon, MAI,* AI-GRS

Michael Brady, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Bradley Braemer, MAI,* AI-GRS

Glenn Brandt, SRA

Mary Brasel, MAI

Benjamin Brighton, SRA

Brent Brooks, MAI

William Brooks, MAI,* SRA

Richard Broughton, MAI

Bonnie Brown, MAI

Brett Brown, MAI

Gary Brown, MAI,* AI-GRS

Kenneth Brown, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Patrick Brown, SRA

Carlo Bruno, MAI

Christopher Burkhart, MAI,*  

AI-GRS

William Burrows, MAI,* SRA, 
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Malcolm Burton, SRA

Heather Byrnes, MAI,* AI-GRS
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Ryan Campbell, SRA
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William Coleman, SRA,* AI-RRS

Douglas Conners, SRA
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John Cook, MAI,* SRPA,* AI-GRS

John Cooley, MAI

Kristofer Corbin, SRA

Kyle Corcoran, MAI

Clinton Cota, SRA

Bethany Cronk, MAI

Directory of 2017 New Designees

Appraisal Institute Members Earning  
Their Designations during 2017
The Appraisal Institute’s designations have long 
been recognized as marks of excellence in the 
field of real estate valuation and analysis. 
 Achieving an Appraisal Institute designation 
signifies that an appraiser has gone above and 
beyond the education and experience needed for 
state certification. Members submit to rigorous 

educational requirements, exams, and reviews to 
earn the designations, and they keep current in 
their knowledge through participation in con-
tinuing education programs. 
 The Appraisal Institute congratulates the fol-
lowing new designees.

*Indicates previously earned designation.
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Susan Kelly, SRA

Florene Kemmett, MAI

Andrew Kepchar, MAI

Clayton Ketcham, MAI,* SRA,* RM,* 

AI-GRS

Zachry Kezar, MAI

Sean Kiernan, SRA,* AI-RRS

Kristen King, SRA,* AI-RRS

Amy Kintzle, MAI

John Kirby, MAI

Tabitha Kirk, SRA

Dirk Klingebiel, MAI

Benjamin Knollmeyer, MAI,* SRA

Lisa Knorr-Heeney, MAI,* AI-GRS

Miho Kobayashi, MAI

Kathy Kocour, SRA, AI-RRS

Brent Koenig, MAI

David Kopczynski, MAI

Srivatsa Kota, SRA, AI-RRS

Teresa Koverman, MAI

Dennis Kruse, SRA

Walter Krzywicki, MAI, AI-GRS

Roman Kuchera, MAI

Anthony Kuna, MAI

Kendall Ladner, SRA

Cherie Laffin, MAI,* SRA

Gail Lahm, SRA,* AI-RRS

Margaret Lai, SRA,* AI-RRS

William Landy, MAI,* AI-GRS

Jon Latinovich, MAI

Michael Leahy, MAI

Faye Lefurgey, SRA, AI-RRS

J. Beau Leonard, MAI,* AI-GRS

Darrin Liddell, MAI,* AI-GRS

Kevin Lincoln, SRA

Benjamin Lindsay, MAI, AI-GRS

David Liodice, MAI

John Little, MAI

Allison Logan, SRA

Reid Loidolt, MAI

Brian Long, MAI

Jose Lopez, MAI,* AI-GRS

David Lotierzo, MAI

Matthew Lowdermilk, MAI

Kristen Lowe, SRA,* AI-RRS

Mark Lowery, MAI,* AI-GRS

Thomas Lowery, MAI,* AI-GRS

McKenna Luke, MAI

Kristi Lundquist, SRA,* AI-RRS

James Lynch, MAI

Kevin Lynch, MAI

Brook Mahan, SRA

Peter Maher, SRA,* AI-RRS

David Mainord, MAI,* AI-GRS

Franck Malissen, MAI, AI-GRS

Kristen Manikowski, MAI

Allan Mankis, AI-GRS

Brett Mansfield, MAI,* SRA

Raimundo Marrero, MAI,* AI-GRS

Robyn Marshall, MAI,* AI-GRS

Roy Martinez, SRA

Rebecca Masik-Cannady, SRA, AI-RRS

Clifford Maske, MAI,* AI-GRS

Cathy McAndrew, MAI

John Mcannally, SRA

Shawn McAvoy, MAI

Allan McBrayer, MAI

Stanford McConkie, MAI

Kathryn McCormick, MAI, AI-GRS

Terrence McCray, SRA

Jennifer McDade, MAI,* SRA

Robert McDonald, MAI

Arthur McElhannon, MAI,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS

Andrew McFarland, MAI

Dennis McGeehan, MAI

Nicholas McGinn, MAI

Joseph McInerney, MAI

John McMahon, SRA,* AI-RRS

Bobby Mealer, MAI,* AI-GRS

Thomas Meighen, MAI

David Melancon, MAI

Stephen Meyer, SRA,* AI-RRS

Jonathan Michie, SRA

Stephen Millard, SRA, AI-RRS

Donald Miller, MAI,* AI-GRS

James Milliken, MAI,* AI-GRS

Mandie Mills, MAI,* SRA

Tina Mindemann, SRA,* AI-RRS

John Minor, MAI

Michael Moran, SRA,* AI-RRS

Roger Morrissey, SRA,* AI-RRS

Kai Muehlnickel, SRA

Christopher Mueller, MAI,* AI-GRS

Monte Mullins, MAI, SRA*

Mark Munizzo, MAI

Michael Murphy, AI-GRS

James Murray, MAI

Joseph Murray, MAI, SRA*

Raymond Murray, MAI

Christopher Myers, MAI

Randall Neff, MAI, SRA*

Bruce Nell, MAI,* AI-GRS

Eric Nelson, MAI

Arthur Neudek, MAI,* AI-GRS

Son Nguyen, SRA

Stephen Niebling, MAI

Hector Nieves, MAI,* AI-GRS
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Neil Nikkinen, MAI

Andrew Noble, MAI

Lori Noble, SRA

Luke Nordine, MAI

Richard Nordquist, MAI

Kyle Norris, SRA

April Nuckolls, MAI

Gerard O'Connor, SRA,* AI-RRS

William O'Connor, SRA,* AI-RRS

Robert Oglesby, SRA, AI-RRS

A. Ason Okoruwa, MAI,* AI-GRS

Kari Olbrecht, MAI

Karen Olson, MAI

Sara Olson, MAI

Ehiosu Omorodion, MAI

Patrick O'Rourke, SRA,* RM,* AI-RRS

Michael Orton, MAI,* AI-GRS

Bruce Osterhout, SRPA,* AI-GRS

Brad Ostrom, MAI

Christopher Otteau, MAI,* AI-GRS

Kristopher Oxtal, MAI

Johnny Padua, SRA

Alan Pang, MAI

Evan Pape, MAI

George Paquette, SRA

Jorge Paredes Sanchez, MAI

Stephen Parent, MAI,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS,* AI-RRS

Jessica Park, MAI

Craig Parker, MAI

Robert Pasacrita, SRA

John Paslawsky, SRA,* AI-RRS

Shawn Patterson, MAI,* AI-GRS,* 

AI-RRS

Philip Paulk, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Charles Paulson, MAI

Debra Pauza, MAI

Derek Pederson, MAI

Carol Peisley, SRA,* AI-RRS

Tiffany Perkins, SRA

Elizabeth Perry, SRA

Christopher Pettey, MAI

Chase Pike, MAI

James Pike, MAI,* AI-GRS

Francis Pilcher, MAI

Raymond Pirkle, MAI,* AI-GRS

Ronald Plott, SRA,* AI-RRS

Alicia Pollack, AI-GRS

Edward Potter, SRA,* AI-RRS

Douglas Potts, MAI,* AI-GRS

Christopher Powell, MAI,* AI-GRS

Michael Pratico, AI-GRS

Michael Pugh, MAI

Richard Rachal, MAI

Hank Rassel, MAI,* AI-GRS

Misty K. Ray, MAI,* AI-GRS

Donald Read, MAI

Ronald Rehkemper, SRA

Jonathan Reiss, MAI

John Reyle, MAI,* AI-GRS

Eric Reynolds, MAI

James Reynolds, SRA

Michael Rigsbee, SRA

John Rimar, MAI

Stephanie Rinard, MAI

Darren Ringel, MAI,* AI-GRS

Leslie Robbins, SRA

Scott Roberts, SRA,* AI-RRS

Wyatt Roberts, MAI

Scott Robinson, MAI,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS,* AI-RRS

Timothy Rohling, MAI,* AI-GRS

Terry Rohrer, MAI, SRA

Franz Ross, MAI

James Rostocki, MAI

David Rothermich, MAI,* AI-GRS

Jeffrey Rouse, MAI

Ray Rubio, SRA

Michael Rynearson, SRA

Larry Sage, MAI,* AI-GRS

Abbas Saiidifar, MAI,* AI-GRS

Adnan Salam, SRA

Patricia Saldarelli, MAI

Lindsey Sampson, MAI

Adrian Sanchez, MAI

Brian Sanderfer, MAI,* SRA

William Sanford, MAI

Tyler Satterfield, SRA

Brad Saucier, MAI

Cory Savik, MAI

Marty Schaffer, MAI

John Scheller, SRA

Michael Schimelpfenig, SRA

Anna Schlottmann, SRA

Bradley Schopp, MAI

Jason Schultz, MAI

Craig Schumacher, MAI

Mark Schuppert, MAI,* AI-GRS

Jason Secrest, MAI

David Segal, MAI

Kali Segal, SRA

Elaine Septer, MAI

Ben Shanks, MAI

Eric Shaw, MAI

Stephen Shaw, MAI,* AI-GRS

Brant Sheaffer, MAI

John Sheiry, MAI,* AI-GRS,* AI-RRS

Kyle Shelton, MAI, SRA

Stephen Shelton, MAI, SRA,* AI-GRS

Darrell Shepard, MAI

Samuel Sherwood, MAI

Julianne Shively, MAI,* AI-GRS

Jeffrey shoykhet, MAI

Christine Sills, MAI

Brian Silver, MAI

Jack Simpson, MAI,* SRPA,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS

Ken Simpson, MAI, SRA,* RM*

Darrel Skrine, MAI

Richard Sloan, MAI

Terry Smedley, MAI,* SRPA,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS

Mark Smeltzer, MAI, SRA,* AI-RRS*

Addison Smith, MAI,* SRA,* RM,* 

AI-GRS

Richard Smith, MAI,* AI-GRS

Zack Smith, MAI

Wendell Snow, SRA

Christa Snyder, MAI, AI-GRS

Richard Sobczak, MAI

Gretchen Sorelle, SRA,* AI-RRS

Joshua Soroka, MAI
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Raul Soto, SRA

Clayton Spence, MAI

Rita Spence, MAI

William Spence, MAI,* SRA, 

AI-GRS,* AI-RRS

James St. John, MAI

Craig Strawmier, MAI,* AI-GRS

Michael Strong, SRA

Robert Sullivan, MAI,* AI-GRS

Edward Sussan, MAI

Alan Sutton, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

John Swanberg, MAI,* AI-GRS

Deanna Sweeney, SRA,* AI-RRS

Kenneth Szager, MAI

Edward Szczypinski, MAI

Robert Tafaro, MAI

Erin Taffera, SRA,* AI-RRS

Ryo Takei, MAI

Kiyonori Takeuchi, MAI

Richard Taller, MAI

Ray Taylor, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Scott Taylor, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Paul Thebo, SRA

Catherine Thomas, MAI,* SRA,* 

AI-GRS

Joy Thomas, MAI

Stan Thomas, MAI

Cody Thomson, SRA

Christina Thoreson, MAI

Paul Tibbit, MAI

Edwin Tillman, MAI,* SRA,* AI-GRS

Alexander Timmons, MAI

John Timoney, MAI,* SRPA,* AI-GRS

Russell Tiv, MAI,* AI-GRS

Matthew Todd, MAI

Michael Tolopka, SRA

Scott Tomak, MAI

Shawn Toreson, MAI

Sergio Toscano, MAI

James Towers, MAI, AI-GRS

Byron Trerice, MAI

Anthony Troiano, MAI, SRA*

Arthur Troy, AI-GRS

Daniel Tudor, MAI

James Turner, MAI

Kurt Uhler, MAI

Marlen Utesch, SRA

Fasa Uwhuba, SRA

Gary Valentine, MAI,* AI-GRS

John Van Santen, MAI,* AI-GRS

David Vargas, MAI

Cecilia Vega Ponce, MAI,* SRA

Joseph Vegliacich, MAI,* AI-GRS

Patrick Ventola, MAI

Jennifer Vincent, MAI

Kenneth Visser, SRA,* AI-RRS

Christopher Wade, MAI

Christopher Walsh, MAI

Lucas Wanninger, MAI

James Watson, MAI

Nicholas Wax, MAI,* AI-GRS

Ethan Waytas, MAI

Larry Webb, MAI

Miriam Weitkum, MAI

David Wellsandt, MAI

Brandon White, MAI

Nathan White, SRA

Ryan Whitney, MAI

Janice Wildman, MAI

David Williams, MAI

J. Mark Williams, MAI

Morgan Williams, MAI

Patricia Williamson, MAI,* AI-GRS

Richard Williamson, MAI

Michael Willis, SRA

Charles Wilson, MAI

Stephen Wilson, SRA,* AI-RRS

Joseph Wisniewski, MAI

James Witt, MAI,* AI-GRS

Jeffrey Woerz, SRA

Aaron Wood, MAI

Aaron Wright, MAI

Lisa Wright, SRA

Lynda Wright, SRA,* AI-RRS

Clayton Yantis, MAI

Ted Yates, MAI,* AI-GRS

Margaret Young, SRA,* RM,* AI-RRS

Fred Zepponi, MAI,* SRA
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Call for Articles

Topics in Need of Authors
Since 1932, The Appraisal Journal has been the leading peer-reviewed forum for appraisal  
professionals. Consider becoming an author for the Journal and use your professional 
knowledge and experience to benefit yourself and your profession.

Articles Needed
The Appraisal Journal welcomes manuscripts on all topics related to real estate valuation.  
We are especially interested in receiving manuscripts on
 • Banquet facilities, clubs, and venues
 • Market delineation
 • Partial interests
 • Timeshares
 • Residential appraisal 
 • Recreational facilities
 • Parking facilities
 • Observable value impacts of energy efficient, green, or sustainable features

Case study analyses are encouraged.

Incentives
Awards
The Appraisal Journal presents the Armstrong/Kahn Award, the Swango Award, and the 
Richard U. Ratcliff Award each year for exceptional articles published in the Journal. 

Continuing Education Credits
Appraisal Institute Practicing Affiliates and Designated members may receive up to 125 
points of AI continuing education credit for an article published in The Appraisal Journal. 

Manuscript Review
Each manuscript submitted  

to The Appraisal Journal is 
considered in a double-blind 

review. Manuscripts may be 

reviewed by members of the 

Editorial Board, Review Panel,  

or Academic Review Panel,  

or by outside specialists when 

appropriate. 

See the Manuscript Guide for 

information about submitting  

a manuscript.

www.appraisalinstitute.org
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The Appraisal Journal retains its preeminence 

in real estate appraisal by keeping abreast of the latest 

issues of importance and interest to appraisers. Fresh 

ideas are always welcome. We invite you to write for The 
Appraisal Journal.
 The Appraisal Journal presents three article awards: the 

Armstrong/Kahn Award for most outstanding article pub-

lished in the previous year, the Swango Award for best 

article written by a practicing appraiser, and the Ratcliff 

Award for best article written by an academic author. 

Appraisal Institute professionals are eligible for continu-

ing education credit in the year of publication.

Manuscript Review
Manuscripts are con sidered in a double-blind review 

by members of the Editorial Board, Review Panel, and 

Academic Review Panel and by outside specialists when 

appropriate. Manuscripts written by academic authors 

are reviewed by a member of the Academic Review Panel 

as well as practitioner reviewers.

 A manuscript may be returned to the author with spe-

cific recom mendations for revisions. Making such revisions 

does not guarantee publication. Authors of manuscripts 

will receive notification of the decision by letter or email.

The Manuscript
Style and Content
•  Manuscripts should be interesting, lucid, succinct, and 

meaningful to real property appraisers.

•  Manuscripts should include a review of published liter-

ature related to the topic. Authors should cite relevant 

established concepts and practices and specify how  

they agree or disagree with such concepts and prac-

tices. Where applicable, cite the most recent editions 

of The Appraisal of Real Estate and The Dictionary of 
Real Estate Appraisal.

•  Authors are responsible for providing accurate mathe-

matics and statistics, including proper documentation 

of specific software used. Editorial staff may request 

copies of relevant data, spreadsheets, regressions, or 

computations used.

•  Manuscripts should be 3,000–8,000 words and dou-

ble spaced without extra spaces between paragraphs. 

The Journal’s design staff creates the layout for printed 

articles; do not spend a lot of time customizing the 

manuscript.

•  Editorial staff will revise the manuscript to conform 

with Appraisal Institute style of capitalization, punc-

tuation, spelling, and usage. The editorial staff also 

will edit for clarity of presentation and for grammar. 

Manuscripts may be accepted for publication pending 

completion of revisions.

Required Elements
•  A cover letter with complete address, phone, and email  

of each author. Authors’ names should not appear  

on any pages of the manuscript.

•  An abstract of 75–100 words. The abstract should  

not be a repeat of the first paragraph.

•  Brief major and secondary headings to emphasize  

divisions.

•  Clearly written introduction and conclusion sections 

explaining the purpose of the article and significance 

of the research results.

•  A brief professional biography for each author, includ-

ing present employment, title, degrees, designations, 

publishing accomplishments, and preferred email.

•  Footnotes, numbered consec utively, providing all  

facts of pub lication for sources used. For footnote  

style, consult http://bit.ly/ChicagoManualStyle. Foot-

note numbers should appear in superscript at the point 

of reference in the text. 

•  Exhibits titled and numbered in the order in which they 

appear. The text should specifically refer to each exhibit 

number. In published articles the exhibits will appear in 

black and white.

Submission Procedure
Manuscripts must be in Micro soft Word and emailed to 

taj@appraisalinstitute.org. Please title the email “Manu-

script Submission.” Also mail a hard copy of the manu-

script to The Appraisal Journal, 200 W. Madison, Suite 

1500, Chicago, IL 60606.

 

Confidentiality and Disclosures
•  Authors of manuscripts submitted to The Appraisal 

Journal must have specific authorization from their  

clients before disclosing (a) confidential factual data 

received from a client or (b) the analyses, opinions, or 

conclusions of an appraisal.

•  Authors must disclose any relationships that may sug-

gest bias in the research and results, including affilia-

tions or funding.

Copyright
Authors should not submit manuscripts that are being 

reviewed for publication in other journals. Authors should 

not engage in plagiarism or self-plagiarism, replicating 

previously published works. All articles accepted become 

the property of the Appraisal Institute and cannot be 

reproduced elsewhere without specific permission of the 

Appraisal Institute.

Manuscript Guide

www.appraisalinstitute.org
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-1.html
mailto:taj%40appraisalinstitute.org?subject=Manuscript%20Submission
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Mail orders: Phone orders: 312-335-4437

Appraisal Institute Fax orders: 312-335-4292

Attn: Order Fulfillment Online orders: www.appraisalinstitute.org/store/periodicals/the-appraisal-journal/

200 W. Madison, Suite 1500

Chicago, IL 60606 

 

Standard Domestic Rates Libraries  Students
o  $48 for one year o  Libraries: $100 for one year o  Students: $20 per year
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Our Mission
The Appraisal Journal provides a peer-reviewed forum  

for information and ideas on the practice and theory of valuation  

and analyses of real estate and related interests. The Appraisal Journal 

presents ideas, concepts, and possible appraisal and analytical techniques 
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of appraisal theory while others are useful in the evolution of practice.
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